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AREA PLANS. (IDAPA 15.01.20.052) Each AAA shall submit a four (4) year area plan to the
Idaho Commission on Aging (ICOA) by close of business January 1, 2002, and by October
15 every four (4) years thereafter. Annual updates shall be submitted by October 15 of
each year. The area plan and annual updates shall be submitted in a uniform format
prescribed by the ICOA to meet the requirements of the Older Americans Act and all
pertinent federal regulations.
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Executive Summary
Every four years, with annual updates thereafter, the Area II Agency on Aging submits an Area Plan to
the Idaho Commission on Aging (ICOA) for approval. This Area Plan is required to continue to receive
federal and state funding allocations through ICOA.
The Area Plan establishes a “Single Access Point” for all consumers to access aging and disability
resources and services available to Idahoans over the age of 60, their families, and vulnerable adults
aged 18 and older living in Area II . It provides opportunities for individuals to access private and public
pay, Long-term Care services and resources.
In developing the Area Plan, the AAA utilized ICOA’s statewide goals and objectives approved by the
Administration for Community Living (ACL). The Area Plan serves as a road map for the AAA in its
PSA.Through a qualitative and quantitative analysis of the PSA, the AAA determined strategies,
established baselines, and set measures through the use of following data and methodology:
Faced with the challenge of integrating aging and disability services, the AIIAA brought to our
Community the compelling, life-long work and presentation of Dr. Kay Toombs, Emeritus Associate
Professor of Philosophy at Baylor University, Waco, Texas. Dr. Toombs training in philosophy with her
firsthand experience of living with disability propelled to the fore of planning, services related to the
experience of age, illness and disability, the care of the chronically ill, the relationship between health
care professionals and consumers and the meaning of healing. We are on course in realizing a fully
integrated Aging and Disability presence at the Area Agency on Aging and successfully established a
new paradigm of service. We recognize our work as an integrated community partnership that
promotes caring and supportive relationship every step of the way.
We recognize that this shared endeavor between consumer and provider is essential to the provision
of Aging and Disability services. Guided by the many statutes, State and Federal, the AIIAA is
compelled to create a foundation of service that fully reflects our Community to life restored in love
and relationship, at home as well as within the certain confines of congregate care.
In the development of this Area Plan document, the AIIAA analyzied local data to establish service
needs to conduct a quantitative analysis of needs within the counties in the PSA. Such sources
include but are not limited to the Idaho Transportation Department, AARP, Idaho Department of
Health and Welfare, SAMS—the electronic client service tracking systems, logs of community
attendance, attendance logs, AAA survey to local in-home service providers, Regional Economist,
Communications and Research with the Idaho Department of Labor, Disability Action Center, 2010
Census Data, 2008 Disability Status Report, Veterans Administration and local VA Clinic, Idaho
Department of Labor, 211 CareLine, OmbudsManager, Twin County United Way Needs Assessment,
BSU Senior Needs Assessment and the Nez Perce Tribe Tribal VI Program.
The Area Plan
The north-central Idaho Area Agency on Aging is a designated Area Agency on Aging (AAA), one of 6
AAA’s throughout the State of Idaho. Our parent organizing is Community Action Partnership. The AAA
is responsible for administration of the Area Plan in accordance with all requirements of the Older
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American’s Act (OAA) and related State policy. The AAA promotes the development of a comprehensive
and coordinated system of services to help meet the needs of older and disabled individuals and servers
as the advocacy and local focal point for older people in our Community.
The AAA is required to produce a 4 year Plan and annual budget and narrative updates. The area plan
update narrative covers the period of October 1, 2013 – September 30, 2017. The budget and written
cost allocation plan is for the July 1, 2013 – June 30, 2014 State Fiscal Year. Persons interested in
commenting on the plan may do so by contacting the Administrative office in Lewiston, Idaho at 208743-5580.
The Area Plan establishes a “Single Access Point” for all consumers to access aging and disability
resources and services available to Idahoans over the age of 60, their families, and vulnerable adults
aged 18 and older living in Area II . It provides opportunities for individuals to access private and public
pay, Long-term Care services and resources.
In developing the Area Plan, the AAA utilized ICOA’s statewide goals and objectives approved by the
Administration for Community Living (ACL). The Area Plan serves as a road map for the AAA in its
PSA.Through a qualitative and quantitative analysis of the PSA, the AAA determined strategies,
established baselines, and set measures through the use of following data and methodology: a.
Foremost, the ICOA required minimum and maximum program funding requirements for certain OAA
and State Senior Service Act services introduced to the AAA in May 2013; b. Minimal time to allow for
complete overhaul of AIIAA services; c. Impact of funding formula impact to the smallest Idaho AAA; d.
Relatively flat program funding for successive years combined with growing needs of a rapidly aging
population; e. Multiple survey’s of the US AoA as referenced in the 2011 Annual Report and national
surveys and research briefs regarding the impact of programs funded under the Older Americans Act; g.
Review and analysis of client survey responses, service requests, SAMS service usage data and consumer
referral reports; h. Community Action Program Idaho Database and, h. Recommendations set forth in
the 2012 BSU Needs Assessment Survey results; i. Recommendations and guidance of the AIIAA Advisory
Council and the public, and, j. Consumer Directed Programs and Practices in the Aging Network”, US
AoA.
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The Area Agency on Aging
Overview
The Area II Agency on Aging (AAA II) is responsible for serving older residents of Planning and Service
Area (PSA) II. It operates as a part of Community Action Partnership and serves the geographic region
commonly known as North Central Idaho corridor. This region includes five counties: Clearwater,
Idaho, Latah, Lewis and Nez Perce.
The AAA contracts with the Idaho Commission on Aging (ICOA) which is the agency of state
government designated by the Governor as Idaho’s State Unit on Aging. The ICOA funds the AAA and
monitors the AAA’s compliance with all state and federal requirements pertaining to programs
funded under the Federal Older American’s Act or the Idaho Senior Services Act (“State Act”). Under
the guidance of the ICOA, the AAA plans and coordinates funds, monitors a regional program of
services to address the present and future needs of older Idahoans residing within the PSA, and
serves as a catalyst for improvement in the organization, coordination, and delivery of aging services
within all the counties which make up the PSA.
ICOA has designated the AAA and authorized the AAA to provide OAA and State services. The AAA
does the planning for the PSA and contracts services based on an annual agreement that ICOA
develops.
The period covered by this Area Plan is October 1, 2013 through September 30, 2017.
The AIIAA is a program of Community Action Partnership.
AAA Vision
Bringing elders and vulnerable adults into relationship by enhancing their quality of life, dignity and
independence.
AAA Mission
Provide leadership and advocacy, and, to continue to develop a coordinated service system which
maximizes family, community and public resources.

AAA Funding
The ICOA receives an annual allocation of federal funds under Title III and VII of the Older
Americans Act (OAA), as amended, from the ACL. The federal funds are allocated to the six AAAs
based on a federally approved intrastate funding formula Attachment 3A.
The funding formula takes into account the best available statistics on the geographical distribution
of individuals aged 60 and older residing in Idaho, with particular attention to the number of
individuals in greatest social or economic need. The formula projects anticipated demand for
7

services by weighing in each PSA those population segments most likely to be vulnerable and frail,
i.e., those who are over 75 or over 85, those who are over 60 living in rural county , and are a racial
or ethnic minority, and those who are over 65 living alone and /or in poverty. Under the formula,
regions of Idaho having a higher percentage of residents who are very old, poor, living alone, etc.,
receive a higher proportion of funding to offset their expected higher service demands.
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Older Americans Act (OAA) Core Programs
Title III-B: Supportive Services
1. Access to Service: (OAA Section 306(a)(2)(A))
A. Transportation
(State Code 67-5008(1))
Transportation services are designed to take older persons to and from community facilities and
resources for the purpose of applying for and receiving services, reducing isolation, or promoting
independence. IDAPA (15.01.01.010.45.)
Each AAA, in accordance with Section 306, OAA, shall assure that continuing efforts are made to
make transportation services available to older individuals residing within the geographical
boundaries of the PSA. IDAPA (15.01.01.023.01.)
1. Provide a quantitative and qualitative analysis identifying how needs for the above service were
assessed.
Qualitative Analysis:
The following information identifies that the lack of transportation for seniors has a negative impact
on their ability to maintain a healthy lifestyle, adversely effects their nutritional needs and causes
isolation.
 The US Department of Transportation- Federal Highway Administration Report Dated March
2012 identified:
o 21 % percent of the nation’s population lives in rural/frontier communities.
o 18 % of all jobs are located in rural communities.
o The public transit dependent segment of the population is small and it is costly to
service this segment.
o Public Transportation choices are often unavailable.
o 38% of the nation’s rural residents live in areas without any public transportation, and
less than 10 % of Federal spending for public transportation goes to rural
communities.
o There is often a lack of funding for providing adequate public transportation choices
to accommodate travel demand growth or job access.
o In the past, many rural communities were served by bus. Restructuring of the
intercity bus transportation industry, combined with reductions in air fares and
declining populations in many rural areas has led to reductions in rural bus service.
Intercity bus services are not subsidized and are not required to keep lines open if
they are unprofitable. Therefore, many smaller communities have no bus service.
 Information provided by AoA’s 2011 Annual Report, Surveys and Research Briefs, (note: most
recent report available), reported:
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o 54 % of seniors using transportation services rely on them for the majority of their trips to
doctors’ offices, pharmacies, meal sites, and other critical daily activities that help them
to remain in the community.
o Nearly 43 % of riders on OAA-funded transportation are mobility impaired, meaning they
do not own a car or if they do own a car they do not drive, and are not near public
transportation. Many of these individuals cannot safely drive a car, as nearly 75 % of
transportation riders have at least one of the following chronic conditions that could
impair their ability to navigate safely:
 68 % of riders had a doctor tell them they had visions problems
(Including glaucoma, macular degeneration or cataracts);
 9 % have Alzheimer’s or dementia:
 2 % have Multiple Sclerosis:
 19 % have had a stroke;
 3 % have epilepsy
 3 % have Parkinson’s Disease
Additionally:
 98 % take daily medications, with 14 percent taking 10-20 medications daily.
The Lack of transportation increase the elders difficulty in accessing services and ultimately the
risk for seniors being place in assisted or skilled nursing facilities.
Additionally:
o In the report Transportation Innovations for Seniors- a Synopsis of Findings in Rural
America produced by the Beverly foundation , the following Statement was made:
“…both men and women will live for a period of time (as many as 6 years for men and
11 years for women) when they will be transportation dependent. It is the age 85+
population that is especially vulnerable to the need to give up their keys and become
transportation dependent.”
Quantitative Analysis:
The 2010 Census data for the senior population in PSA II is 25131. Out of that population, 47% live in
rural areas and over 14% are living at or below poverty. The following chart shows the rural data in
each of the counties in PSA II, ITD survey that shows the project senior population that is unable to
drive or does not have access to transportation and those seniors below poverty:
County
Clearwater
Idaho
Latah
Lewis
Nez Perce

Rural Pop 60+
2862
5151
6118
1183
9817

Unable to drive
64 (2.2%)
863 (16.8%)
1095 (17.9%)
277 (23.45%)
709 (7.2%)

At or below poverty
802
2612
6971
534
4033

 The Twin County United Way Needs Assessment 2013 lists transportation assistance as the
fifth most common (22%) service that respondents named as most helpful to families.
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 Ray Rosch, Executive Director of Interlink Volunteers, Faith in Action, one of the largest
volunteer driver transportation providers in the PSA, reports that they provide an average of
110 boardings per week.
 Jeannie Kyle, Disabled Veterans Transportation of Spokane Veterans Hospital, said that over
FY2013 that the VA transported 148 veterans from the region to medical appointments in
Spokane and 72 transports from Lewiston to the Walla Walla.
 In 2013, over 137,160 boardings have been reported for Region II, the majority for fixed
route services. 8436 Boardings were reported, serving primarily aging and disabled
individuals through Demand Response services. ( Ridership Report for 2013 dated Jan 2014)
2. How does the AAA support the above program in the PSA?
A. An assigned AAA/CAP representative is a member of the District Coordination Council (DCC).
The DCC representative advocates for the needs of people that are low-income or in poverty as well
as those that are aging or disabled and participates in local level planning forwarded by ITD.
Members of the DCC take a district-wide look at the Mobility plans for each of the Local Mobility
Management Networks (LMMN) within their district with the express purpose of:
1. Analyzing and communicating needs, issues and opportunities within and amongst the
networks and neighboring Districts and states;
2. Identifying gaps and duplications within mobility services;
3. Developing strategies to mitigate mobility issues;
4. Identifying and communicating procedural and regulatory barriers to coordination;
5. Promoting cooperation and collaboration among systems to ensure quality and effective
and efficient services to customers;
6. Promoting improved transportation and mobility coordination within the district and
state; and
7. Promoting improved mobility directly with local leadership, local elected officials, and
state legislative officials.
B. The AAA has diligently worked to develop an area-wide plan to effectively meet the
transportation needs of our vulnerable elders by developing fixed price agreements with
participating transportation providers. The program aligns with some of the goals and objectives the
LMMN’s and the DCC and will center upon demand/response services as this is the type of
transportation needed by the aging and disabled clients we serve. By identifying, and contracting
with service providers in each of the five counties of PSA II, the AAA will increase transportation
accessibility. In 2014 The AAA boardings will expand (from 0 to approximately 1950), not only in the
Lewiston urban center but also in traditionally under-served rural populations as well. This approach
to enhancing demand/response transportation services is the AAA’s most effective way of addressing
the needs in PSA II, as identified by the PSA’s largest needs assessment conducted by Twin County
United Way, with the limited amount of funding available.
C. The availability of transportation services will be published on the AAA website and a list of
contracted transportation providers will be made available. All providers will also assist eligible
clients with the information needed to access services.
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3. Specifically address activities and funds that are being used to support these activities.
In the current fiscal year transportation will be provided using 2% of federal Older Americans Act
funds or $13,703 resulting in approximately 1,958 boardings. The AAA is currently in Fixed Price
Agreement negotiations with seven transportation providers in the five north central Idaho
counties of PSA II. A reimbursement rate of $7.00/boarding was established based on the average
statewide cost per boarding in 2012 of $3.18, as provided by the Idaho Commission on Aging, and
discussions with other Area Agencies on Aging within the state who are currently providing
transportation services at a rate of $10.00/boarding. The AAA will distribute funding throughout
the five counties in PSAII based on the percentage of 60+ residents in each county and the
number of services providers available.
B. Information and Assistance (I&A)
(State Code 67-5006(6))
Information and Assistance provides individuals with current information on opportunities and
services available within their communities, including information relating to assistive technology.
I&A assesses the problems and capacities of the individuals, links the individuals to the
opportunities and services that are available and to the maximum extent practicable, ensures that
the individuals receive the services needed. Additionally, I&A establishes adequate follow-up
procedures.
I&A serves the entire community of older individuals, particularly, older individuals with greatest
social and economic need, and older individuals at risk for institutional placement.
1. Provide a quantitative and qualitative analysis identifying how needs for the above service were
assessed.
Qualitative Analysis:
National and statewide statistical trends demonstrate consumer need for accessible Information &
Assistance to the public in ensuring older individuals and their caregivers access to viable service
options to assure aging in place at home and in the community of choice.
•
•

•

According to the Administration on Aging FY 2011 Report to Congress there were 13,155,106
Information and Assistance contacts made in fiscal year 2011.
The Idaho 2-1-1 Careline received 162,587 calls in fiscal year 2012, with 1,461 (1 percent) of them
concerning senior issues. In fiscal year 2013 the number of calls increased to 164,109, with 1,783 (1.1
percent) of them concerning senior issues.
In FY 2013, 24,118 Information & Assistance contacts were made by Area Agencies on Aging in Idaho.
(ICOA Joint Finance-Appropriations Committee FY 2015 Budget Hearing)

Quantitative Analysis:
Clearwater Co.
# of Contacts
49
FY 2012
# of Contacts
85
FY 2013

Idaho Co.
41

Latah Co.
47

Lewis Co.
19

Nez Perce Co.
231

68

54

45

732
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PSA II experienced a significant increase in the number of I&A contacts in four of the five counties in fiscal year
2013. This trend is expected to continue at an even greater rate with the implementation of the new Idaho
Comprehensive Assessment Tool (ICAT) telephone assessment process, as Idahoans here continue to age in
place. The largest age group served by I&A last year included 60-69 year olds with 70-79 the next largest
age group. Topics that were the most requested for information included case management, in-home care
services, nutrition, financial assistance, health benefits and housing (SAMS).

2. How does the AAA support the above program in the PSA?
•

Information and assistance (I&A) provides information to callers by way of:
o Telephone
o walk-in
o postal service
o e-mail

•

Information and assistance provides monthly presentations to two senior living complexes in Nez
Perce County. The information presented to residents includes topics such as:
o Consumer credit
o Living on a fixed income
o Fit and Fall Proof
o Healthy living
o Cancer prevention
o Personal assisted services
o Assistive technologies
o Nutrition

•

Area Agency on Aging staff provides I&A to consumers in the public by way of health fairs and
community events.

•

I&A participates in the annual disaster preparedness fair.

•

I&A averages 6% of phone calls from the 211 Careline, and it can be assumed that there will
continue to be growing needs in this area as the population of seniors in Region 2 continues to rise.
Information and assistance provides current information about services in the community, and
links consumers to opportunities and services that are available.

•

Assistance is provided as a task of I&A, and includes provision of intake, assessment, eligibility
determination and referral.

•

Assessment also includes completion of the ICOA Comprehensive Assessment Tool (I-CAT).

•

Information and assistance also provides Aging and Disability Resource services to people with
disabilities of all ages and their families, as well as older adults and their families.

•

Information and assistance maintains and uses an online resource database that is updated
monthly and offers a variety of options to maximize consumer choice.
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•

Two of the I&A staff are Alliance of Information & Referral Services (AIRS) certified.

3. Specifically address activities and funds that are being used to support these activities.
Information and Assistance is funded through Title III-B and Title III-E. For fiscal year 2014,
Information & Assistance is budgeted $52,681 in IIIB I&A, $12,525 in IIIE Public Information and
$17,270 in IIIE I&A resulting in 9% of the total budget.
C. Case Management (CM)
(IDAPA 15.01.21.010.01.) (State Code 67-5008(3))
Case management is a consumer-driven service that empowers individuals and their families to
make choices concerning in-home, community-based or institutional long-term care services.
(IDAPA 15.01.01.056.01.)
Case management provides responsible utilization of available informal (unpaid) supports before
arranging for formal (paid) services. The case manager and client, or client’s legal representative
shall work together in developing an Individual Supportive Service Plan (SSP) to establish the
frequency and duration of needed services. Services shall be arranged subsequent to approval by
the client or legal representative. Services provided shall be recorded and monitored to ensure
cost effectiveness and compliance with the SSP. (IDAPA 15.01.01.056.07.)
Eligibility criteria for CM service– each of the following elements MUST be met by the
consumer:
☐ Consumer requires minimal assistance with one or more ADLs or IADLs
☐ Consumer requires services from multiple health/social services provider
☐ Consumer is unable to obtain, coordinate, and monitor the required service for
self
without assistance.
☐ Consumer does not have a designated person acting on their behalf that is able and
willing to provide adequate coordination and monitoring of services.
☐ Consumer agrees to receive CM service including an in-home comprehensive
assessment
☐ Consumer is not eligible for duplicative CM services through any other agency.
1. Provide a quantitative and qualitative analysis identifying how needs for the above service were
assessed.
Qualitative Analysis:
National and statewide data trends demonstrate a need for Case Management in assessing needs,
developing supportive service plans, and arranging services for older persons, enabling them to
remain healthy and independent in their homes and communities.
•
•

According to the Administration on Aging Fiscal Year 2011 Report to Congress, there were
3.6 million hours of case management assistance provided in Fiscal Year 2011.
80% of clients receiving case management reported that as a result of the services
arranged by the case manager they were better able to care for themselves
(Administration on Aging Fiscal Year 2011 Report to Congress).
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•

•
•

Among those aged 85 and older, 55% are unable to perform critical activities of daily
living and require long-term support. (Administration on Aging Fiscal Year 2011 Report to
Congress).
In Fiscal Year 2011, there were 453,005 case management persons served nationally
(Administration on Aging Fiscal Year 2011 Report to Congress).
In Fiscal Year 2013 there were 6,677 clients served for a total of 29, 117 hours of Case
Management provided by Area Agencies on Aging in the State of Idaho. (Idaho
Commission on Aging Joint Finance-Appropriations Committee FY 2015 Budget Hearing).

Quantitative Analysis:

# of Units
FY 2012
# of Units
FY 2013

Clearwater Co.
237
235

Idaho Co.
228.25

Latah Co.
134.25

Lewis Co.
79

Nez Perce Co.
1505.75

215

131

95.75

931.5

PSA II experienced a decline in four of the five counties between Fiscal Year 2012 and 2013. This trend is
expected to continue at an even greater rate with the implementation of the new Idaho Comprehensive
Assessment Tool (ICAT) telephone assessment process.

2. How does the AAA support the above program in the PSA?
•
•

The AAA employs one ADRC Manager/Case Manager who conducts face-to-face
comprehensive assessments with eligible consumers,
The Case Manager duties include:
o assessing needs (physical, psychological, and social) of the individual,
o Completing case management program intakes,
o Completing a comprehensive in-home assessment,
o Developing Supportive Service Plans,
o Coordination of formal and informal services,
o Monitoring formal and informal service delivery,
o Providing follow-up and reassessment (revision of the status of the individual, or if
necessary, a primary caregiver or family member of the older individual),
o In accordance with the wishes of the older individual, advocacy for needed services or
resources.

3. Specifically address activities and funds that are being used to support these activities.
Case management is allocated $33,931 of State Senior Services Act funds in FY 2014, approximately
4% of total funding.
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D. Outreach
(IDAPA 15.01.21.022)(OAA.Section.207.(c)(1-5))
Outreach is for the purpose of identifying potential clients (or their caregivers) and encouraging
their use of existing services and benefits. (Title III and VII Report Requirements)
Outreach efforts are focused on identifying those older persons who have the greatest economic
or social need, with particular attention to low-income minority elderly, elderly living in rural
communities, and severely disabled elderly. (IDAPA 15.01.21.022.01.)
Annually data is reviewed to determine the success in reaching those older individuals having
greatest economic or social need, especially low-income minority elderly, elderly living in rural
communities, and severely disabled elderly. (IDAPA 15.01.21.022.02.)
Outreach is recorded as “one-on-one contact between a service provider and an elderly client or
caregiver. An activity that involves contact with multiple current or potential clients or caregivers
(e.g., publications, publicity campaigns, and other mass media activities) should not be counted as
a unit of service. Such services might be termed public information and reported on the public
information category.” (Title III and VII Report Requirements).
1. Provide a quantitative and qualitative analysis identifying how needs for the above service were
assessed.
Qualitative Analysis:
Despite an ever increasing effort to provide information to those elders with the greatest
economic or social need through one-on-one outreach contacts, the statewide qualitative
analysis indicates that a large percentage of elders are still not receiving available support.
•
•

There were 4,052,37 units of outreach provided nationwide in FY 2011 (Administration on
Aging FY 2011 Report to Congress).
According to the 2012 Boise State University Statewide Needs Assessment Survey, 85% of
older Idahoans report that they do not receive support from their community or through
community services. As this population continues to age in uncertain economic times,
the importance of access to community supportive services will increase.

Quantitative Analysis:

# of Contacts
FY 2012
# of Contacts
FY 2013

Clearwater Co.
617

Idaho Co.
617

Latah Co.
452

947

856

717

Lewis Co.
550
679

Nez Perce Co.
8,035
9,102

The number of outreach contacts increased from FY 2012 to FY 2013 in all five counties in PSAII.
The greatest increase was seen in Latah County (59%), while the smallest increase (13%) was
seen in Nez Perce County (SAMS).
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According to 2010 Census data and the SAMS database, the percentage of the total elder
population being served by the Area Agency on Aging in PSAII increased slightly in two counties
and remained the same in the other three counties.

Residents 60+
2010 Census
# Served FY
2012(SAMS)
Percentage of
Population
2012
# Served FY
2013 (SAMS)
Percentage of
Population
2013

Clearwater Co.
2254

Idaho Co.
4048

Latah Co.
5125

Lewis Co.
1025

Nez Perce Co.
9024

539

827

550

504

1357

24%

20%

11%

49%

15%

546

872

584

500

1434

24%

22%

11%

49%

16%

The statistical trend at the local level is reflective of the trend found in the qualitative analysis.
Increased efforts in outreach are resulting in an increase in the number of clients availing
themselves of needed services, however a great number of the elder population in PSA II do not
receive support from community services.
2. How does the AAA support the above program in the PSA?
Outreach to elders in PSA II is provided by Community Action Partnership, the parent organization
for the Area II Agency on Aging, by providing one-on-one contact with community members of all
ages including elders, by Community Engagement Liaisons in each County in the PSA: Tami Plank in
Clearwater County, Heather McFrederick in Idaho County, Jenifer Womack in Latah County, Sheryl
Coe in Lewis County, and Kayla Burke and Bob Jorgenson in Nez Perce County. Community
Engagement Liaisons serve to assist low-income people and provide assistance with such basic needs
as shelter, utilities, food, transportation and links to other programs such as the AAA, Medicare,
Medicaid, Food Stamps and other community and/or tribal social services. Liaisons specifically refer
clients and/or informal caregivers to the Area Agency on Aging for services that stand to be beneficial
in helping the client remain safely in the community.
Community Engagement Liaisons meet on a scheduled monthly basis for education and updated
training. At least annually Community Engagement Liaisons receive training on services offered by
the Area Agency on Aging so that referrals are made when need indicates. On a daily basis, AAA and
CSBG staff refer, share necessary consumer information via the CAPI database and co-educate front
line staff on elder related matters.
All Community Action Partnership office locations and Community Engagement Liaison contact
information is available on the CAP website.
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3. Specifically address activities and funds that are being used to support these activities.
Elder Outreach is provided by the AAA parent organization, CAP, as a cooperative inter-agency
service. Outreach activity is funded by the Community Service Block Grant (CSBG), approximately
$200,000 in FY 2013.
2. In-Home Services (OAA Section 102(a)(30))
A. Homemaker
(IDAPA 15.01.01.040) (State Code 67-5008(3))
Homemaker services are designed to provide assistance to eligible older individuals to
compensate for functional or cognitive limitations. These services provide assistance to individuals
in their own homes, or, based on an Adult Protection referral, in a caregiver’s home; to restore,
enhance, or maintain their capabilities for self-care and independent living. The older individual,
and often family members, are involved in developing a supportive services plan for the client to
ensure the services provided enhance any informal supports. Homemaker services include
assistance with housekeeping, meal planning and preparation, essential shopping, personal
errands, banking and bill paying.
Individuals are eligible for homemaker services if they meet any of the following requirements:
• They have been assessed to have activities of daily living deficits, instrumental activities of
daily living deficits, or both, which prevent them from maintaining a clean and safe home
environment; Clients aged sixty (60) years or older, who have been assessed to need
homemaker service, may be living in the household of a family member (of any age) who is
their primary caregiver.
• They are Adult Protection referrals for whom homemaker service is being requested as a
component of a supportive services plan to remediate or resolve an adult protection
complaint.
• They are home health service or hospice clients who may need emergency homemaker
service.
1. Provide a quantitative and qualitative analysis identifying how needs for the above service were
assessed.
Qualitative Analysis:
The need for Homemaker services is seen in the number of clients and hours of service that are
provided nationally and at the state level.
•
•
•

In FY 2011 144,251 people received 12,240,759 hours of Homemaker services nationally
(Administration on Aging FY 2011 Report to Congress).
In Idaho, 772 clients received 34,772 hours of service in FY 2013 (ICOA Joint FinanceAppropriations Committee FY 2015 Budget Hearing).
According to the 2012 Boise State University Needs Assessment 5% of respondents in PSA II
indicated that they are unable to do light housework and 12% are not able to do heavy
housework.
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Quantitative Analysis:

# of Units
FY 2012
# of Units
FY 2013

Clearwater Co.
730.4
548.25

Idaho Co.
260.75

Latah Co.
308.25

Lewis Co.
155

Nez Perce Co.
2,554.75

183

275.50

184

2,444.75

The units of Homemaker services provided in PSA II declined in four out of five counties between
FY 2012 and FY 2013. The 9% decrease in Homemaker service delivery is a result of reduced
funding allocations between FY 2012 and FY 2013. Funding allocations were shifted for FY 2014,
and Homemaker service delivery will increase in the current fiscal year.
A survey was sent to the seven Homemaker service providers that contract with the AIIAAA, in an
attempt to determine the amount of service currently provided, and to identify any documented
unmet need. The service providers were unable to provide any information because they do not
track Washington and Idaho clients separately, nor do they track Homemaker, Respite and
Personal Care Services separately.

2. How does the AAA support the above program in the PSA?
The AIIAA provides Homemaker services through fixed price agreements with A Full Life Agency –
Addus, Alternative Nursing Services, Compassionate Care, Devin’s Home Care, Disability Action
Center, Seubert’s Quality Home Care, and Sundance Services. This is a consumer choice program, and
the client chooses their providing agency. Contact information for in-home care services can be
found on the Community Action website, and is also provided to eligible consumers by our providing
agencies.

3. Specifically address activities and funds that are being used to support these activities.
Homemaker services are provided with State Senior Service Act funding and client cost sharing and
administered by AIIAA through fixed price agreements with seven local providers. For FY 2014 this
amount is $95,896 or 10% of the total budget.
B. Chore
(IDAPA 15.01.01.041) (State Code 67-5008(3))
Chore service is designed to be provided to individuals who reside in their own residence. Chore
can provide assistance with routine yard work, sidewalk maintenance, heavy cleaning, or minor
household maintenance to persons who have functional limitations that prohibit them from
performing these tasks. Clients qualify to receive chore service if:
• They have been assessed to have activities of daily living deficits or instrumental activities
of daily living deficits which inhibit their ability to maintain their homes or yards.
• There are no available formal or informal supports.
• Chore service is needed to improve the client’s safety at home or to enhance their use of
facilities in the home.
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1. Provide a quantitative and qualitative analysis identifying how needs for the above service were
assessed.
Qualitative Analysis:
• In FY 2011 35,120 people received 1,309,433 hours of chore service nationwide
(Administration on Aging FY 2011 Report to Congress).
• According to the 2012 BSU Needs Assessment 34% of respondents 75 and older need some
help with heavy housework.
• Performing interior and exterior repairs is difficult for all age groups of elderly and the
percentage of elders who can no longer perform repairs at all is increasing. Of those aged 6674, 36% report difficulties with interior and exterior repairs, while 37% of those age 75 and
older report this same difficulty. In 2008 25% of those over age 75 reported that they are no
longer able to perform any interior or exterior repairs and this percentage increased to 42%
in 2012 (Boise State University 2012 Needs Assessment).
• Physical work such as yard work or shoveling snow also presents increasing difficulties for
the older groups. Twenty-four percent of those age 75 and older and 16% of age 66-74
year olds cannot handle any yard work or snow shoveling at all. A third (33%) of
respondents age 75 and older and another 50% of respondents age 58-74 can perform
those activities only with some help (Boise State University 2012 Needs Assessment).
Quantitative Analysis:
• There are currently two agencies in PSA II that performs chore services.
o Interlink Volunteers – Faith in Action is a volunteer organization that assists elders
with transportation, yard work, handicap accessibility, and minor home repairs.
These services are performed when volunteers are available, but Interlink only
documents the number of handicap ramps that are installed. In 2013 Interlink
volunteers built 7 new handicap ramps and repaired 3 ramps for disabled residents in
PSA II.
o My Own Home in Moscow, Id serves Latah County. My Own Home volunteers assist
with activities of daily living such as shopping, cooking, cleaning and laundry. They
also provide chore services in the form of home maintenance, yard work, appliance
repair, trash service, snow removal, window washing, furniture moving and vehicle
maintenance. In 2013, My Own Home provided approximately 300 hours of chore
services to residents in Latah county.

2. How does the AAA support the above program in the PSA?
Chore services are currently referred to Interlink – Faith in Action volunteers, and My Own Home in
Moscow, ID. AIIAA is also refers to the L/C Crew who completes special, heavy duty chore projects
for elders.
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3. Specifically address activities and funds that are being used to support these activities.
The AAA does not currently fund Chore services.

C. Telephone Reassurance
(State Code 67-5008(3))
Telephone Reassurance allows individuals who would normally require assistance to remain in
their homes. Phone calls are placed by volunteers to older individuals and disabled adults at home
to ensure their well-being. Where available, Telephone Reassurance may be part of a supportive
service plan including an emergency procedure to send help if the phone is unanswered.
1. Provide a quantitative and qualitative analysis identifying how needs for the above service were
assessed.
Qualitative Analysis:
• Nearly 10 million elderly Americans over the age of 65 live alone. (Source: U.S. Census
Bureau)
• Average Americans rely on only two friends with whom they feel comfortable confiding in
or discussing serious issues. (Source: report in the American Sociological Review)
• A lone person inhabits nearly one out of four households in the country. (Source: U.S.
Census Bureau)
Telephone Reassurance is often the only contact that isolated seniors have. The feeling of
isolation can result in increased health risks and depression.
•

•

Perceived isolation has been linked to higher blood pressure, more susceptibility to flu and
other infectious diseases, loss of impulse control, and earlier onset of dementia (AARP
website, How Social Isolation Can Hurt and How to Fight It., University of Chicago Research
Brief).
The National Institute of Mental Health noted that in 2004, nearly 16% of suicide deaths
were individuals over 65 years of age.

Quantitative Analysis:
• There are no volunteer agencies in PSA II that provide Telephone Reassurance
• The Lewiston Police Department discontinued the “Are you okay?” telephone reassurance
program in favor of medical alert systems.
• Elite Home Health & Hospice, the Life Line provider for Nez Perce Co., maintained between
400 and 450 subscribers in 2013. The service received 228 emergency responses in 2013 and
64 of those resulted in transportation to a hospital.
• Follow-up calls are placed by all hospitals in PSA II, following a patients discharge from care,
or if they have been to the hospital twice within 90 days.
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•

•

A survey call was placed to all hospitals within PSA II to determine the number of telephone
reassurance calls that were placed to elderly patients following hospital discharge, or if more
than two hospital visits within 90 days triggered case management, with the following results:
o Clearwater Valley Hospital
671 calls in 2013
o Gritman Medical Center
720 calls in 2013
o St. Joseph Regional Medical Center
2,247 calls in 2013
o Syringa General Hospital
619 calls in 2013
Project Grace maintained regular telephone contact with 26 clients in 2013

2. How does the AAA support the above program in the PSA?
o The Telephone Reassure program is supported in part, in the PSA II by project GRACE, a
hospital to home care transition program for high risk elders. Project GRACE enrolls a
volunteer corps that provides telephone and in-home support for elders following hospital
discharge.
o Due to the remoteness and severe weather conditions that occasionally occur in north
central Idaho, AAA staff makes every effort to contact our highest risk consumers during
natural disasters such as power outages, forest fires, and snow storms to ensure that the
most vulnerable clients are safe. AAA staff also contact emergency contacts if unable to
contact a vulnerable adult during a natural disaster. When the AAA staff is unable to reach
vulnerable clients or emergency contacts during natural disasters, a call is placed to the law
enforcement agency present in that county to conduct a welfare check.

3. Specifically address activities and funds that are being used to support these activities.
Project Grace volunteers maintain regular phone contact with consumers in transition from the
hospital or nursing home facility to home, most specifically during the first 30/60/90 days of
transfer. Project Grace is an AmeriCorps/Vista volunteer program and is not funded by Older
American Act or State Senior Service Act funds.

D. Friendly Visiting
(State Code 67-5008(3))
Friendly Visiting is performed by individuals (usually volunteers) who visit or read to an older
individual during a home visit.
1. Provide a quantitative and qualitative analysis identifying how needs for the above service were
assessed.
Qualitative Analysis:
• Nearly 10 million elderly Americans over the age of 65 live alone. (Source: U.S. Census
Bureau)
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•
•

•

A lone person inhabits nearly one out of four households in the country. (Source: U.S.
Census Bureau)
Loneliness and isolation have been shown to lead to health disparities and depressive
symptoms (Shiovitz and Leitsch, The Role of social relationships in predicting loneliness.,
2010).
Friendship Works for Elders, in Boston, Ma. www.fw4elders.org, conducted a survey of
participants in their friendship program and reported the following findings:
o 75.7% reported that they now have someone in their life they can count on.
o 62.2% reported that they feel less lonely
o 51.4% reported feeling more connected to the outside world
o 45.9% reported feeling more secure
o 40.5% reported getting out of the house more
o 29.7% reported exercising more
o 24.3% reported taking better care of themselves

Quantitative Analysis:
Friendly visiting in PSA II is provided by a dynamic cadre of dedicated volunteers.
• Project Grace received 71 referrals to our hospital to home, high risk elder care transition
program from area hospitals, skilled nursing facilities and private medical providers between
January 2012 and June 2013.
• Of those 71 referrals, 26 clients were served.
• Friendly visiting by project Grace volunteers resulted in readmission rates as low as of 8% at
30 days, 0% at 60 days, and 12% at 90 days.
Friendly visiting is also done by hospice workers and volunteers for residents who have been
diagnosed as terminally ill.
• St. Joseph Regional Medical Center Family Hospice provided 2,516 friendly visits to 107 clients
in FY 2013 in PSA II
2. How does the AAA support the above program in the PSA?
• Project Grace is a hospital to home care transitions program that provides at-risk elders
assistance in obtaining and utilizing community supports to enable them to remain
successfully at home.
o Friendly visiting is conducted by a cadre of volunteers. The volunteers receive 24
to 40 hours of training.
o The project GRACE program developer takes and assigns referrals to volunteers.
The program developer will have primary responsibility to community outreach,
training, and over all oversight of the program.
o Project Grace has set a target goal of 20% or less readmission rate for clients at 30, 60
and 90 days following discharge.
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•

The Friendship Corps is another AmeriCorps VISTA project of the AIIAA. The primary area of
coverage is the target population of elders living at home but with limited access to resources
and companionship. In partnership with AmeriCorps VISTA, the Friendship Corps expects to
serve at least 80 elders annually.

3. Specifically address activities and funds that are being used to support these activities.
Project GRACE and Friendship Corps are AmeriCorps VISTA programs. The Program Developers are
full-time and are supported by a stipend from the Corporation for National Service. Project GRACE is
supported in partnership with AmeriCorps VISTA, St. Joseph Regional Medical Center and Tri-State
Hospital. The CAP/AIIAA offers in-kind office space to both programs.
E. In-home Respite
(IDAPA 15.01.01.043) (State Code 67-5008(3))
Respite is designed to encourage and support the efforts of caregivers to maintain functionally or
cognitively impaired persons at home. Respite is intended to restore or maintain the physical and
mental well-being of the caregiver. Paid respite staff and volunteers provide companionship or
personal care services, or both, when needed for the care recipient and/or the caregiver. Respite
services may include, but are not limited to, the following:
• Meeting emergency needs.
• Providing relief for the caregiver and socialization for the care recipient.
• Caregiver training.
1. Provide a quantitative and qualitative analysis identifying how needs for the above service were
assessed.
National and Statewide statistics demonstrate a need for in-home respite by providing services that
address the needs of unpaid, informal care givers, allowing many of them to continue to work while
providing critically needed care.
Qualitative Analysis:
• According to the Administration on Aging Fiscal Year 2011 Report to Congress, in 2009
approximately 43.5 million adult caregivers provided uncompensated care to those 50
years of age and older.
• AARP estimated the economic cost of replacing unpaid care giving in 2009 to be about
$450 billion, an increase from $375 billion in 2007 (Administration on Aging Fiscal Year
2011 Report to Congress).
• 78% of care givers served by OAA programs report that these services allow them to
provide care longer than they otherwise could (Administration on Aging Fiscal Year 2011
Report to Congress).
• By 2020, it is projected that there will be over 15 million non-institutionalized seniors age
65 and over with 1+ ADL deficits, an increase of almost four million seniors needing
caregiver assistance (Administration on Aging Fiscal Year 2011 Report to Congress).
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•

•
•

According to the 2012 Boise State University Needs Assessment, 25% of respondents
were caregivers and over half of them (68%) were not aware of services in their
community that could help them provide care.
In FY 2011, 63,878 caregivers were served nationally, and 6,070,280 units of service were
provided (Administration on Aging Fiscal Year 2011 Report to Congress).
In FY 2014, 24,284 respite hours were provided to consumers in the State of Idaho (Idaho
Commission on Aging Joint Finance Appropriations Committee FY 2015 Budget Hearing).

Quantitative Analysis:
• Data received from one in-home respite agency in PSA II showed 10 respite clients were
served and 3,654 units of service were provided in FY 2013.

Clearwater Co.
Units
of
331
service
provided in FY
2012
Units
of
service
174.5
provided in FY
2013

Idaho Co.

Latah Co.

Lewis Co.

Nez Perce Co.

770.5

161.75

116

1,724.5

684.25

137

192.5

891.5

The units of in-home respite services provided in PSA II declined in four out of five counties between
FY 2012 and FY 2013. This is a direct result of funding limitations. Funding allocations were shifted
for FY 2014, and in-home respite service delivery will increase in the current fiscal year.
A survey was sent to the seven in-home respite service providers that contract with the AIIAA, in an
attempt to determine the amount of service currently provided, and to identify any documented
unmet need. All but one of the service providers was unable to provide any information because
they do not track Washington and Idaho clients separately, nor do they track Homemaker, Respite
and Personal Care Services separately.

2. How does the AAA support the above program in the PSA?
The AIIAA provides in-home respite services through fixed price agreements with A Full Life Agency –
Addus, Alternative Nursing Services, Compassionate Care, Devin’s Home Care, Disability Action
Center, Seubert’s Quality Home Care, and Sundance Services. This is a consumer choice program, and
the client chooses their providing agency. Contact information for in-home respite services can be
found on the Community Action website, and is also provided to eligible consumers by our providing
agencies.
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3. Specifically address activities and funds that are being used to support these activities.
In-home respite is funded with State funding, $50,660 for FY 2014, and provided through
subcontracts with local providers. This provides for 3,618 hours of service, and is 5% of total funding.
3. Adult Day Care
(IDAPA 15.01.01.042) (State Code 67-5008(4))
Adult Day Care is designed to meet the needs of eligible participants whose functional or cognitive
abilities have deteriorated. It is intended to provide relief for care providing family members. It is
a comprehensive program which provides a variety of social and other related support services in
a protective setting other than the participant’s home during any part of a day, but for duration of
less than twenty-four (24) hours.
1. Provide a quantitative and qualitative analysis identifying how needs for the above service were
assessed.
Qualitative Analysis:
Adult Day Care services provide a reliable source of support, restore balance in times of crisis, and enhance
overall quality of life for caregivers.
• According to the Centers for Disease Control long-term care services 2013 report:
o There were 4,800 adult day service centers in the United States;
o There were 276, 500 number of beds or licensed maximum capacity;
o The average capacity was 58 and the average number of people served was 39;
o There were 273,200 adult day services users.
• According to the MetLife National Study of Adult Day Services October 2010 report:
o Adult day services provide respite to family caregivers;
o Over 80% of participants attend full days and 46% attend five days per week, enabling
family caregivers to remain in the workforce;
o Most centers provide caregiver support programs, including educational programs (70%),
caregiver support groups (58%), and individual counseling (40%);
o Caregivers were primarily adult children (36%), spouses (23%), and paid professionals
(19%);

Quantitative Analysis:
•

•

According to the Twin County United Way Needs Assessment 2013 for Nez Perce County:
o 28.7 % of survey respondents thought that elder care services, such as adult day care,
would provide them with the most help.
Circles of Caring in Moscow, ID is the only adult day care provider that AIIAA contracts with in PSA
II.
o In FY 2013, Circles of Caring provided adult day care to seven clients aged 60 and over;
o Circles of Caring received 23 referral requests for adult day care services;
o Circles of Caring provided 3735.35 Idaho Medicaid hours in 2013.
o The AIIAA contracts with Circles of Caring to provide adult day services for one client in
our PSAII, who received 149.25 units of service in FY 2013.

2. How does the AAA support the above program in the PSA?
AIIAA contracts with Circles of Caring Adult Day Health to provide adult day care to consumers in
PSA II.
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3. Specifically address activities and funds that are being used to support these activities.
Adult day Care is funded with Title III-E funds, $11,323 in FY 2014. This provides approximately 450
hours of care and is 1% of total funding.

4. Legal Services
(IDAPA 15.01.21.031.)
Legal services include legal advice and representation provided by an attorney to older individuals
or caregivers with economic or social needs and includes:
• To the extent feasible, counseling or other appropriate assistance by a paralegal or law
student under the direct supervision of an attorney.
• Counseling or representation by a non-lawyer where permitted by law.
1. Provide a quantitative and qualitative analysis identifying how needs for the above service were
assessed.
Qualitative Analysis:
• There are approximately 1,000 OAA-funded legal services providers nationwide, which
provide nearly one million hours of legal assistance per year (Administration on Aging
website).
• Units of service representing one hour of legal service provided to seniors in FY 2008
was 920,397 (Administration on Aging website).
• The ability to deal with legal issues was reported as both a major and minor concern of
elders in Idaho during the 2008 Boise State University Statewide Needs Assessment.
• The Boise State University Needs Assessment of 2012 showed that the percentage of
elders that considered the ability to deal with legal issues a minor concern increased by
2.4% over 2008 percentages, and the percentage reporting it as a major concern nearly
doubled.
• According to the Idaho Legal Aid Services 2012 Report, In 2012 Idaho Legal Aid Service
attorneys assisted 327 seniors with Medicaid issues.
• According to the Idaho Legal Aid Services 2012 Report, in 2012 Idaho Legal Aid Services
helped 120 incapacitated adults with guardianship/and or conservatorship issues. Most
cases concerned seniors with Alzheimer’s, dementia or other chronic illness.
• Idaho Legal Aid Services created the Senior Legal Hotline to serve seniors who might
otherwise not have access to an attorney. In 2012, the Senior Legal Hotline was open
to all low-income Idaho Seniors (Idaho Legal Aid Services 2012 Report).
Quantitative Analysis:
• In FY 2012, Title III-B provided 156.5 hours of service to seniors 60+ in our PSA II, and
Title III-E provided 29.1 hours to family caregivers.
• In FY 2013, Title III-B provided 230 hours of service, and Title III-E provided 29.5 hours
to family caregivers in our PSA II.
2. How does the AAA support the above program in the PSA?
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AIIAA provides Title III-B and Title III-E legal services through a subcontract with Idaho Legal Aid
Services. The Idaho Legal Aid website indicates that most of their funding for senior legal issues is
provided through Area Agencies on Aging. Consumers are referred to Idaho Legal Aid and/or
Idaho Senior Legal Hotline when they place a call to I & A concerning legal matters.
3. Specifically address activities and funds that are being used to support these activities.
The AAA has allocated $9,591, approximately 192 hours, of Title IIIB funds to this service. Title IIIE
funds nearly 58 hours, or $2,882.

Title III-C1: Congregate Meals
(IDAPA 15.01.21.011.) (State Code 67-5008(2))
Congregate meals are prepared and served in a congregate setting providing older persons a wellbalanced diet, including nutrition counseling, education, and other nutrition services. The goals of
providing congregate meals are to:
• Reduce hunger and food insecurity.
• Promote socialization of older individuals.
• Promote the health and well-being of older individuals by assisting them to gain access to
nutrition and other disease prevention and health promotion services to delay the onset of
adverse health conditions resulting from poor nutritional health or sedentary behavior.
One hot, or other appropriate meal, is provided in congregate settings, including adult day care
facilities and multigenerational meal sites, 5 or more days a week (except in a rural area where
such frequency is not feasible). Established procedures allow a nutrition site coordinator options
for offering meals to:
• Participating older individuals and individuals providing volunteer services during the meal
hours.
• Individuals with disabilities who reside at home with older eligible individuals.
• Spouse of eligible individual.
• Individuals with disabilities who are not older individuals but who reside in housing
facilities occupied primarily by older individuals at which congregate nutrition services are
provided.
1. Provide a quantitative and qualitative analysis identifying how needs for the above service were
assessed.
Qualitative Analysis:
Congregate meals play a vital role in supporting elders participate in healthy meal programs and
at the same time, enhance socialization opportunities. At-risk elders who are often alone and
have poor nutritional health, depend on congregate meals for socialization and nutritious meals.
• According to the Administration on Aging Research Brief Number 1, July 2010:
o The largest percentage (39%) of congregate meal participants are between the
ages of 75 and 84.
o Sixty-one percent are not married and forty-eight percent live alone
o Over half (51%) are above poverty
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•

o Fifty-nine percent of participants report that congregate meal service allows them
to remain in their home.
The 2011 National Survey of Older Americans Act Participants showed:
o Seventy-eight percent of congregate meal participants say they eat healthier meals
due to the program.
o Sixty percent of participants say that the meals enable them to remain in their
homes
o Fifty-one percent of congregate meal participants have six or more chronic
conditions
o Thirty-one percent of participants take six or more medications
• In FY 2011 there were 88,587,614 congregate meals served to 1,656,585 participants
nationally (Administration on Aging Fiscal Year 2011 Report to Congress).
• In FY 2013 there were 501,829 congregate meals served in the state of Idaho (Idaho
Commission on Aging Joint Finance-Appropriations Committee FY 2015 Budget Hearing).
• Congregate meals are provided through contracts with nutrition sites (often senior
centers) and administered by the AAA. Comparison between the 2008 and 2012 BSU
Needs Assessment, shows that the percentages of elder Idahoans interested in
attending a senior center has increased for all age groups.

Quantitative Analysis:
Clearwater Co.
6,765

# of Units
FY 2012
# of Units
FY 2013

6,706

Idaho Co.
10,652

Latah Co.
11,051

Lewis Co.
8,154

Nez Perce Co.
10,231

10,968

10,952

8,857

8,997

AIIAA client tracking in SAMS database demonstrates:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

In FY 2012 fifty-five percent of congregate meals served in PSA II were provided in rural areas.
In FY 2013 fifty-seven percent of congregate meals served in PSA II were provided in rural areas.
In FY 2012 seventy-two percent of congregate meals served in PSA II were provided to consumers
age 75 or older.
In FY 2013 sixty-seven percent of congregate meals served in PSA II were provided to consumers
age 75 or older.
In FY 2012 twenty-two percent of congregate meals served in PSA II were provided to consumers
living below poverty.
In FY 2013 twenty-three percent of congregate meals served in PSA II were provided to consumers
living below poverty.
In FY 2012 fifty-one percent of congregate meals served in PSA II were provided to consumers
living alone.
In FY 2013 fifty-four percent of congregate meals served in PSA II were provided to consumers
living alone.
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2. How does the AAA support the above program in the PSA?
The AIIAA has contracts with and oversees thirteen meal sites within the five counties of PSA
II. There are two meal sites in Lewiston, and one in Cottonwood, Grangeville, Kamiah,
Kendrick, Moscow, Nez Perce, Orofino, Potlatch, Riggins, Weippe and Winchester. The
location and contact information for each meal site is available on the website
www.cap4action.org and is also displayed on television monitors in the lobby of Community
Action offices in all five counties.
3. Specifically address activities and funds that are being used to support these activities.
Congregate meals are funded with a combination of Title III C1 and client contributions. The
AAA has allocated $183,782 of Title III C1 funds, approximately 19% of the total budget, to
congregate meals.

Title III-C2: Home Delivered Meals (HDM)
(IDAPA 15.01.21.011) (State Code 67-5008(3))
The Home Delivered Meals program provides at least one home delivered meal per day, which
may consist of hot, cold, frozen, dried, canned, fresh, or supplemental foods, for five or more days
a week. Meal providers offer nutrition education, nutrition counseling, and other nutrition
services based on the needs of meal participants.
The consumer must meet all eligibility criteria of A-E or otherwise meet one eligibility criteria
through F.
A. ☐ The consumer must be 60 years of age or older.
B. ☐ The consumer must be Homebound.
C. ☐ The consumer must be Frail (must have at least 2 ADL’s).
D. ☐ The consumer must be unable to independently prepare a meal.
E. ☐ The consumer is not eligible for duplicative HDM services through any other agency.
Other eligible individual(s):
F. ☐ Spouse under 60 of an eligible client who is receiving HDM service.
☐ Disabled child of an eligible client who is receiving HDM service.
☐ Caregiver over 55 years of age, caring for an eligible client who is receiving HDM service.
1. Provide a quantitative and qualitative analysis identifying how needs for the above service were
assessed.

Qualitative Analysis:
Home delivered meals help elders remain in their homes and communities even as health and
functioning declines by targeting the most vulnerable older adults.
• According to the Administration on Aging Research Brief Number 1, July 2010:
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•

o The largest percentage (40%) of home delivered meal participants are between the
ages of 75 and 84.
o Seventy-four percent are not married and fifty-six percent live alone
o Over half (52%) are at, near, or below poverty
o Ninety-one percent of participants report that home delivered meal service allows
them to remain in their home.
The 2011 National Survey of Older Americans Act Participants showed:
o Eighty-three percent of home delivered meal participants say they eat healthier
meals due to the program.
o Ninety-two percent of participants say that the meals enable them to remain in
their homes
o Sixty-three percent of home delivered meal participants have six or more chronic
conditions
o Fifty-one percent of participants take six or more medications
• In FY 2011 there were 139,145,530 home delivered meals served to 856,471
participants nationally (Administration on Aging Fiscal Year 2011 Report to Congress).
• In FY 2013 there were 510,387 home delivered meals served in the state of Idaho
(Idaho Commission on Aging Joint Finance-Appropriations Committee FY 2015 Budget
Hearing).
• According to the 2012 BSU Needs Assessment:
o The number of respondents reporting having enough food to eat as a major
concern increased by 3.3% over the 2008 assessment.
o The number of respondents that consider the ability to perform activities of daily
living a major concern increased 2% on the 2012 assessment.

Quantitative Analysis:

# of Units
FY 2012
# of Units
FY 2013

Clearwater Co.
7,456
7,510

Idaho Co.
7,124

Latah Co.
2,450

Lewis Co.
3,805

Nez Perce Co.
39,954

7,809

3,373

3,820

39,728

AIIAA client tracking in the SAMS database demonstrates:
• In FY 2012 thirty percent of home delivered meals served in PSA II were provided in rural
areas.
• In FY 2013 thirty-one percent of home delivered meals served in PSA II were provided in
rural areas.
• In FY 2012 sixty-eight percent of home delivered meals served in PSA II were provided to
consumers age 75 or older.
• In FY 2013 sixty-five percent of home delivered meals served in PSA II were provided to
consumers age 75 or older.
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•
•
•
•

In FY 2012 sixty-five percent of home delivered meals served in PSA II were provided to
consumers living below poverty.
In FY 2013 sixty-six percent of home delivered meals served in PSA II were provided to
consumers living below poverty.
In FY 2012 forty-eight percent of home delivered meals served in PSA II were provided to
consumers living alone.
In FY 2013 forty-six percent of home delivered meals served in PSA II were provided to
consumers living alone.

2. How does the AAA support the above program in the PSA?
• Home delivered meals are provided through contracts with twelve meal sites in five
counties. These meal sites are located in Cottonwood, Grangeville, Kamiah, Kendrick,
Moscow, Lewiston, Nez Perce, Orofino, Potlatch, Riggins, Weippe and Winchester. The
location and contact information for each meal site is available on the website
www.cap4action.org and is also displayed on television monitors in the lobby of
Community Action offices in all five counties.
•
•

AIIAA screens and determines participant eligibility using the Idaho Comprehensive Assessment
Tool (I-CAT).
AIIAA maintains program and client records, and collects and reports meal counts to ICOA.

3. Specifically address activities and funds that are being used to support these activities.
Home delivered meals are funded with a combination of Title III-C2, State Senior Service Act, and
participants contributions. The total combined funding for FY 2014 is $174,688, approximately 18%
of total funding.

Nutritional Service Incentive Program (NSIP)
(IDAPA 15.01.21.011)
Provide supplemental incentive funding to each Area Agency on Aging to be distributed to the
meal sites based on the number of meals served in the prior year.
• Funds cannot be used for administrative cost and must go directly to purchasing food.
• Area Agencies on Aging have an option to decide if they want their award in cash or in
commodities.
2. How does the AAA support the above program in the PSA?
AIIAA receives funding based on the number of meals served the previous year and then these funds are
distributed to each of the thirteen meal sites according to their percentage of the total meal count.
3. Specifically address activities and funds that are being used to support these activities.
AIIAA received $72,000 in fiscal year 2012, and $74,858 in fiscal year 2013, that was distributed to the
meal sites for the purchase of food.
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Title III-D: Disease Prevention and Health Promotion Services (OAA.Section.214.)
Title III-D of the OAA provides limited funding for disease prevention and health promotion.
Disease prevention covers measures not only to prevent the occurrence of disease, but also to
arrest its progress and reduce its consequences. Health promotion is the process of enabling
people to increase control over, and to improve their health. Health education reduces the need
for costly medical interventions.
1. Provide a quantitative and qualitative analysis identifying how needs for the above service were
assessed.
Disease Prevention and Health promotion Services assist older adults in living well – care transition,
management of chronic disease, prevention of falls, medication management, access to needed durable
medical equipment for short and/or long term use, support groups, therapeutic horticulture, relationship
and meaning enhance ability to age well.
Qualitative Analysis:
•

•

•
•

According to the Administration on Aging Fiscal Year 2011 Report to Congress, average life
expectancy has increased from less than 50 years at the turn of the 20th century to over 78 years
today.
Statistics demonstrate that as an individual’s number of chronic diseases increases, there is a
corresponding escalation in adverse outcomes including mortality, poor functional status,
unnecessary hospitalizations, adverse drug effects, duplicative tests, and conflicting medical
advice (Administration on Aging Fiscal Year 2011 Report to Congress).
Recent studies have shown that in the United States more than 1/3 of adults age 65 and over fall
each year (Administration on Aging Fiscal Year 2011 Report to Congress).
Medication Management:
o Medication Management programs have been shown to reduce unnecessary duplication
of prescriptions and cardiovascular problems. (Administration on Aging Fiscal Year 2011
Report to Congress).
o According to one report, a meta-analysis of 39 prospective studies, in a single year
approximately 2,216,000 hospitalized patients experienced a serious adverse reaction and
106,000 died as a consequence of their medication (home meds.org website).

•

Fit and Fall Proof:
o According to the Idaho Department of Health and Welfare website, Fit and Fall Proof
helped more than 6,687 Idaho adults stay fit, prevent falls, and form lasting friendships
during Fiscal Year 2012 in more than 75 class sites statewide.
o A recent national study found that 11.1% of Medicare beneficiaries age 65 and older living
in the community reported feeling “sad or depressed much of the time over the previous
year” (Administration on Aging Fiscal Year 2011 Report to Congress).
o According to the Administration on Aging Fiscal Year 2011 Report to Congress, exercise
has been proven to improve depression, which studies have shown that nearly 20% of
U.S. adults 65 years and older experience.

•

Loan closet :
o According to the Idaho Assistive Technologies program at the University of Idaho, 173
pieces of durable medical equipment was loaned in the State of Idaho.
Diabetes:
o Diabetes Affects 25.8 million people in the U.S. Population ( National diabetes Fact Sheet,
2011)

•
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In 2005-2008, based on fasting glucose of hemoglobin A1c Levels, 50% of adults aged 65
years or older had prediabetes. In 2010 it was estimated that 10.9 million people over the
age of 65 years had diabetes. (National Diabetes Fact Sheet, 2011)
o Diabetes is a major cause of heart disease and stroke. (National Diabetes Fact Sheet,
2011)
o Diabetes is the seventh leading cause of death in the United States. (National Diabetes
Fact Sheet)
• Therapeutic Horticulture:
o Horticultural Therapy is a time-tested practice of using plants and gardening tasks to
support the recovery of patients of all ages. Research shows that therapeutic gardens
actually improve clinical outcomes, often help patients to leave the hospital faster, take
less pain medication and suffer fewer complications. Gardening also puts patients in a
caregiver role, boosting their self-confidence and sense of purpose with experience in
problem solving, work adjustment, social interaction and communication. (www.
Legacyhealth.org)
o Horticultural therapy is particularly effective with older adults suffering from cognitive
decline and dementia, physical frailty, Chronic conditions, and in recovery from cancer,
stroke, surgery, and other conditions.
Horticultural therapy is also integrated into programs for people with physical,
mental/psychiatric, and developmental disabilities, as well as at risk youth, substance
abusers, offenders, abused populations and the visually impaired. (Portland Community
College, Gerontology 2014)
The Chronic Disease Self-Management Program:
o (CDSMP) is a workshop given two and a half hours, once a week, for six weeks, in community
setting such as senior centers, churches, libraries and hospitals. People with different chronic
health problems attend together. Workshops are facilitated by two trained leaders, one or
both of whom are non-health professionals with chronic diseases themselves.
o The Self-Management Program will not conflict with existing programs or treatment. It is
designed to enhance regular treatment and disease-specific education such as Better
Breathers, cardiac rehabilitation, or diabetes instruction. In addition, many people have more
than on chronic condition. The program is especially helpful for these people, as it gives them
the skills to coordinate all the thing need to manage their health as well as to help them keep
active in their lives.
Alzheimer’s Disease Powerful Tools for Caregivers:
o The Powerful Tools for Caregivers program is an evidence-based education program
offering a unique combination of elements. The scripted curriculum and the intricately
detailed training material, have guaranteed its consistency and quality. The program
utilizes a train-the-trainer method of dissemination.
o

•

•

Quantitative Analysis:
•
•

# of
Health

In FY 2013 AIIAA completed 92 Home Med program assessments, with 59 of those triggering medication
contradiction alerts indicating at least one contraindication in the consumer’s medication.
Public Health Idaho North Central District, from October 2012 to September 2013, Fit and Fall proof
provided 60 sessions at 15 different sites in our PSA II. Fit and Fall proof also had 1,782 participants and
registered 120 new participants.

Clearwater Co. Idaho Co.
Oral
27
27

Latah Co.
44

Lewis Co.
77

Nez Perce Co.
75
34

Promotion
Activities in FY
2011

Clearwater Co. Idaho Co.
# of loaned
Durable
12
19
Medical
Equipment
Items in FY
2012
# of loaned
Durable
8
5
Medical
Equipment
Items in FY
2013
•
•

•

•

Latah Co.

Lewis Co.

Nez Perce Co.

21

3

83

3

2

58

AIIAA documented a decline in the amount of loaned durable medical equipment between FY 2012 and FY
2013. This may be attributed to restriction to store available equipment and reduced hours of operation.
A Community Health Survey conducted in 2013 indicated that the most significant health issues include
obese adults, cancer related deaths; suicide deaths; smoking; adults with diabetes; and teen pregnancy.
o The diabetes Group reported that between Sept and December of 2013 that 8 people were
referred for a dilated eye exam.
o There were 43 people served for the Health Fair, 4 had serious vision needs, 12 had high blood
glucose, and 15 had high blood pressure.
There are currently no Therapeutic Horticulture Projects in the State of Idaho. The Area II Agency on Aging
plans to launch an accessible therapeutic horticulture pilot project with our primary partners in Spring
2014, including Disability Action Center.
The CHAS (Community Health Association of Spokane) has an established clinic in Lewison, Idaho. CHAS is
the licensed sponsor with Stanford University to provide Chronic disease Self-Management Program
(CDSMP) . Classes have been provided in Asotin County, Washington for many years and Idaho
participants have attended. CDSM classes are provided bi-annually. Beginning March 2014 CDSM will be
offered at CAP to volunteers in North Central Idaho beginning 2014. CHAS will provide regional Train the
Trainer training to regional volunteers in a Train the Trainer program.

2. How does the AAA support the above program in the PSA?
•
•
•
•

The AIIAA maintains operation of and provides durable medical equipment free of charge to community
members in PSA II. Marketing of this resource is broadcast via video broadcast in 5 different Community
Action Partnership lobbies in our PSA II.
The AIIAA collaborates with Public Health North central Idaho District, (Deb Merica RN), Fit and Fall Proof,
who provides education and information at regional subsidized housing complexes.
The AIIAA partners with Public Health North central Idaho District, (DeeLee Mendenhall, and Dental
Hygienist) to provide Oral Health Promotion education.
The AIIAA partners with Wasem’s Drugs pharmacist Alicia Nuxoll-Russell) in HomeMeds, a medication
reconciliation evidenced based model to report medication alerts triggered by the Home Meds screening
for further review by the client’s primary doctor.
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•

•

•

The AIIAA is an active member of the Diabetes Advisory Group for Public Health Idaho North Central
District. The Advisory Group is important for project continuity, networking, group recognition and
enhancing individual health and the community as a whole. Cooperative projects include: Diabetes Health
Fair, Health Education Series, and Diabetes Eye Referrals.
The AIIAA, in partnership with the University of Idaho Extension, Public Health- Idaho North Central
District, Department of Emergency Management and server concerned citizens are working on a project to
develop a Therapeutic Horticulture Program and Garden. Accessible gardening space has been identified
and secured; volunteers are recruited and interest is cultivated. There are currently no Therapeutic
Horticulture Projects in the State of Idaho known to the planning committee. The Area II Agency on Aging
will begin a pilot project with our various partners in spring 2014.

The Chronic Disease Self-Management Program (CDSMP), is an evidenced based program
provided in partnership with the CHAS (Community Health Association of Spokane). The
Chronic Disease Self-Management Program is a workshop given two and a half hours, once a
week, for six weeks, in community settings such as senior centers, churches, libraries and
hospitals. People with different chronic health problems attend together. Each participant in
the workshop receives a copy of the companion book, Living a Healthy Life With Chronic
Conditions, 4th Edition, and an audio relaxation CD, Relaxation for Mind and Body.*

3. Specifically address activities and funds that are being used to support these activities

These programs are funded in part through Title III-D in the amount of $17,257 for FY 2014.
This is approximately 2% of total funding.
Participating partners contribute:
o Partner organization staff time
o Land for Therapeutic Horticulture Garden
o Material Resources for class education
o Other resources such as meals for volunteer class participants and more.

Title III-E: National Family Caregiver Support Program (NFCSP) (OAA.Section.373.)
The National Family Caregiver Support Program is funded by Title III-E and supports coordination
of community and volunteer-based organizations that provide relief to families who would
otherwise become weary from the demands of care giving.
The NFCSP provides information; training, decision support, respite, problem solving alternatives,
and social support are among the types of services to aid caregivers in Idaho with their
responsibilities and challenges.
1. Provide a quantitative and qualitative analysis identifying how needs for the above service were
assessed.
National and Statewide statistics demonstrate the need for National Family Caregiver Support Programs
because the demands of care giving can lead to a breakdown of the caregiver’s health, and the illness,
hospitalization, or death of a caregiver increases the risk for institutionalization of the care recipient.
Qualitative Analysis:
•

In FY 2011, NFCSP services provided included:
o Over 1.3 million contacts to care givers assisting them in locating services from a variety of
public and private agencies
o Over 128,000 caregivers with counseling, peer support groups, and training to help them
better cope with the stresses of care giving
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Nearly 67,000 care givers with 6.3 million hours of temporary relief-at home, or in an
adult day care or nursing home setting-from their care giving responsibilities
(Administration on Aging Fiscal Year 2011 Report to Congress).
68 percent of Title III caregivers are 60 or older, making them more vulnerable to a decline in their
own health, and 34 percent describe their own health as fair to poor (Administration on Aging
Fiscal Year 2011 Report to Congress).
Caregivers suffer from higher rates of depression than non-caregivers of the same age, and
research indicates that care givers suffer a mortality rate that is 63 percent higher than noncaregivers (Administration on Aging Fiscal Year 2011 Report to Congress).
In FY 2011, 1,795 care givers were surveyed about the impact of the caregiver program on their
lives. 84 percent of caregivers received respite care with services from the NFCSP within the last
twelve months and reported:
o 80 percent had less stress;
o 89 percent said it was easier to care for their loved one;
o 76 percent reported that it was the most helpful service they received;
o 97 percent reported the care recipient benefited from the service;
o 87 percent said that the services enabled them to care longer (Administration on Aging
Fiscal Year 2011 Report to Congress).
The FY 2011 National Program Services Summary Report shows that counseling, support groups,
and/or training were provided to 119,609 care givers with 496,047 units of service being provided.
According to the AARP Across the States Profile of Long-term Services and Supports in Idaho 2012
report, there were 210,000 family caregivers in FY 2009.
o

•

•

•

•
•

Quantitative Analysis:
Clearwater Co.
Units of FCSP
I&A
60+
provided in FY
2012
Units of FCSP
I&A
<60
provided in FY
2012
Units of FCSP
Case
Management
provided
in
2012
Units of FCSP
In-Home
Respite
provided in FY
2012
Units of FCSP
Respite
Day
Care provided
in FY 2012

Idaho Co.

Latah Co.

Lewis Co.

Nez Perce Co.

2

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

54.5

43.75

27.75

12

151.25

433

668

255.5

489.5

2002.75

0

0

58.1

0

0
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Clearwater Co. Idaho Co.
Units of FCSP
I&A
60+
provided in FY
2013
Units of FCSP
I&A
<60
provided in FY
2013
Units of FCSP
Case
Management
provided
in
2013
Units of FCSP
In-Home
Respite
provided in FY
2013
Units of FCSP
Respite
Day
Care provided
in FY 2013

Latah Co.

Lewis Co.

Nez Perce Co.

7

5

3

1

22

0

0

1

0

4

49

29

11.5

27

110

361.75

563.25

10.5

439.75

1,533.5

0

0

123.5

0

0

The units of national family caregiver support in-home respite provided in PSA II declined in five out
of five counties between FY 2012 and FY 2013. This is a direct result of funding limitations. Funding
allocations were shifted for FY 2014, and national family caregiver support in-home respite service
delivery will increase in the current fiscal year.
2. How does the AAA support the above program in the PSA?
AIIAA collaborates with Guardian Angel Homes to provide information and referral to care givers
regarding Alzheimer’s support groups. The Alzheimer Support Group meets the third Tuesday of
every month at 7pm. The AIIAAA also maintains fixed price agreements with seven in home
service providers to provide NFCSP respite services in all five counties in PSAII. Contact
information for family caregiver support services can be found on the Community Action website.
3. Specifically address activities and funds that are being used to support these activities.
The AAA allocates all III-E funding to Family Caregiver Support Programs, $78,879 for FY2014,
approximately 8% of total funding.

Title III and Title VII: Ombudsman
(IDAPA 15.01.03) (State Code 67-5008(5))
Titles III and VII of the OAA authorize the Long-Term Care Ombudsman Program to work toward
improving the quality of life of residents in nursing homes and assisted living facilities. The
Ombudsman program provides a mechanism to receive, investigate, and resolve complaints made
by, or on behalf of, residents of long-term care facilities.
The Ombudsman visits long-term care facilities to monitor conditions, provide education
regarding long-term care issues, and identify long-term care concerns.
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1. Provide a quantitative and qualitative analysis identifying how needs for the above service were
assessed.
Qualitative Analysis:
National and Statewide statistics demonstrate a need for Ombudsman in working to resolve resident
problems related to poor care, violation of rights, and quality of life in skilled nursing facilities and
assisted living facilities.
• According to the Administration on Aging Fiscal Year 2011 Report to Congress,
Ombudsmen nationwide completed resolution work on 204,044 complaints.
• Ombudsmen resolved or partially resolved 73 percent of these complaints to the
satisfaction of the resident or complainant (Administration on Aging Fiscal Year 2011
Report to Congress).
• Of the 132,325 cases closed by Ombudsmen, 99,305 were associated with nursing facility
settings. Of the remaining cases, 30,796 were related to board and care and other similar
facilities (including assisted living); and 2224 were associated with non-facility settings or
services to facility residents by an outside provider (Administration on Aging Fiscal Year
2011 Report to Congress).
• Most cases were initiated by residents or friends and relatives of residents, with the
residents themselves initiating 40 percent of cases in nursing facilities and 31 percent in
board and care and other similar facilities (Administration on Aging Fiscal Year 2011
Report to Congress).
• Ombudsmen proactively identified issues in nearly 13 percent of cases in all settings
(Administration on Aging Fiscal Year 2011 Report to Congress).
• Ombudsmen staff and volunteers provided a regular presence to facility residents, visiting
residents of 70 percent of nursing facilities and 33 percent of board and care and similar
homes at least quarterly (Administration on Aging Fiscal Year 2011 Report to Congress).
• Ombudsmen provided 289,668 consultations to individuals in 2011(Administration on
Aging Fiscal Year 2011 Report to Congress).
• Ombudsmen provided 115,798 consultations to long-term care facility staff in FY 2011 on
a wide range of issues, including resident’s rights, observations about care, working with
resident behavioral issues, and transfer and discharge issues (Administration on Aging
Fiscal Year 2011 Report to Congress).
• In FY 2011 Ombudsmen nationwide provided information to resident councils (20,958
sessions) and family councils (3,321 sessions);
o Trained long-term care facility staff (5,144 sessions);
o Educated the community (12,456 sessions); and
o Served as resident advocates and provided information to surveyors as part of
long-term care facility surveys conducted by regulatory agencies (participating in
22,640 survey related activities) (Administration on Aging Fiscal Year 2011 Report
to Congress).
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•
•

•
•

There are 53 state Ombudsmen and 576 designated local entities across the nation
(Administration on Aging Fiscal Year 2011 Report to Congress).
In FY 2011, long-term care Ombudsmen services to residents were provided by 1,185 fulltime equivalent staff and 9065 volunteers, trained and certified to investigate and resolve
complaints. An additional 3,320 volunteers also served residents or assisted in program
operations in ways other than complaint resolution (Administration on Aging Fiscal Year
2011 Report to Congress).
Over $16 million in volunteer time was donated in FY 2011 (Administration on Aging Fiscal
Year 2011 Report to Congress).
According to the Idaho Commission on Aging 2013 annual report, Ombudsman in the
State of Idaho completed 4,365 visits, logged 1,763 complaints and provided 3,346
consultations.

Quantitative Analysis:
Clearwater Co.
#
of
Cases/Complaints 13
opened
in FY
2013
# of Opened
Cases closed in FY 6
2013
# of Resolved
Complaints in FY 5
2013

Clearwater Co.
# of resident
visits made 175
by
Ombudsman
Volunteers in
FY 2013
•

Idaho Co.

Latah Co.

Lewis Co.

Nez Perce Co.

11

8

0

169

4

4

0

63

3

4

0

63

Idaho Co.
137

Latah Co.
681

Lewis Co.
6

Nez Perce Co.
564

In FY 2013, thirty-one volunteer ombudsmen provided 2,094 hours of service in PSA II. A
financial benefit of $33,776.

2. How does the AAA support the above program in the PSA?
• The AIIAA Ombudsman identifies complaints made by or on behalf of long term care residents
aged 60 or older regarding their health, safety, welfare and rights. They may also investigate
complaints made by or on behalf of those under the age of sixty (60) where such action would
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•

•

•

•

benefit other residents or provide the only viable avenue of assistance available to the
complainant.
The AIIAA Ombudsman requirements include:
o Having unimpeded access to residents through a minimum of quarterly unannounced
visits,
o Lodging complaints on behalf of a resident at any time,
o Obtaining permission from residents or resident’s legal representatives before proceeding
with an investigation or communicating with involved parties,
o Initiating complaint investigations in a timely manner,
o Advising the resident/legal representatives of resident’s rights,
o Working with the resident/legal representatives in developing a plan of action.
The AIIAA Ombudsman investigates complaints of long-term care residents by
o Completing inquiries, visits, and private hearings to collect information,
o Notifying the facility person in charge of their arrival unless doing so will compromise a
complaint investigation,
o Reviewing medical documents with permission,
o Maintain communication with resident or representative throughout investigative
process,
o Ensuring adherence to resident’s rights if there is reason to believe the
complainant/resident is at risk of retaliation.
The AIIAA Ombudsman works to resolve complaints by
o Providing direct Ombudsman services,
o Referring to appropriate agencies,
o Advocating on behalf of residents in dealing with other agencies,
o Notifying the resident/legal representative verbally or in writing of the outcome of the
investigation.
The AIIAA has one Ombudsman Volunteer Coordinator who oversees 31 volunteer Ombudsmen
visiting residents in the PSA II. The Ombudsman volunteer coordinator helps to plan, prepare, and
facilitate monthly training meetings and an annual team meeting with the volunteer
Ombudsmen. The Ombudsman volunteer coordinator also completes data entry into the
OmbudsManager program.

3. Specifically address activities and funds that are being used to support these activities.
Title III Ombudsman is funded by Title IIIB funds and may not exceed 5% of the total federal funds
award. Title IIIB Ombudsman funding for FY 2014 is $52,681.

Title VII: Vulnerable Elder Rights Protection (OAA.Section.705.(a)(A))
Title VII of the OAA established the Prevention of Elder Abuse, Neglect, and Exploitation Program
to promote activities to develop, strengthen, and carry out public education and outreach to
identify and prevent elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation.
1. Provide a quantitative and qualitative analysis identifying how needs for the above service were assessed.
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Qualitative Analysis:
•

•

•

•

•

•

According to the 1998 National Elder Abuse Incidence Study, nearly half a million seniors suffer
from abuse in domestic settings each year. This study also found that only one out of five cases of
abuse is reported each year (Administration on Aging website).
In 1996, nearly 450,000 adults aged 60 and over were abused and/or neglected in domestic
settings. Factoring in self-neglect, the total number of incidents was approximately 551,000
(National Center on Elder Abuse Fact Sheet).
A University of Iowa study based on 1999 data found 190,005 domestic elder abuse reports from
17 states; 242,430 domestic elder abuse investigations from 47 states; and 102,879
substantiations from 35 states. Significantly higher investigation rates were found for states that
require mandatory reporting and tracking of reports (National Center on Elder Abuse Fact Sheet).
In 2000, states were asked to indicate the number of elder/adult reports received in the most
recent year for which data were available. Based on figures from 54 states, the total number of
reports was 472, 813 (National Center on Elder Abuse Fact Sheet).
In 2003, state Long term Care Ombudsman programs nationally investigated 20,673 complaints of
abuse, gross neglect, and exploitation on behalf of nursing home and board and care residents.
Among seven types of abuse categories, physical abuse was the most common type reported
(National Center on Elder Abuse Fact Sheet).
The Prevention of Elder Abuse and Neglect program provides formula grants to states and
territories based on their share of the population 60 and over for training, education, and
promoting public awareness of elder abuse. In FY 2011, over $27.5 million of the Elder Abuse
Prevention services expenditures was leveraged from non-OAA funds, a ratio of over $6 of nonOAA funds for every $1 investment of AOA finds (Administration on Aging Fiscal Year 2011
Report to Congress).

Quantitative Analysis:
•

In FY 2013, AIIAA Ombudsmen provided 6 community presentations and 2 trainings to facility
staff regarding vulnerable elder rights protection in long-term care facilities in Latah County.

•

In FY 2013, AIIAA Ombudsman provided 6 community presentations and 2 trainings to facility
staff regarding vulnerable elder rights protection in long-term care facilities in Nez Perce
County.

2. How does the AAA support the above program in the PSA?
a. AIIAA provides Ombudsman staff and volunteers to develop and deliver presentations
to facility staff and community members.
b. Ombudsman in AIIAA provided a minimum of four presentations per year in facility
settings regarding vulnerable elder rights protection.
c. Ombudsman and adult protection staff in AIIAA provide a minimum of two
presentations together per year to educate facility staff and community members
about elder abuse and protection.
d. AIIAA Provides opportunities for staff and volunteers to attend training events on elder
abuse and protection.
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e. AIIAA Ombudsman staff provides informational posters regarding vulnerable elder
rights protection in long-term care facilities, assisted living facilities and senior centers
throughout the PSAII.

3. Specifically address activities and funds that are being used to support these activities.
Title VII Ombudsman is funded by a Title VII funding distribution based on bed count. For fiscal year
2014 the AIIAA serves 1,454 beds with a funding disbursement of $7,846.
Title V: Senior Community Service Employment Program (SCSEP)(OAA.Section502.)
The Senior Community Service Employment Program is a federally sponsored employment
training program that provides useful part-time community service through work-based training
opportunities and funded through Title V of the OAA. The program specifically targets low income
older individuals who need to enhance their skills to be able to compete in the job market and
move into unsubsidized employment.
Requirements are:
• The dual goals of the program are to promote useful opportunities in community service
activities through training assignments in public and non-profit agencies and to provide
participants with the skills they need to move into unsubsidized employment, so they can
achieve economic self-sufficiency.
1. Provide a quantitative and qualitative analysis identifying how needs for the above service were
assessed.
Qualitative Analysis:
For PY 2011, SCSEP had the following performance indicators, according to the US Department of
Labor:
• The total number of enrolled SCSEP participants was 76,864,
• 44.1% of enrollees were unsubsidized placement,
• The service rate amounted to 172.4%,
• 65.3% of enrollees were female,
• 46.9% of enrollees were minorities,
• 87.4% of enrollees were at or below the poverty level.
• SCESP’s goal is to place 30% of its authorized positions into unsubsidized employment
annually.
• 43,809 authorized positions are funded for the current program year (PY 2013).
There were 76 SCSEP clients in the state of Idaho for FY 2013 (ICOA Joint FinanceAppropriations Committee FY 2015 Budget Hearing)
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Quantitative Analysis:
Clearwater Co. Idaho Co.
#
of
participants
0
1
entering
employment
FY 2013

Latah Co.
2

Lewis Co.

Nez Perce Co.

0

2

2. How does the AAA support the above program in the PSA?
Senior Community Service Employment Program in PSA II is provided by Experience Works and
the employment and training coordinator for this PSA II is Donna Davis. Consumers can learn
more about the program on the Experience Works website.
3. Specifically address activities and funds that are being used to support these activities.
The AIIAA does not receive funding for this program.
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Older Americans Act Discretionary Programs
Senior Medicare Patrol (SMP)
Senior Medicare Patrol is a nationwide program funded by the Administration for Community
Living in partnership with Centers for Medicare and Medicaid (CMS) to identify and prevent
Medicare/Medicaid fraud. SMP empowers and assists Medicare beneficiaries, their families, and
caregivers to prevent, detect, and report health care fraud, errors, and abuse through outreach,
counseling, and education. The SMP program coordinates with the Idaho Department of
Insurance’s Senior Health Insurance Benefits Advisors (SHIBA) program.
SMP creates and supports education opportunities for consumers and the public about fraud,
such as financial exploitation, identity theft, computer, mail and telemarketing scams.

Qualitative Analysis:
National and statewide statistics demonstrate a need for Senior Medicare Patrol to provide
education to older adults on preventing and identifying healthcare fraud and abuse.
According to the Administration on Aging Fiscal Year 2011 Report to Congress:
• SMP had 5,761 active volunteers who worked over 88,169 hours to educate beneficiaries
about how to prevent Medicare and Medicaid fraud;
• Educated 431,128 beneficiaries in 11,109 group education sessions and held 66,303 oneon-one counseling sessions with or on behalf of beneficiaries;
• Conducted 8,800 community outreach education events; and
• Resolved 76, 224 inquiries for information or assistance from beneficiaries.
• In addition, since the program’s inception in 1997 SMP projects have documented over
$106 million in savings, including Medicare and Medicaid funds recovered.
Quantitative Analysis:
• 141 SMP Community Outreach Education Events completed in PSA II since February 2013
• Participated in 21 Health Fairs in PSA II
• Completed 99 one-on-one counseling sessions in PSA II
AAAII supports the above program in our PSA by:
•

•

•
•
•

Senior Medicare Patrol (SMP) volunteer coordinator in AAAII works to prevent
Medicare/Medicaid fraud, error and abuse by educating beneficiaries to recognize errors on their
Medicare Summary Notices and Explanations of Benefits.
This program is implemented in the 5 counties in Region 2, with a focus on providing information in
nursing home and assisted living facilities, as well as at senior meal sites and senior living
complexes.
Volunteers complete a four step SMP training and are also trained about how to report on the
SHIBA and SHIPtalk volunteer reporting portals.
Volunteers will increase SMP outreach and education efforts with new and existing volunteers with
a goal of 100 community outreach education events or presentations and/or one-on-one
counseling sessions.
The SMP volunteer coordinator works closely with the local CIL, Disability Action Center,
coordinating efforts through group training, shared volunteer recognition, shared equipment and
materials, and shared volunteer recruitment events.
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•
•
•

Coordinate training activities with SHIBA volunteer coordinators.
The plan to achieve the mission of SMP is by expanding the volunteer workforce in Region 2 to
include five active volunteers by May 31st 2014, and to sustain those volunteers long term.
This program is broadcast in our PSA II via television monitors in 5 CAP lobbies, including
dissemination in Spanish.

SMP is funded through a short term volunteer recruitment and training capacity grant. Volunteer
Recruitment & Training Phase I from Dec. 1st, 2012 – Aug. 31st, 2013 was funded with $22,178.
Volunteer Recruitment and Training Phase II from July 29th, 2013 – Sept. 30th, 2013 was funded
with a $6,254 extension. Continuation funding for Volunteer Recruitment and Training in the
amount of $15,834 was granted on Sept. 30th, 2013 and will end May 31st, 2014.

Aging and Disability Resource Center (ADRC)
(State Code 67-5006(8))
The Aging and Disability Resource Center is “a single access point” for Long-term Care services and
resources and provides options counseling for non-OAA funded programs. The Idaho ADRC is
guided by the goals and objectives of the Idaho ADRC Five Year Plan. Through a Memorandum of
Understanding, the ICOA has designated Idaho’s six AAAs as local ADRC sites. The Aging and
Disability Resource Centers can be accessed through the 211 CareLine.

1. Provide a quantitative and qualitative analysis identifying how needs for the above service were assessed.

Qualitative Analysis:
The Lewin Group, an agency that provides Health Care and Human Services Policy, Research and
Consulting, reported that Aging and Disability Resource Centers are a growing national trend. (April
2009 Report by Christina Neill Bowen and Gilbert Thompson). There are more than 467 ADRCs in 51
states, territories and Washington D.C. that currently cover 69 % of the US population. (2011 AoA
Report to Congress) ADRCs have been established because consumers find that the Health Care and
Human Service system is difficult to navigate, with choices can come confusion and consumers may
never know what other options are available. Twenty-seven states and territories have achieved
statewide coverage, and an additional 13 states have achieved 50 percent or more of state wide
coverage. AoA’s vision for ADRCs is:
• Establish an ARDC in every community in the Nation;
• Every ADRC will be highly visible and a trusted community resource;
• ADRC’s will serve people of all incomes and ages;
• ADRC’s will provide information on a full range of long term support options individuals
and caregivers, and,
• ADRC’s be a single point of entry for access to public long term support programs and
benefits. ( AoA 2011 Report to Congress)
Additionally, the Summary for Social, Economic, and Housing Characteristics (June 30, 2003)
stated that in Idaho over 40.6% of the population has some form of disability, whether it be sensory:
blindness, deafness or severe vision or hearing impairment, Physical: a condition that substantially
limits one or more basic physical activities such as walking, reaching lifting or carrying, or mental:
learning, remembering, or concentrating.
Key functions for ADRCs include:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intake Information and Referral
Options Counseling
Assessment and eligibility Determinations
Streamlined Access
Person-centered Hospital discharge planning
Quality assurance and Evaluation
Reporting

Quantitative Analysis:
• Area II has an elder population of over 25,131. (2010 Census Data)
• In Area II there are over 5359 elders that are identified as disabled. The disabilities range
from sensory disabilities, to mental and physical disabilities. (2008 Disability Status
Report). The AIIAA therefore reasonably anticipates that at least 21% of elders living in
the PSA are living with disability.
• Many of the elders within AIIAA PSA may struggle with navigating through the
multifaceted levels of human services, not unlike the rest of the nation. Area II Agency on
Aging is one of the ADRCs designated within the state to aid those in need to receive life
changing services.
•

I & A has seen a significant increase in contacts during fiscal year 2013 over fiscal year 2012.
Clearwater Co.
Idaho Co.
Latah Co.
Lewis Co.
Nez Perce Co.
#
of 49
41
47
19
231
Contacts
FY 2012
#
of 85
68
54
45
732
Contacts
FY 2013

•

I&A callers Reporting a disability ( SAMS 2014)
•
2011
•
2012

•

2013

•

•

69%

31%

•

53%

The increase in callers reporting a disability demonstrates that the community is aware of
the Area II ADRC and its ability to connect the client to services.
• Over the past 5 years, Disability Action Center has increased service to elders in the
independent living program fourfold. (DAC 2014 Report)
2. How does the AAA support the above program in the PSA?
The AAA has embraced the concept of the ADRC inclusive of:
•

Having a Information and Assistance staff that is fully trained with our SAMS IR system including two staff
with AIRS certification.
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•

•

•

•

Options Counseling- Options Counselors are currently working through the Idaho Home choice program.
Currently 16 people have transitioned form LTC into the community. ( TM Communicator, Issue 20 January
21, 2014)
Assessment and eligibility determinations for in Home services , Streamlined assess available via phone,
web or in person. As part of the IR protocol , regular follow-up will be done to guarantee quality
assurance and evaluation. In Home services include: Home Delivered meals, Homemaker, and Respite
Services. During 2013 over 500 assessments and eligibility determinations were completed and services
were put in place for those in need. ( SAMS 2013)
The AAA has developed relationships for referrals and coordinated services. Partners include but are not
limited to : consumer, family caregivers, family, tribes, senior/community centers, social service agencies,
hospitals, school, Department of Health and Welfare, Veterans Administration, Faith-based organizations,
clubs and Auxilliary organizations.
Among our vital partnerships, the AAA currently has an active partnership with Disability Action Center
through an established MOU. The AAA meets monthly, staffs difficult cases, cross trains staff at each
meeting and cooperatively plans for mutually beneficial activities to serve the aging and disabled
population and their caregivers.

Unique to many AAA’s in the state, the Area II Agency on Aging maintains a Durable Medical Equipment
loan closet. Together with the Disability Action Center’s Assistive Technology Loan closet, many of the
needs of those living with disability can be met. The AAA coordinates services through 7 homemaker
providers, 13 meal site providers and 8 respite providers. The AAA also provides CareTransition
services through project GRACE . Senior Medicare Patrol is also supported through our office . The
AIIAA also links clients to the Alzheimer Support group and Family Caregiver Support Groups. Other
services are coordinated through referrals. The AIIAA ADRC contact information can be accessed
though the website www.cap4action.org or by calling 1-208-743-5580 or 1-800-877-3206.

3. Specifically address activities and funds that are being used to support these activities.
The AAA receives ADRC funding through I&A Title IIIB in the amount of $52,526.62. Additionally the
AAA receives funding ($48.3 an hour for up to 72 hours per client) through Transition Management
through Medicaid’s Idaho Home Choice program.

Money Follows the Person/ADRC (MFP)
The goal of the Money Follows the Person/Aging and Disability Resource Center grant is to
strengthen the role of the ADRC with respect to coordinating transitions from nursing homes (and
other MFP qualified institutional settings) to community based settings for older adults and
people with disabilities or chronic conditions. The objectives of the MFP/ADRC grant is to provide
a web-based self-assessment tool, provide a shared definition of Options Counseling between the
Centers for Independent Living and the Area Agencies on Aging and develop a process for the
Local Ombudsman to act as the Local Contact Agency for the Minimum Data Set 3.0 Section Q.
1. Provide a quantitative and qualitative analysis identifying how needs for the above service were
assessed.
Qualitative Analysis:
Idaho Home Choice is a voluntary program that helps seniors and people with disabilities move from
institutions into communities and receive appropriate services and supports. To participate in the
program, a person must:
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A.
B.
C.
D.

Be a resident of Idaho
Have lived in a qualified institutional setting for at least 90 consecutive days.
Be eligible for Medicaid when discharged.
Qualify for the Aged and Disabled Waiver, Developmental Disability Waiver or the Medicaid
State plan.
E. Move to a “qualified residence” in the community.(Idaho Home Choice Promotional material)

The Department of Health and Welfare believes that over 300 people (state-wide) can transition
from Long Term Care Facilities into the community. (Money Follows the Person Rebalancing
Demonstration Grant, Idaho Home choice Draft Operational Protocol 2011-2016) With support
from Medicaid individuals can live independent lives.
Quantitative Analysis:
As of Dec 2013, 146 people have transitioned out of Long Term Care Facilities Statewide. In Area II
there have been 16 that have transitioned. Working with state-wide goal of 325 transitions and given
the performance ratios that have already been accomplished, Area II can anticipate helping 14 more
clients to transitions from facilities into the community.
2. How does the AAA support the above program in the PSA?
A. AAA has applied for and has been approved as a Medicaid provider.
B. Four staff have been trained and certified as Transition Managers.
C. Currently, one staff member has been assigned to provide Transition management services.
For information about the Idaho Home Choice Money Follows the Person program, clients may
call 2-1-1, email IHCMFP@dhw.idaho.gov or visit the Idaho Home Choice website at
Idahohomechoice.dhw.idaho.gov. or by calling to a facility administrator, the AIIAA at 1-800-8773206 or Center of Independent Living in Moscow 208-883-0523, 1-800-475-0070 or Lewiston 208746-9033, 1-888-746-9033.
3. Specifically address activities and funds that are being used to support these activities The primary
activity of the Money Follows the Person program is Transition Management. The program is funded
through Medicaid and is based on hours worked for the transition client. Initially 48 hour are approved
and 24 additional hours can be authorized. The AAA receives funding ($48.3 an hour for up to 72 hours
per client) through Transition Management through Medicaid’s Idaho Home Choice program.

Veterans Directed Home and Community Based Services (VD-HCBS)
The VD-HCBS program provides Veterans the opportunity to self-direct their long-term supports
and services that enable them to avoid institutionalization and continue to live independently at
home. Veterans enrolled in VD-HCBS have the opportunity to manage their own flexible budgets,
to decide for themselves what mix of goods and services best meet their needs, and to hire and
supervise their own workers. The Aging Network provides facilitated assessment and care/service
planning, arranges fiscal management services, and provides ongoing options counseling and
support to Veterans.
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1. Provide a quantitative and qualitative analysis identifying how needs for the above service were
assessed.
Qualitative Analysis:
• As of September 30, 2013 there were 21,973,000 veterans nationally; 8.76 million were
enrolled in the VA Health Care System and 3.74 million veterans are receiving Disability
Compensation. (Department of Veterans Affairs Statistics at a Glance, October 2013).
• In 2001, approximately 2.6 million veterans age 65 and over received health care from the
VHA. An additional 1.2 million older veterans were enrolled to receive health care from the
VHA but did not use its services in 2011. (Department of Veterans Affairs, Veterans
Population Projections 2011).
• In rural and highly rural areas, the number of VHA enrollees age 65 and over increased to
approximately 47 percent of all enrollees. About 70 percent of older enrollees in these areas
used VHA health care in 2011. (Department of Veterans Affairs, Veterans Population
Projections 2011).
•

In the (Suicide Data Report, 2012), it is estimated that 22 veterans died from suicide each
day in 2010. And, between 1999-2010, the average age of male veterans who died from
suicide was 59.6 years

•

There are three (3) Skilled Nursing Facilities in Idaho for Veterans, all of which are
Medicare and Medicaid certified. Honorably discharged Veterans and their spouses (who
require skilled nursing care) are eligible for admission to the nursing homes. Spouses are
not eligible for admission to the residential/domiciliary unit at the Boise home. There are
limits to the number of spouses that can be residing in a home at any given time.
(www.veterans.idaho.gov)

•

Self- Directing participants are 90% more likely to be very satisfied with how they lead
their lives. (VD-HCBS 101 Call)

•

Self-directing participants have more positive health outcomes and significantly reduced
personal care need. (VD-HCBS 101 Call)

•

Caregivers of self-directing participants are very satisfied with overall care and report
less physical stress and emotional strain. (VD-HCBS 101 Call).

•

High-cost services area utilized less when basic support services are provided. (VD-HCBS
101 Call).

•

The VD-HCBS Program is available at 43 VAMC’s 101 AAAs/ADRCs, and in 26 states.

•

By March 2013, over 1300 veterans have enrolled in the program. (VD-HCBS 101 Call).

Quantitative Analysis:
• North Central Idaho has 9522 Veterans. (Idaho Quick facts from the US Census Bureau
2012)
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•
•
•

•

The Veterans Home in Lewiston offers 66 beds skilled nursing beds.
There is a VA clinic in Lewiston.
The State of Idaho has one of the highest suicide rates for Veterans. Between 25.11% and
26.82% of all suicides in the State are identified as veteran. It is possible that had necessary
services been in place that many of these needless deaths could have been prevented.
Area II has three catchment areas for VA services. Latah county residents fall into the
Spokane catchment area; Lewiston, Clearwater, Lewis Counties fall into the Walla Walla
catchment area and Idaho county residents fall into the to Boise.

2. How does the AAA support the above program in the PSA?
The AIIAA is not currently positioned to apply for VD-HCBS but intends to as opportunity presents.
NOTE: AIIAA does provide services to veterans in their homes through traditionally supported AAA
services. The AAA provides facilitated assessments and in-home services such as Homemaker, Home
Delivered Meals and Respite for Veterans and their families. The AAA also supports veterans through
AmeriCorps Vista programs such as project GRACE Care transitions and Friendship Corp.
At this point the Veterans Directed Home and community Based program exists only in AAAIII as a pilot
and expansion is anticipated. The AIIAA recognizes that Coordination of future Veteran Directed Home
Services will require planning and program development and established formal agreements with all
three catchment areas.
3. Specifically address activities and funds that are being used to support these activities.
VD-HCBS is not funded in PSA II.

Title VI Coordination
Title VI-Grants for Native Americans requires coordination to promote the delivery of supportive
services, including nutrition services, to Native Americans, Alaskan Natives, and Native Hawaiians
that are comparable to services under Title III to preserve and restore their respective dignity,
self-respect, and cultural identities.
In Idaho, Title VI funds are available to benefit the state’s Native American Tribes. A tribal
organization is eligible for assistance under this part only if:
• The tribal organization represents at least 50 individuals who are 60 years of age or older.
• The tribal organization demonstrates the ability to deliver supportive services, including
nutritional services.
1. Provide a quantitative and qualitative analysis identifying how needs for the above service were
assessed.
Qualitative Analysis:
Title VI grants for Native Americans provide much needed support for tribal elders while
remaining responsive to the cultural diversity of Native American communities.
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According to the Administration on Aging FY 2011 Report to Congress, Title VI grants provided
the following services in FY 2010:
• Transportation Services – over 855,000 rides to meal sites, medical appointments,
pharmacies, grocery stores, and other critical daily activities.
• Home-delivered Nutrition Services – 2.5 million meals to more than 37,694 home bound
elders.
• Congregate Nutrition Services – 2.1 million meals to more than 59,754 elders in
community-based settings.
• Information, Referral and Outreach Services – over 900,000 hours of outreach and
information.
Quantitative Analysis:
The Nez Perce Tribal Reservation is located within PSAII and covers 1,195 square miles. There are
approximately 3,300 Nez Perce Tribal members, two-thirds of which live on the reservation.
•
•
•

The Nez Perce Tribe operates three congregate meal sites in PSAII, located in Kamiah,
Orofino, and Lapwai.
In FY 2013 the Nez Perce Tribe served 42,475 congregate meals and 36,920 home
delivered meals to tribal elders with Title VI grant funding.
In FY 2013 approximately 3% of AIIAA clients identified themselves as Native American.

2. How does the AAA support the above program in the PSA?

AIIAA has a memorandum of understanding with the Nez Perce Tribe and collaborates with them on
supportive services for elders. The AAA has provided cross training support and education to assist
the Nez Perce Tribe with the implementation and development of their Later in Life Project.
Referrals are made to the Nez Perce Tribe when appropriate.
3. Specifically address activities and funds that are being used to support these activities.
PSA II receives no Title VI funding.
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Evidence Based Programs
In partnership with other community providers, the AAA offers three evidenced based programs:
Project GRACE (Generational Resources and Assistance through Community Engagement) is a hospital
to home patient care transition program. It is a program developed in partnership with AmeriCorps
VISTA. The patient care transition program is based on the Eric Coleman evidenced based model of care
transition. In this work, patient coaching work with high risk older adults, project GRACE seeks to
transform our community culture by building a kind and capable capacity of care network by
equipping volunteers with successful coaching skills directed at avoiding hospital and/or LTC
readmission.
Primary Program Goals:
•
•
•
•
•

Establish a model corps of volunteers equipped to ensure successful hospital to home care
transition of older, high risk adults presenting with certain medical conditions;
Establish a reimbursable patient Care Transition program;
Provide evidenced based Home Meds (medication reconciliation) screening.
Note:
Medication errors are attributed to hospital and LTC readmissions;
Establish a reimbursable Home Meds screening service, and,
To establish a Healing Community Culture that recognizes the need for love and support of
others at every step of the way. The task of promoting healing is one that involves all of us.

Home Meds Screening is medication reconciliation program: The original program to improve medication use
was designed for Medicare-certified home health agencies providing in-home nursing and rehabilitation
services to patients aged 65+. Determined to make the intervention more broadly available, Partners in Care
(Partners), funded by the John A. Hartford Foundation, disseminated the intervention by providing technical
assistance to additional home health agencies of diverse types across the country. The model was then
translated from the home health setting and tested in three Southern California Medicaid waiver sites as part
of a national Evidence-Based Prevention effort led by the US Administration on Aging (AoA). To make the
medication management model even more accessible to those serving vulnerable elders, Partners adapted the
program for implementation by care management entities. The new model, called HomeMeds has been
disseminated in California’s 1915(c) Medicaid waiver programs for elders, called the Multipurpose Senior
Services Program (MSSP), and also to post-hospital transition programs, waiver programs, Area Agencies on
Aging, and other agencies serving older adults throughout the US.
Long Term Care Onsite Dental: Presenting oral hygiene concerns of elders and those in care facilities are
unique. Mobile state of the art equipment is brought into LTC facilities and professional staff provide care and
a safe environment for treatment. The goal is to bring the highest standard of care available as well as to
educate LTC residents and their caregivers so that they will work together to improve oral health, thus
enhancing quality of life.

1. Provide a quantitative and qualitative analysis identifying how needs for the above service were
assessed.
Patient care transition, management of chronic disease, prevention of falls, medication management,
and Oral Dental Hygiene to at risk adults is essential.
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Qualitative Analysis:
•

•

•

According to the Administration on Aging Fiscal Year 2011 Report to Congress, average life
expectancy has increased from less than 50 years at the turn of the 20th century to over 78 years
today.
Statistics demonstrate that as an individual’s number of chronic diseases increases, there is a
corresponding escalation in adverse outcomes including mortality, poor functional status,
unnecessary hospitalizations, adverse drug effects, duplicative tests, and conflicting medical
advice (Administration on Aging Fiscal Year 2011 Report to Congress).
Recent studies have shown that in the United States more than 1/3 of adults age 65 and over fall
each year (Administration on Aging Fiscal Year 2011 Report to Congress).

•

Oral Hygiene of older adults in LTC. Oral hygiene is necessary to maintain oral health and
quality of life. However, the oral hygiene and the oral health care of older people in long term
care facilities are poor. This indicates that care is not in compliance with the available guidelines
and protocols, and stresses the importance of a clear evidence-based implementation strategy
to improve oral health care. The aim of this study is to review implementation strategies used to
promote or improve oral health care for older people in long term care facilities from the
perspective of behaviour change, to code strategy content at the level of determinants, and to
explore their effectiveness. (International Journal of Nursing, April 2013).

•

Medication Management:
o Medication Management programs have been shown to reduce unnecessary duplication
of prescriptions and cardiovascular problems. (Administration on Aging Fiscal Year 2011
Report to Congress).
o According to one report, a meta-analysis of 39 prospective studies, in a single year
approximately 2,216,000 hospitalized patients experienced a serious adverse reaction and
106,000 died as a consequence of their medication (home meds.org website, January
2014).
Fit and Fall Proof:
o According to the Idaho Department of Health and Welfare website, Fit and Fall Proof
helped more than 6,687 Idaho adults stay fit, prevent falls, and form lasting friendships
during Fiscal Year 2012 in more than 75 class sites statewide.
o A recent national study found that 11.1% of Medicare beneficiaries age 65 and older living
in the community reported feeling “sad or depressed much of the time over the previous
year” (Administration on Aging Fiscal Year 2011 Report to Congress).
o According to the Administration on Aging Fiscal Year 2011 Report to Congress, exercise
has been proven to improve depression, which studies have shown that nearly 20% of
U.S. adults 65 years and older experience.

•

•

•

Diabetes:
o Diabetes Affects 25.8 million people in the U.S. Population ( National diabetes Fact Sheet,
2011)
o In 2005-2008, based on fasting glucose of hemoglobin A1c Levels, 50% of adults aged 65
years or older had prediabetes. In 2010 it was estimated that 10.9 million people over the
age of 65 years had diabetes. (National Diabetes Fact Sheet, 2011)
o Diabetes is a major cause of heart disease and stroke. (National Diabetes Fact Sheet,
2011)
o Diabetes is the seventh leading cause of death in the United States. (National Diabetes
Fact Sheet)
The Chronic Disease Self-Management Program:
o (CDSMP) is a workshop given two and a half hours, once a week, for six weeks, in community
setting such as senior centers, churches, libraries and hospitals. People with different chronic
health problems attend together. Workshops are facilitated by two trained leaders, one or
both of whom are non-health professionals with chronic diseases themselves.
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The Self-Management Program will not conflict with existing programs or treatment. It is
designed to enhance regular treatment and disease-specific education such as Better
Breathers, cardiac rehabilitation, or diabetes instruction. In addition, many people have more
than on chronic condition. The program is especially helpful for these people, as it gives them
the skills to coordinate all the thing need to manage their health as well as to help them keep
active in their lives.

Quantitative Analysis:
•
•

In FY 2013 AIIAA completed 92 Home Med program assessments, with 59 of those triggering medication
contradiction alerts indicating at least one contraindication in the consumer’s medication.
Oral Dental Hygiene, Older Adults: Public Health Idaho North Central District, from October 2012 to
September 2013, Fit and Fall proof provided 60 sessions at 15 different sites in our PSA II. Fit and Fall
proof also had 1,782 participants and registered 120 new participants.

Clearwater Co. Idaho Co.
# of Oral
Health
27
27
Promotion
Activities in FY
2011
Clearwater Co. Idaho Co.
# of loaned
Durable
12
19
Medical
Equipment
Items in FY
2012
# of loaned
8
5
Durable
Medical
Equipment
Items in FY
2013
•

•

Latah Co.
44

Latah Co.

Lewis Co.
77

Nez Perce Co.
75

Lewis Co.

Nez Perce Co.

21

3

83

3

2
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Diabetes: A Community Health Survey conducted in 2013 indicated that the most significant health issues
include obese adults, cancer related deaths; suicide deaths; smoking; adults with diabetes; and teen
pregnancy.
o The diabetes Group reported that between Sept and December of 2013 that 8 people were
referred for a dilated eye exam.
o There were 43 people served for the Health Fair, 4 had serious vision needs, 12 had high blood
glucose, and 15 had high blood pressure.
Chronic Disease Self Management: The CHAS (Community Health Association of Spokane) has an
established clinic in Lewison, Idaho. CHAS is the licensed sponsor with Stanford University to provide
Chronic disease Self-Management Program (CDSMP) . Classes have been provided in Asotin County,
Washington for many years and Idaho participants have attended. CDSM classes are provided biannually. Beginning March 2014 CDSM will be offered at CAP to volunteers in North Central Idaho
beginning 2014. CHAS will provide regional Train the Trainer training to regional volunteers in a Train the
Trainer program.
• Alzheimer’s Disease Powerful Tools for Caregivers:
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The Powerful Tools for Caregivers program is an evidence-based education program offering a
unique combination of elements. The scripted curriculum and the intricately detailed training
material, have guaranteed its consistency and quality. The program utilizes a train-the-trainer
method of dissemination.

2. How does the AAA support the above program in the PSA?
•

•
•
•
•

•

The AIIAA maintains operation of and provides durable medical equipment free of charge to community
members in PSA II. Marketing of this resource is broadcast via video broadcast in 5 different Community
Action Partnership lobbies in our PSA II.
The AIIAA collaborates with Public Health North central Idaho District, (Deb Merica RN), Fit and Fall Proof,
who provides education and information at regional subsidized housing complexes.
The AIIAA partners with Public Health North central Idaho District, (DeeLee Mendenhall, and Dental
Hygienist) to provide Oral Health Promotion education.
The AIIAA partners with Wasem’s Drugs pharmacist Alicia Nuxoll-Russell) in HomeMeds, a medication
reconciliation evidenced based model to report medication alerts triggered by the Home Meds screening
for further review by the client’s primary doctor.
The AIIAA is an active member of the Diabetes Advisory Group for Public Health Idaho North Central
District. The Advisory Group is important for project continuity, networking, group recognition and
enhancing individual health and the community as a whole. Cooperative projects include: Diabetes Health
Fair, Health Education Series, and Diabetes Eye Referrals.
The AIIAA, in partnership with the University of Idaho Extension, Public Health- Idaho North Central
District, Department of Emergency Management and server concerned citizens are working on a project to
develop a Therapeutic Horticulture Program and Garden. Accessible gardening space has been identified
and secured; volunteers are recruited and interest is cultivated. There are currently no Therapeutic
Horticulture Projects in the State of Idaho known to the planning committee. The Area II Agency on Aging
will begin a pilot project with our various partners in spring 2014.

•

The Chronic Disease Self-Management Program (CDSMP), is an evidenced based program
provided in partnership with the CHAS (Community Health Association of Spokane). The
Chronic Disease Self-Management Program is a workshop given two and a half hours, once a
week, for six weeks, in community settings such as senior centers, churches, libraries and
hospitals. People with different chronic health problems attend together. Each participant in
the workshop receives a copy of the companion book, Living a Healthy Life With Chronic
Conditions, 4th Edition, and an audio relaxation CD, Relaxation for Mind and Body.*

•

Alzheimer’s Disease Powerful Tools for Caregivers: The Powerful Tools for Caregivers program is an
evidence-based education program offering a unique combination of elements. The scripted
curriculum and the intricately detailed training material, have guaranteed its consistency and quality.
The program utilizes a train-the-trainer method of dissemination.

4. Specifically address activities and funds that are being used to support these activities

These programs are funded in part through Title III-D in the amount of $17,257 for FY 2014.
This is approximately 2% of total funding.
Other funding sources include:
o AmeriCorps VISTA, $12,000.00 annually;
o CAP inkind: Office space, $4100 annually;
o University of Idaho Extension: Land for Therapeutic Horticulture Garden
o Other resources such as supplies, meals for volunteer class participants and more from
local hospitals.
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State Program
Adult Protection Services (AP) (IDAPA 15.01.02)(State Code 67-5011)(IC 39-53 Health and Safety)
Adult Protection (AP) provides services to protect vulnerable adults from abuse, neglect, and
exploitation. The AP services are also intended to provide assistance to care giving families
experiencing difficulties in maintaining functionally impaired relatives in the household. The AP
program focuses on promoting education as a means of prevention.

1. Provide a quantitative and qualitative analysis identifying how needs for the above service were
assessed.
Qualitative Analysis:
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

Every year an estimated 2.1 million older Americans are victims of elder abuse, neglect, or
exploitation (Administration on Aging website).
Experts believe that for every elder abuse or neglect reported, as many as five cases go
unreported (Administration on Aging website).
Elders throughout the United States lose an estimated $2.6 billion or more annually due to
elder financial abuse and exploitation, funds that could have been used to pay for basic needs
such as housing, food and medical care (Administration on Aging website).
According to the Idaho Commission on Aging 2012 annual report, in the State of Idaho FY 2012
there were a total of 1,772 AP investigations, 242 substantiated cases and 170 law enforcement
referrals.
Major financial exploitation was self-reported at a rate of 41 per 1,000 surveyed, which was
higher than self-reported rates of emotional, physical, and sexual abuse or neglect (National
Center on Elder Abuse Administration on Aging website).
In the only national study that attempted to define the scope of elder abuse, the vast majority
of abusers were family members (approximately 90%), most often adult children, spouses,
partners, and others (National Center on Elder Abuse Administration on Aging website).
A 2010 study found that 47% of participants with dementia had been mistreated by their
caregivers (National Center on Elder Abuse Administration on Aging website).

•

Elders who experienced abuse, even modest abuse, had a 300% higher risk of death when
compared to those who had not been abused (National Center on Elder Abuse Administration
on Aging website).

Quantitative Analysis:
•
•
•

PSA II covers 13,403 square miles
During the SFY 2013, the AP program received 130 complaints
During the SFY 2013, the AP program investigated 53 complaints.
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 NOTE: The AAA ceased reporting single service investigation responses
mid-year 2013. This reporting difference is reflected in a drop in reported
“complaints.”
2. How does the AAA support the above program in the PSA?
• The AIIAA adult protection worker receives referrals from information and assistance that
include adult protection intake and screening and supporting documentation,
• Adult protection then reviews the allegation,
• Determines the need for investigation,
• Completes the program intake,
• Investigates the allegation,
• Makes a determination of substantiated or unsubstantiated,
• Completes a protective action plan,
• Closes the case and terminates adult protection service.
• The information regarding adult protection services in PSA II is available on the agency
website, as well as listed on adult protection posters that are provided to senior centers in
our PSA II.
• The AIIAA adult protection worker collaborates with:
o Regional Medicaid Unit in Lewiston, ID attending quarterly meetings to staff cases,
o Nez Perce Tribe to collaborate on the Later in Life Grant and to provide cross
training to the recently hired adult protection worker Margaret Mcormack,
o Board of Guardian committees in Nez Perce, Latah, and Clearwater/Lewis counties.

3. Specifically address activities and funds that are being used to support these activities.
Adult Protection Services are funded through State Senior Services Act funds and are not to exceed
15% of total funding. For FY 2014 PSA II has allocated $85,249 to Adult Protection, 9% of total
funding.
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Planning and Service Areas
Overview
Growth of the 60+ Population Statewide, and by Planning Service Area
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Prepared by the Idaho Commission on Aging from Idaho Vital Statistics 2010, Idaho Department of Health and Welfare, Division of Health, Bureau of Vital Records and Health Statistics,
March 2012.

PSA II

Geographic Information:
The region in PSA II covers 13,403 square miles in five north-central Idaho counties: Lewis, Idaho,
Clearwater, Latah, and Nez Perce. PSA II is mostly rural except for the major university cities of
Lewiston and Moscow. Students come from all over the nation and several foreign countries to
enroll at Lewis-Clark State College or the University of Idaho. Their presence has a strong influence
on the character of the metropolitan area.
Beyond urbanized Lewiston, Idaho’s only inland port city, the region’s five counties present a diverse
topography which includes expanses of prairie and farmland as well as rugged mountainous terrain.
Isolated communities tucked into the region’s mountains and valleys are difficult to reach at any
time; during the snowy winters, these tiny settlements are virtually inaccessible.
Demographic Information:
Based on the 2010 Census, the total population in PSA II was 105,310 of which 23,712 (22.5%)
individuals were over the age of 60. The at risk populations which factors in Idahoans of 65 + living in
poverty, Idahoans of 65+ living alone, Idahoans living in a rural county, racial minorities, Persons 60 +
and Hispanic, Idahoans aged 75 and older & also 85 and older is 25,268. The Area Agency on Aging and
Adult Services (AAA II) is a department within Community Action Partnership and has its office in
Lewiston.
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Cost Sharing
The OAA includes a provision for a State to implement cost sharing, through the use of a sliding fee
scale, with regard to certain services provided with federal funds. States are not permitted to
implement cost sharing for the following services:
• Information and Assistance, Outreach, Benefits Counseling, or Case Management
services.
• Ombudsman, Elder Abuse Prevention, Legal Assistance, or other consumer protection
services.
• Congregate and Home-Delivered Meals.
• Any services delivered through tribal organizations.
When using Federal funds to provide a service, cost sharing by a low-income older individual is not
allowed if their income is below 150% the Federal Poverty Guidelines. Assets, savings, or other
property owned by older individuals are not considered when defining low-income individuals
exempt from cost sharing. Older individuals’ eligibility for cost share is determined by a confidential
declaration of income. If Idaho permits cost sharing for programs and services that utilize federal
funds, then the State shall establish a sliding fee scale, based solely on individual income and the cost
of delivering services. Idaho and its AAAs will not deny any service to an older individual due to their
income or their failure to make a cost sharing payment.
Rules governing State Act programs also permit cost sharing in the form of a sliding fee scale for
services supported with state funds. Cost sharing payments are required from certain clients
receiving Homemaker services. Clients, whose household income exceeds 150% of poverty, after
certain adjustments for medical expenses, are required to make a cost sharing payment according to
an ICOA sliding fee scale. ICOA updates the sliding fee scale annually. A copy of the sliding fee scale
is attached as Attachment 3D.
Both the OAA and Idaho’s rules governing State Act programs and services provide that the State,
AAAs, and providers, will protect the privacy and confidentiality of each older individual, and that
the State, AAAs and providers will maintain records of cost sharing payments received and will use
each collected cost share payment to expand the service for which such payment was given.
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AAA Collaborative Partners
Collaborative Partners
Aging and Long-Term Care:
The AAA partners with Eastern Washington Aging and Long Term Care primarily in co-sponsoring
Family Caregiver education, conferences and access to health care.
Southeast Washington Aging and Long Term Care (SE/ALTC) is a designated Area Agency on Aging.
SE/ALTC is one of thirteen such agencies throughout the state of Washington. The AIIAA co-sponsors
2 Family Caregiver Conferences annually with SE/ALTC.
Alzheimer’s Association:
In at least two capacities, the AAA partners with the Spokane Chapter of the Alzheimer’s Association:
Project Access and by sponsoring local presentations year round.
The mission of the Alzheimer’s Association is to eliminate Alzheimer's disease through the
advancement of research; to provide and enhance care and support for all affected; and to reduce
the risk of dementia through the promotion of brain health.
North-central Idaho has partnered with the Alzheimer’s Association to provide support groups,
training, resources and assistance.
Backyard Harvest:
Table of Hope sustains a partnership with Backyard Harvest year round.
The idea of Backyard Harvest began when the Project Coordinator, Amy Grey, accidentally grew 200
heads of lettuce in her first vegetable garden. After an initial emergency trip to the Foodbank, an idea
began to grow. What if other gardeners shared this leafy predicament?
Amy approached the Palouse Clearwater-Environmental Institute with her idea of connecting local
gardeners to foodbanks and senior meal programs. PCEI’s Community Food System Program focused
on issues of food security, sustainable growing practices, and linking people – the fit was perfect and
the rest is history.
Backyard Harvest offers a series of programs and services designed to increase the amount of fresh
fruits and veggies grown and collected for donation. They offer a produce pick-up service to get extra
produce to area foodbanks and meal programs, a town orchard service to register and harvest fruit
trees as well as a grow more to share more to provide people with free seeds and starts.
Backyard Harvest has been a strong supporter of Tables of Hope and the Food Forum
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Catholic Charities International:
Founded in 2000, CCI seeks to provide culturally sensitive services to those in need using a family
strengthening model approach. Because the human person is at the core of our mission, CCI also
advocate for the vulnerable in society, challenging lawmakers to enact just public policy which
protects human life and dignity.

Center for Community Building to End Poverty:
A collaborative partnership between and among the University of Idaho Extension, Community Action
Partnership, and, the Monastery of St. Gertrude Spirit Center.
This is a new consortium whose primary work is to eliminate poverty in our community launched in
November 2009.

Clearwater Economic Development Association:
CEDA has partnered with the AAA most significantly in Health Promotion and Disease Prevention
Tables of Hope and food sustainability planning and community service.
The Clearwater Economic Development Association is a non-profit organization that works with
residents, communities and businesses to create a region that provides:
· A healthy and diversified economy for all communities;
· Strong local community capacity;
· Clean and prosperous industries that provide livable wage jobs;
· A solid tax base;
· Outstanding educational opportunities for residents with active community involvement
and support;
· Opportunities for recreation that invite a desirable level of tourism;
· Infrastructure that meets the present and future needs.
Clearwater Economic Development Association has been a strong supporter of Tables of Hope as well
as past and upcoming Food Forums. They have also been a tremendous resource for data collection
for many programs.
COAST :
When existing public transit is not an option, COAST provides direct or purchased services for citizens
without access to an automobile or the ability to drive who face increasing isolation and the inability
to have access to basic necessities or activities enhancing the quality of their lives, including the
elderly, low income, disabled, and children. These services are available in all areas of Asotin,
Garfield, and Whitman Counties in Washington, and Nez Perce, Idaho, Latah, Clearwater, and Lewis
Counties in Idaho.
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Community Health Association of Spokane (CHAS):
The AAA serves on the Access to Care Board.
CHAS is a non-profit system of federally qualified community clinics providing quality medical and
dental healthcare to families and individuals of all ages, regardless of insurance status. CHAS enrolls
patients in almost all insurance plans including Medicare and Medicaid. CHAS also bills private
insurance. For those who are uninsured, CHAS offers a self-pay sliding fee scale based on household
income and family size.
Corporation for National Service:
The AAA has partnered with AmeriCorps VISTA for almost 10 years and continues to host an average
of 3 full time VISTA’s at the AAA.
AmeriCorps VISTA is the national service program designed specifically to fight poverty. Founded as
Volunteers in Service to America in 1965 and incorporated into the AmeriCorps network of programs
in 1993, VISTA has been on the front lines in the fight against poverty in America for more than 40
years. Sponsored by the Idaho Association of Area Agencies on Aging, the AIIAA hosts an average of 3
AmeriCorps VISTA Program Developer’s at a time.
County Disaster Services/Preparedness – All Counties:
The AAA sits on the LEPC and is a primary partner in coordinating services Board.
With the cooperation and supervision of the County Commissioners the County Department of
Disaster Services are responsible for the development, maintenance and implementation of the
County Emergency Operations Plans. These departments are also responsible for the coordination of
response to emergencies/disasters whether natural, manmade, and technological or war related. The
departments coordinate the efforts of the Local Emergency Planning Committee in accomplishing
these goals; as well as providing emergency preparedness information and training for individuals,
families, industry, local government officials and first-responders.
Department of Health and Welfare:
The Department of Health and Welfare offers programs that deal with complex social, economic and
individual issues, often helping people in crisis situations. Our programs are designed to strengthen
families and promote self-reliance. Last year, we served almost 340,000 people, one out of every four
Idahoans. From birth throughout life, we strive to enrich and protect the lives of our state’s citizens.
Department of Labor
The Idaho Department of Labor is a leader in generating quality jobs and maintaining an educated,
skilled work force that serves as the foundation of strong communities with vibrant, diversified and
expanding economies. They are committed to ensuring access to a comprehensive menu of quality
services and information for all of their customers and partners. Their services range from helping
businesses recruit employees to helping job seekers pursue their dream jobs.
Diabetes Advisory Group:
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The AAA sits on the Diabetes Advisory Group as a primary partner in planning and outreach.
The Diabetes Advisory Group is an active, sustainable partnership engaged in activities related to
promoting the Idaho Diabetes State Plan 2008 – 2013, Centers for Disease Control Intervention Focus
Areas, and the National Diabetes Education Program (NDEP).
The Advisory Group's goals include promotion of health messages from NDEP, Diabetes Prevention
and Control Program Eye Disease Campaign, Clinical Practice Guidelines, and ABC’s of Diabetes. The
Advisory Group's current on-going project is called A Health Education Series; health professionals are
invited to offer diabetes-related health educational at the Snake River Community Clinic in Lewiston.

Disability Action Center:
AAA and DAC have a MOU for ADRC partnership. We are actively working.
Disabilty Action Center works for changes at the community-, state-, and national-levels to: Remove
physical, communication and attitude barriers; gain community support for independence; include
people with disabilities in community life; remove workplace barriers; and create or find funding to
remove barriers.
• Personal and Community Advocacy
• Peer Counseling and Support
 Peer mentorship and support for making informed decisions
• Independent Living Skills Training
 Indepent Living Skills
• Information and Referral
 Receive information on Disbility topics
 Obtain referrals that work to aid in independent living
District Coordinating Councils:
To better coordinate the transportation activities related to the provision of human services, many
states have created state coordinating councils. Better coordination is key to enhance services to
those in need and as a way to use public resources more efficiently, particularly in times of tight
budgets. But, the intergovernmental landscape of transportation coordination is complex and
fragmented. By one estimate, some 44,000 levels of government are involved in providing or funding
transportation. Each has its own laws and regulations to carry out their multitude of responsibilities.
In addition, thousands of non-profit agencies, private companies and individuals are involved with
providing transportation services to a wide audience of customers and users. Coordinating councils
are implemented in recognition of the complex governing structures that have arisen over time to
meet the needs of various populations for transportation services, which has resulted in a lack of
consistency in approaches, an overlap of services in some places, and unconnected services in others.
As well, because of funding shortfalls and policy and implementation failures, many who need
transportation are left unserved or underserved. Council members include representatives of the
state department of transportation; councils of governments that have a role in transportation;
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transportation providers; and non profit organizations that represent people with disabilities, senior
citizens, nursing homes and transit agencies. Other members often include state department of
health, veterans, and workforce development representatives. Coordinating councils create a focal
point for considering and advocating for better coordination and can be vehicles for disseminating
success stories and best practices. The councils ideally include representatives of all agencies that
implement transportation programs and representatives of non governmental groups that provide or
administer transportation services. Preferably, each council is allocated a budget and has authority to
require cooperation of involved agencies. To be effective, councils should meet regularly.

Idaho Alzheimer’s Planning Group
Idaho is now among the more than 35 states which have statewide plans in place, or officially in the
works to deal with Alzheimer’s and other dementias. On April 4, 2012 the Idaho state legislature
unanimously passed House Concurrent Resolution 34 proclaiming its endorsement of the State Plan
for Alzheimer’s Disease and Related Dementias. The plan was developed by the Idaho Alzheimer’s
Planning Group (IAPG).
The Five Goals of Idaho’s State Plan for Alzheimer’s Disease and Related Dementias (ADRD) are: a.
Increase public awareness and information access about ADRD; b. Provide ADRD-specific training for
professional and family caregivers, c. Coordinate ADRD Support Services throughout Idaho, d. Create
a positive regulatory/financial environment for care providers, and, e. Develop an ongoing source of
data collection about ADRD.
The IAPG is comprised of educators, researchers, administrators, service providers and other
advocates. It is a project of Boise State University's Center for the Study of Aging, in conjunction with
the Idaho Commission on Aging (ICOA). IAPG’s own steering committee includes numerous
stakeholders, such as representatives from Idaho AARP and the national Alzheimer’s Association. Its
members are committed to achieving a comprehensive, realistic set of recommendations to meet this
public health and financial challenge - a strategic plan supported by our state legislators and our
governor. Resources for Idaho families dealing with Alzheimer’s disease and related dementias can be
located: www.Idahoalzhelp.org

Idaho Foodbank Warehouse:
IFW is a major partner with Tables of Hope.
The Idaho Foodbank in an efficient and caring manner provides food, information, and supportive
services to hungry people through partnerships with nonprofit agencies, the food industry,
government, volunteers, corporations, and individuals by serving as a central clearinghouse for
donated and purchased food. The Idaho Foodbank in Lewiston has been a strong supporter of the
past and upcoming Food Forum as well as participating on the Advisory Council for Tables of Hope.

Interlink:
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Interlink provides community volunteers who assist people with grocery shopping and transportation
to doctor appointments (locally and in Spokane, WA). Interlink has built ramps for our clients as well
as porch handrails and placed bathroom grab bars, they also have helped provide a homeless client
with lodging and they have assisted clients in moving. Interlink’s funding sources allow them great
latitude in assisting our Elders.
Latah County:
The Latah County Commissioners annually review requests made for funding on behalf of our
mealsites/senior centers in Latah County. Each year representatives from the sites and at times a
representative from North-central Idaho Area Agency on Aging present to the Commissioners on the
needs of the mealsites/senior centers. The Commissioners have continued to be very supportive of
the community.
Legal Assistance Systems Grant
In October 2006, the AoA awarded ICOA a grant under the Model Approaches to Statewide Legal
Assistance Systems program. The grant project (“Project”), which is designed to enhance and expand
legal resources available to Idaho’s rapidly growing senior community, is funded at a federal share of
approximately $100,000 per year for a period of three years. The Project targets low-income seniors
in rural areas, Hispanic seniors, and Native American seniors.
The Project activities include development of a Senior Legal Resources Advisory Committee
(“Advisory Committee”), assessment of legal needs of Idaho seniors (“Assessment”), review of Idaho’s
existing legal services delivery system, and development of a plan to effectively and efficiently
incorporate the use of low-cost mechanisms to address the needs of Idaho’s senior community. ICOA
contracts with Idaho Legal Aid Services, Inc. (“ILAS”) to accomplish many of the Project’s objectives.
The Advisory Committee was formed in 2006. The Advisory Committee membership is composed of
the following representatives of Idaho’s aging community: ICOA, ILAS, AAAs, Idaho Supreme Court
Courthouse Assistance Office Project, Idaho Guardianship Pilot Project, Idaho Volunteer Lawyers
Project, Lewis-Clark State College Center for Rural Aging, American Association for Retired Persons,
Idaho Commission on Hispanic Affairs, Nez Perce Tribe, and members of the private bar.
The Assessment conducted by ILAS in 2007 included a survey of low-income seniors. Using the
feedback from the survey, the existing delivery system is being enhanced and improved with support
and guidance from the Senior Legal Resources Advisory Committee. The official Assessment report
may be viewed on the ICOA website at www.idahoaging.com.
Low-cost legal service mechanisms developed to enhance Idaho’s senior legal delivery system include:
(1) funding an attorney-staffed statewide senior legal telephone hotline (“Hotline”), (2) creating a
web-based senior legal form bank linked to document automation and assembly software (“Library”),
(3) increasing the number of senior related forms, brochures and informational materials available
through the Idaho Supreme Court Courthouse Assistance Office Project (CAOP).
To access the Hotline, a senior need only dial (866) 345-0106 or (866) 954-2591(for Spanish). Callers
are then directed to the most appropriate level of available legal resources. The Hotline Attorney may
assist the client, direct the client to materials in the Library, refer the client for extended services
through a local ILAS office, or refer the client to a cooperating legal or social service agency. The
Hotline’s centralized intake, advice, and brief services allow understaffed local offices to focus scarce
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resources on in-depth solutions for seniors with complex legal problems. Use of the Hotline by clients
with simple problems enables ILAS to use Older Americans Act funds to assist seniors with more
complex legal problems.
The Library contains legal forms, applications and other documents frequently sought by senior
clients. The Library is based on the ILAS website and linked to ICOA and other websites. The Library
may be accessed on ILAS’s website at www.idaholegalaid.org by clicking on the “Self-Help Online
Forms” button on the left side of the website’s home page. ILAS is continually adding new forms.
Lewis-Clark State College Department of Nursing:
The AAA partners with LCSC Nursing students by providing an in-home assessments and nutrition
education with AAA clients.
Lewis-Clark State College Department of Nursing students visit clients for 4 weeks assessing their
health needs and visiting with them. The relationship is rewarding for the nursing students and gives
our clients a chance to connect with the college and young people.
Lewis-Clark State College Department of Social Work:
The AiiAA hosts Bachelor level students in a 400 hour practicums in every aspect of AAA operation.
The Bachelor of Social Work is designed to prepare entry-level generalist practice social workers with
the knowledge, skills, and values necessary to help families, groups, individuals and communities
solve social problems and promote social justice. BSW students are trained in assessment,
interviewing, intake, service planning, community outreach, advocacy, and case management. All
students complete an internship during their senior year.
Psychology students complete a unit on aging through interview and documenting stories of Agency
Clients who have agreed to participate in that activity. School of Social Work Students who are
interested in the aging process may participate in a 400-hour-unpaid internship in the Ombudsman
Program, Case Management Program or a combination of both. The Agency has enjoyed a position
on the Social Work Advisory Board for many years; ensuring that the elder population is represented
in the Social Work Curriculum.
Lewis-Clark State College – Service Learning:
The AIIAA supports service learning projects with Lewis Clark State College on an ongoing basis.
One example of this kind of partnership: Through an Adult Development course offered at LewisClark State College, students were given a project of writing an Interpretation of Adult Development
paper, based on eight interviews with an elder, and they were instructed to use Erikson’s eight stages
of psychosocial development to structure the paper. The elder was provided through our office. The
students were instructed to visit the elder ten times; eight times for interviews, and two more times
to drop off the near-final copy of their paper and solicit comments for revisions.

Lewis Clark Valley Circles:
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The AIIAA Director oversees the program work and development of the Circles Initiative. This is an
intergenerational effort of CAP and LC Valley Circles initiative.
Circles is an innovative model based on a body of research suggesting that in order for families with
low income to improve their situation, they must have bonding social capital within the community,
bridging social capital to access the resources contained by higher income networks, and linking social
capital that connects the first two with public institutions. Each Circle initiative consists of a family
working to get out of poverty and several middle and upper income Allies who befriend them and
lend support. The family is the Circle Leader, setting direction for activities. With the help and
friendship of their allies, each family sets and achieves goals unique to their own needs.
Monastery of St. Gertrude:
The Monastery of St. Gertrude partners with the AIIAA in: Primary partner in the Study for Rural
Poverty along with the University of Idaho and Community Action Partnership. In this regard, the
MSG participates in much of the work of CAP/AAA, i.e. Horizons, AmeriCorps VISTA and Tables of
Hope.
The MSG is a monastic community of women who follow the ancient Rule of Benedict. Using early
Christian communities as its model, the MSG lives out the values of praying together, living together,
sharing all things in common, and serving the wider community. MSG has an infirmary, a ‘long term
care’ residence for Sister’s aging in place.

Nez Perce County:
Nez Perce County Commissioners annually review requests made for funding on behalf of the AIIAA
mealsites/senior centers in Nez Perce County.
Each year representatives from the sites and at times a representative from North-central Idaho Area
Agency on Aging present to the Commissioners on the needs of the mealsites/senior centers. The
Commissioners have continued to be very supportive of the community.

Nez Perce Tribe:
The Nez Perce Tribe comprises much of the service area of the AIIAA and is the single American Indian
Tribe in North central Idaho. The AIIAA partners with the Tribe in Food Sustainability planning and
Adult Protection education and response.
The Nez Perce tie everything to their landscape. Their calendar, religion, and legends are all
interwoven with the nature that surrounds them. As one Nez Perce Indian said, "It’s a land defined by
weather, etched by rivers, and freed from time." For the Nez Perce, the physical and spiritual aspects
of life and nature are never separated. This way of life and these philosophies are still taught today on
the reservations and in the surrounding schools, community planning and invested in a dynamic
extension of relationship.
North-central District Health Department:
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The AIIAA partners in disaster planning, elder dental hygiene, diabetes education, fit and fall
prevention, seat belt safety, immunizations and suicide prevention.
The North Central District Health Department accomplishes its mission through the following
programs and services. Immunizations; Education; Nutritional Services, Dental Hygiene, Fit and Fall
Prevention; Seatbelt Safety and much more. NCDHD is the direct result of a partnership agreement
between the legislature and the counties. The seven independent Public Health Districts which cover
all of Idaho’s 44 counties provide preventive health services and education for healthy life-style
choices. NCDPH contracts with the Department of Health and Welfare to offer state-mandated
programs. NCDPH was created by the 1970 Legislature to insure that preventive public health services
are available to all citizens of the state - no matter how small or large their county population.

Opportunities Unlimited
As a private, nonprofit organization for the purpose of providing evaluation, training, employment,
education, placement and support services to individuals with emotional, physical and developmental
disabilities, including people with severe disabilities and people who are disadvantaged. These
services are provided to increase their level of independent functioning, vocational skills and earned
income in order to decrease their reliance upon public and private support.
Pomeroy Ministerial Association:
Pomeroy Ministerial Association is made up of the Clergy from Garfield County Washington. The
association provides emergency funds for vulnerable elders in need.
Project ACCESS:
The AIIAA sits on the Project Access Board that seeks funding, engages in planning and services for the
MH needs of older citizens in Latah County, Idaho and Whitman County, WA.
Project ACCESS and Project ACCESS/Mental Health provide a variety of ongoing professional and
community training opportunities throughout the year. They are committed to bringing opportunities
for Continuing Educations Units to the region. These opportunities are facilitated by local
professionals as well as professionals from outside the region. They have brought a Dementia
training and Mental Health First Aid training to the region. They have also provided a number of
video, equipment and book resources to our Resource Library for distribution throughout our area.
River City Church:
River City is a church that exists to change the world for Jesus one person at a time. Everything we do
is driven by this vision. Their desire is to see people saved by Jesus Christ, grow in their faith, and
impact the world around them. They believe that the optimal atmosphere for growth is alongside
others. They place a high value on relational environments and love to see people serve, connect,
grow, and disciple others.
The Pastor of River City, Kevin Beeson, is a graphic artist and has designed brochures and logos for the
Project GRACE progam pro bono.
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St. Joseph’s Regional Medical Center (SJRMC)
SJRMC is a primary partner and funding supporter of the AAA project GRACE hospital to home care
transition program.
In 1901, the Sisters of St. Joseph of Belvidere, Ill. agreed to establish a hospital in Lewiston, Idaho. On
Feb. 8, 1902, St. Joseph Hospital opened in a seven-room frame house. Despite the rugged conditions
and limited space, the community recognized the need for a larger hospital and banded together to
build and open a 50-bed facility in 1903.
Today, you can find that same commitment and dedication at St. Joseph Regional Medical Center. St.
Joseph remains a leader in health care and is the largest full service medical center between Boise
and Spokane. St. Joseph strives to stay up-to-date with the newest technology to help our citizens
enjoy healthy lives.
St. Joseph employees strive to provide phenomenal service. It's more than just a goal—it's a feeling.
We realize that hospitals can be a scary place for some, but we will be there every step of the way.
We have the information, the tools and the people to make our patients better and help them get
back to their normal life.
St. Joseph continues its commitment to the people of our region and to our community. The same
spirit that those pioneer sisters brought to Lewiston is alive today as we continue the sisters'
philosophy and mission.
Sodexo, Inc.:
North-central Idaho has partnered with Sodexho both at Lewis-Clark State College and University of
Idaho in several ways. They have been strong supporters of Tables of Hope, Vandal Community Tables
and the Food Forum. Both Sodexho sites have been invaluable in resource building and bringing food
into communities in need.
Sodexo, Inc. is the leading provider of integrated food and facilities management services in the U.S.,
Canada, and Mexico, serving 10 million customers in 6,000 locations every day. Their dedication to
excellent service, corporate citizenship, and fighting hunger all come from one goal - to make every
day a better day.

Suicide Prevention Action Network (SPAN):
AAA staff serves on the local SPAN Board and community education and advocacy event.
Suicide Prevention Action network works to inform the communities to be alert and take seriously
people’s depression, withdrawal from family and friends, any dramatic changes in mood, and mostly
importantly their voicing of the feeling of despair and threats to hurt or kill themselves. SPAN
provides Question, Persuade and Refer (QPR) public training and has a SPAN educational conference
open to the public at large each year.

Tri-State Memorial Hospital
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Tri-State Memorial Hospital is a primary partner and funding supporter of the AAA project GRACE
hospital to home care transition program.
Tri-State Memorial Hospital and Medical Campus is located in Clarkston, Washington. In addition to
the hospital, the campus includes physician offices, the Tri-State Medical Office Building, with seven
office suites, Owl Tri-State Pharmacy and Evergreen Estates Retirement community, an independent
& assisted living center located directly behind the hospital.

Troy Lutheran Church:
North-central Idaho Area Agency on Aging has partnered with the Troy Lutheran Church to be the
location for the first, in north-central Idaho, food recycling program. In cooperation with the
University of Idaho and Sodexo, a food recycling program was launched. The program now serves
approximately 100 persons of all ages for a complete meal one night per week at no charge to the
participant.

Twin County United Way:
The AIIAA is a partner agency with TCUW.
The mission of Twin County United Way is to make a positive difference in the lives of residents of
Nez Perce and Asotin Counties by helping them live safe, healthy, productive lives. Twin County
United Way has been a long-term monetary supporter of our Respite and Family Caregiver Case
Management programs.

University of Idaho Extension:
University of Idaho Extension is coordinating services between the University of Idaho Extension
Nutrition Program (ENP) and North-central Idaho Area Agency on Aging (AAA) in order to more
efficiently use resources, simplify services for seniors, and ensure optimal health and nutrition
outcomes for seniors in the North-central Idaho area. The program works by:
1. Making initial contact with North-central Idaho AAA referrals within one week of receiving
the direct referral form.
2. Enrolling qualifying North-central Idaho AAA seniors into ENP. In ENP they will be provided
free nutrition, food resource management and food safety education.
3. ENP classes include, but are not be limited to, the following areas:
 My Pyramid
 the importance of a healthy diet for long-term health
 how to prepare quick, low-cost and nutritious meals
 meal planning
 how to read food labels and choose low-fat, low-sodium foods
 the health benefits of eating fruits, vegetables, and whole-grain foods
 how to make eating alone a pleasant experience
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cooking foods properly
the importance of washing hands, kitchen surfaces, and kitchen utensils
food storage
health risks of cross-contamination
making shopping lists
comparison shopping
managing money to make money last throughout the month

4. Nutrition Advisors provide North-central Idaho AAA seniors with a minimum of 3 home
visits, each lesson will is tailored to meet the unique nutritional needs of each senior.
5. Through ENP’s many on-going partnerships, Nutrition Advisors connect North-central Idaho
AAA clients to other assistance programs in their area.
6. Nutrition Advisors keep case files on all clients and log journal entries describing the visit,
the number and type of lessons taught, handouts distributed, and success stories.
7. North-central Idaho AAA is provided with a copy of the graduation certificate for each
graduating senior.
8. North-central Idaho AAA is provided with quarterly reports of number of people served.
9. Referrals back to North-central Idaho AAA are given for any clients appearing to need
additional assistance.
VALNET Library System:
North-central Idaho Area Agency on Aging partners with the VALNET system to provide the resources,
largely Family Caregiver information, we have to our clients and the greater population. Our
resources have been logged into the system for a volunteer and are available for check-out by anyone.
VALNet, the Valley Automated Library Network, is a consortium of public, school, and academic
libraries in Southeastern Washington and North Central Idaho working together to share resources
and information services.
VALNet currently serves 60,000 patrons with over 630,000 items. In fiscal year 2000, VALNet libraries
exchanged over 500,000 items among themselves.
In addition to cooperation among different types of libraries, VALNet promotes cooperation among
city and county governmental units and school districts in two states.
VALNet libraries cooperate in many ways to provide the best possible services to our users and to
make optimal use of financial resources:
-Shared online patron access catalog
- Shared check-out system
- Daily courier picks up and delivers items to all VALNet libraries
- Cooperative collection development
- Cooperative grant writing
- Shared staff development programs
- Shared patron training programs
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The VALNet consortium was created in 1985 with 4 agencies and 5 library locations. Over the years,
VALNet has grown to include 20 agencies with 49 library locations. Current planning projects will
expand VALNet services to 24 agencies with 70 library locations. With this expansion, VALNet will
reach over 270,000 residents in Northern Idaho and Eastern Washington.
Veterans Benefit Administration:
As one of three administrations within VA, the Veterans Benefits Administration (VBA), in partnership
with the Veterans Health Administration and the National Cemetery Administration, provides benefits
and services to Servicemembers, Veterans, and their families in recognition of their service to the
Nation
YWCA:
The AIIAA intends to partner with the YWCA of the Lewis Clark Valley on elder assault to provide
education and service/s older victims.
YWCA is dedicated to building a strong community by actively promoting the empowerment of
women, the elimination of prejudice and racism, the value of diversity and the right to a life free from
violence, poverty and oppression. It is guided by a common vision: peace, justice, freedom and
dignity for all people.
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AAA Strategic Plan:
Goals, Objectives, Strategies, Measures and
Baselines
ICOA Goal 1: Improve opportunities to access up-to-date community resources addressing health and
long-term care options for Idahoans.
ICOA Objective 1: Increase outreach efforts to target population.
AAA Strategy 1: Partner with entities like
Idaho Assistive Technology, Idaho Commission
for the Blind, Disability Action Center (DAC)
and Community Action Partnership (CAP) to
Identify and market ways for older individuals
residing in rural areas to access assistive
technologies through: CAP satellite offices;
Disability Action Center outreach, senior
center news-boards, calendar of events &
websites such the ADRC.

Baseline: 1. One partner: CAP Outreach via Community
Service Staff & in-office communication screens. 2. No
links to DAC outreach. 3. No Assistive Technology
coordination via ID Comm for the Blind for the AAA.
Measure:

AAA Strategy 2: Implement the use of multigenerational media to reach caregivers, as
well as older individuals with greatest social
needs through organizations like the regional
library system, college/university based
student learning, faith-based organizations.
Develop sharable content and focus on a
community partners to diversify outreach.

Baseline: 1. Service learning, upper division Psychology
Class @ LCSC annually bridges AAA identified elders with
students for one semester. 2. LCSC SW and Master’s
program places student interns @ the AAA. 3. LCSC
Nursing division bi-annually invites AAA in-class learning
for students. 4. VALNET Library System houses
collection of AAA Family Caregiver & Aging Resources
for regional loan. 5. Faith-based partnership outreach
for project GRACE, (AAA Hospital to Home Care
Transition program) single location in PSA.
Measure:

•
•
•

•

•

AAA Strategy 3: Coordinate ADRC outreach
information and education resources with the
AAA Volunteer Ombudsman Program and
other agencies like the Snake River Clinic, the

Increase at least one partnership by 2017.
Provide links to Assistive Technology resources on
CAP website.
Provide annual training for the AIIAA from the ID
Commission for the Blind & Visually Impaired
Rehabilitation Teacher.

Increase project GRACE outreach/learning to one
additional community in PSA annually to enhance
hands-on volunteer traning to high-risk elders.
Establish link to elder/caregiver resources on City of
Lewiston VALNET site.

Baseline: 1. AAA primarily partners with Nez Perce Tribe
(NPT) Adult Protective Services and the YWCA in a Dept.
of Justice Violence Against Women Grant. 2. The AAA
has no outreach effort at Snake River Clinic or the CHAS
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CHAS Clinic/s, Nez Perce Tribe (NPT) and (Community Health Association of Spokane) Clinic’s. 3.
YWCA.
As of FY2014 the AAA lost funding support for the
Volunteer Ombudsman Program.
Measure:
•

•

Partner with NPT & YWCA in support of 3 year
renewed grant application to the US Dept of Justice
for expanding APS at NPT.
The AAA will pursue funding to support innovative
programs by marketing gifting opportunitis to the
AAA. Specifically, CAP will establish a link on our
organizational website for AAA gifting by 12/31/2014.

ICOA Objective 2: Strengthen and sustain the “AAA’s”ADRC website and services as the single entry
point for public and private resources.
AAA Strategy 1:
Baseline: The AAA and DAC currently have an active
Strengthen the relationship between the AAA MOU
and the local CIL (Disability Action Center)
Measure: Incorporate CIL staff in AAA monthly staff
meetings to enhance communication.
AAA Strategy 2: Provide a link to the CIL on Baseline: There is currently no link between agencies
the CAP/AAA website
on our mutual websites.
Measure: Estable the link between agencies . Share
calendar events.
ICOA Objective 3: Improve the collection and distribution of resource information on the ADRC website
and local AAA offices.
AAA Strategy 1: Ensure technical Alliance of
Information and Referral Systems (AIRS) standards
are incorporated into data collection systems in
accordance with ICOA guidance: For example,
standards for options counseling, assessment
tools, directories, key word searches, multi-agency
terminology etc.

Baseline: The Social Assistance Management Software
(SAMS) database used by AAAII meets AIRS standards.

SAMS is capable of exporting data in AIRS compliant
format. The AAA uses AIRS taxonomy when classifying
resources to update, maintain, and, to add new resources
into the SAMS IR resource database on a regular basis.
This is a resource is not accessible to clients/consumers
as needed for finding resources to meet needs.
Measure:
• Pursue additional resources that could benefit from
AIRS compatibility, e.g. syncing the CAP/AAA website
with the SAMS IR database so consumers can readily
access the resources available, by 06/30/2015.

AAA Strategy 2: Incorporate senior services Baseline: The Nez Perce tribe is identified on the ADRC
offered for tribes in the ADRC resource database website under the “Partners and Resources” page.
to better serve low-income minority individuals as
well as older individuals with limited English Measure:
proficiency.
• Continue coordination with the Nez Perce tribe via
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the Violence Against Women DOJ grant and AAA
partnership outreach to establish Title VI programs
and services in the ADRC resource database by
06/30/14.

AAA Strategy 3: Utilize consumer evaluation and Baseline: There is currently no customer survey section
input feedback on ease of use and material utilized on the CAP website.
content on the CAP website. Engage local
consumer groups and collaborate so as to Measure:
demonstrate content and usability if the ADRC
• Create & implement a consumer survey tool such as
services, such as Alzheimer’s and their care givers.
survey monkey and link to CAP website.

ICOA Goal 2: Strengthen existing home and community-based and evidence-based services.
ICOA Objective 1: Increase the efficiency and effectiveness of home and community-based services.
AA Strategy 1: Identify baseline units of
service and develop goals on behalf of
older individuals with certain diagnosis,
(i.e. pneumonia, stroke, cardiac problems),
transitioning from hospital to home
without assigned services, formal or
informal.

Baseline: Hospital discharge planners refer target
population to AAA supportive in-home services like care
transition intervention less than 25% of time.

AAA Strategy 2: :
Identify those
communities in PSA that are not
“dementia capable” and identify viable
local partner (like the Nez Perce Tribe,
local hospital or assisted care facility)
interested in Powerful Tools for Caregivers
and/or utilizing the dementia toolkit for
evaluation and implementation, then
provide best practices to serve individuals
and family caregivers living with Alzheimer
disease.
AAA Strategy 3: : Identify elder ministry
endeavors within faith-based communities
that promote friendly visiting and assist
elders in meeting essential activities of
daily living.

Baseline: Powerful Tool Classes available for family
caregivers, offered in partnership with WA Info &
Assist/Clarkston, WA.
Dementia capable toolkit are
available.
Measure:

Measure:
•

•
•

AAA realizes a 10% annual increase in target population
referrals to AAA supportive in-home services.

Increase Powerful Tools for Caregiver’s classes to at least
two per year.
Select one rural community annually to make dementia
capable, i.e. Information & Referral, Options Counseling,
Adult Protection, Respite—etc.

Baseline: Evidence based and other approaches to
enhancing care for older adults, people living with chronic
illness and/or disability are available via Stephens Ministry,
St. Vincent de Paul Society, etc.
Measure:
•

Select one community annually and establish an elder
care model via I & R, Options Counseling, Care
Transitions—etc.
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•

Provide project GRACE training bi-annually.

ICOA Objective 2: Build participation in evidence based-services.
AAA Strategy 1: Screen and provide Home Baseline: CM, APS & Care Transition AAA staff & volunteers
Med medication reconciliation to high risk are trained in Home Med Screening, data collection &
consumers for Medication Reconciliation.
reporting process. In partnership with the AIAA, 200 Home
Med screenings will be completed by 12/31/2013.
Measure:
•

AAA Strategy 2: Advance project GRACE
Care
Transitions
as
a
diverse,
intergenerational,
community
based
endeavor that also addresses Late Life
Transition.

AAA will complete a cost analysis per screening & pursue
feasibility of offering Medication Reconciliation as a
billable service in 2014.

Baseline: project GRACE Advisory Council (AC) seats a
diverse community based membership limited to the
Lewiston/Clarkston Valley.
Measure:
•

AC will expand to one additional County in the PSA by
12/31/2014 and incorporate diverse AC representation
specific to all communities served.

ICOA Goal 3: Promote healthy and active life styles for Idahoans.
ICOA Objective 1: Provide additional opportunities for older adults to engage in social and physical
activity to develop healthy behaviors.
AAA Strategy 1:
Identify Existing Baseline: Home Meds, project GRACE and the LTC Dental
evidence-based programs and make Hygiene program are not referenced on the CAP website.
assessable through the CAP website.
Measure: One evidence-based program will be added to the
CAP Website by 9/30/2014.
AAA Strategy 2:
Support senior
centers/senior nutrition sites in their
efforts to increase the number of
participants engaged in site services by
encouraging providers to post Center
activities on the CAP website

Baseline: 1. CAP website provides certain links and contact
information for all senior nutrition sites. 2. Senior centers
provide educational events, e.g. AAA sponsored education
like Senior Medicare Patrol Fraud prevention.
Measure:
•

AAA will begin adding participating Senior Center
events/activities to the CAP website on a quarterly basis
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•

and/or social media sites by 06/30/2014.
AAA will annually track opportunities provided and track
number of participating centers by 06/30/2014.

ICOA Objective 2: Increase volunteerism to support long-term care and home and community based
services.
AAA Strategy 1: Increase AAA volunteer & Baseline: AAA currently has a very strong and dedicated
AmeriCorps VISTA volunteers through established volunteer Corps of over 40 volunteers serving in
community outreach, inter-organizational the Volunteer Ombudsman, project GRACE, Senior
coordination, marketing and multi-media Medicare Patrol/SMP programs.
sources.
Measure:
•

Identify community partner/s interested in pursuing long
term operational ownership of volunteer projects either
by way of full program transfer or donation of resources
by 8/31/2014.

AAA Strategy 2: Incorporate volunteer Baseline: Current online system does not indentify
service opportunities on the online volunteer programs or service opportunities.
resource database.
Measure:
•

Incorporate access to the following programs on the CAP
website: a. Volunteer Ombudsman Program b. project
GRACE c. AAA Admin and d. SMP.

ICOA Objective 3: Increase employment opportunities by connecting employers with unemployed older
Idahoans.
AAA Strategy 1: Provide access to Senior Baseline: No marketing or training to transition managers
Community Service Employment Program, on the SCSEP or IDOL’s One Stop Shop employment
(SCSEP), and the Idaho Department of programs.
Labor’s (IDOL) One Stop Shop employment Measure:
sites to the Idaho Home Choice program’s
• Ensure that AAA transition manager/s are provided
transition Managers to link people to lowemployment program information & that referrals are
income
seniors
to
employment
tracked through I&A to SCSEP & One Stop Shop
opportunities.
programs.
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AAA Strategy 2: Link & increase volunteer Baseline: Volunteer programs are not linked to the SCSEP
programs to training opportunities for low- program.
income seniors through the Senior
Measure:
Commuity Service Employment Program.
• Increase number of SCSEP participants assigned to
volunteer programs by at least 5% over the next 4 years.

ICOA Objective 4: Increase health promotion and disease prevention outreach through materials and
education.
AAA Strategy 1: Build upon coordinated Baseline: CAP website currently links to the ADRC website.
links for the distribution of free Website does not identify health promotion events.
community fitness and health programs
and technical assistance to low-income Measure:
• The AAA will identify affordable/free health promotion
seniors through the CAP website to the
State ADRC website.
events occurring at local Senior Centers, Public Health
District, etc. by 06/30/2014 and advertise health
promotion events at CAP satellite offices to enhance
information and education on health and fitness.

AAA Strategy 2:
Resources and
partnerships that provide regional
nutrition education and counseling are
identified on the CAP website and social
media sites to enhance participation of
low-income elders including minority,
limited English proficiency individuals and
individuals with Alzheimer’s and their
caregivers.
AAA Strategy 3: Increase participation in
Title III-D (Health Promotion and Disease
Preventions Program) evidence based
programs.

Baseline: The CAP website houses current information
including:
Idaho Food Bank, Home Delivered and
Congregate Meals and “Idaho Physical Activity and Nutrition
Program.” The AIIAA does not have an active social media
site.
Measure:
•

Launch a CAP/AAA social media site by 08/31/2014.

Baseline: AIIAA encourages and supports elders to pursue
living whole and living healed in its program design and
implementation in Title III D supported programs as well as
its AmeriCorps VISTA and community outreach
partnerships.
Measure:
•

Increase elder and family caregiver participation in
evidence-based programs in Area II by 15% over the next
4 years.
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ICOA Objective 5: Identify opportunities to increase community transportation options to enable
seniors to travel to community events, volunteer work, services, shopping and medical appointments.
AAA Strategy 1:
Maintain relationship within the region
that support transportation options for all
Idahoans

AAA Strategy 2:
CAP/AAA website

Baseline: CAP/AAA is part of the District Coordination
Council. The DCC is instrumental in working with the
community as well as ITD and CTAI in supporting a broad
range of transporation initiatives
Measure: CAP/AAA will actively participate in planning and
coordination in the region’s transportation programs on at
least a bi-annual basis effective March 2014.
Develop links to the Baseline: The transportation providers within the region (
COAST, the City of Lewison, the City of Moscow, Apaloosa
Express and Interlink) all have websites.
Measure: CAP/AAA will include links to the transportation
providers and update as needed.

ICOA Goal 4: Protect the rights of older people and prevent their abuse, neglect and exploitation.
ICOA Objective 1: Increase coordination with state entities, organizations, and institutions that protect
vulnerable adults from abuse, neglect, and exploitation.
AAA Strategy 1: Identify key partners who Baseline: The CAP website does not identify key local
are active in preventing the abuse, neglect, partners active in the prevention of abuse, neglect &
and exploitation of vulnerable adults and exploitation. 211 Idaho Careline identified on CAP website.

establish an identifiable community resource
link to the ADRC website and through face to
Measure:
face coordination with partnering agencies.
• Establish and maintain identified partners on CAP website
aby 08/31/2014.

AAA Strategy 2: Incorporate consumer Baseline: The following information is available: 211
links onto the CAP website directing them Careline and a link to 211 is on the CAP website.
to the ADRC website to resources that
provide information concerning advance Measure:
directives,
powers
of
attorney,
• Advance resources and links to additional key partnering
guardianships, abuse, and consumer scams
agencies to the ADRC website by 08/1/2014.
and other legal aid services to protect lowincome seniors.
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ICOA Objective 2: Provide additional resources to help people make informed decisions about longterm care or assisted living facilities.
AAA Strategy 1: Increase coordination
between
Adult
Protection,
local
Ombudsman and Tribal Services to provide
public education to staff and residents of
assisted living facilities about rights,
prevention of abuse, neglect, and
exploitation regarding minority seniors
with limited English proficiency by
partnering with the Tribe in writing an
additional 3 year DOJ grant application in
order to maintain strong, coordinated
partnership.

Baseline: AIIAA Ombudsman conducts regional Ombudsman
Certification Training and manages a team of an average 30
member volunteer corps. AIIAA AP has partnered for 3 years with
the Nez Perce Tribe in a Dept. of Justice grant. We have a very
strong and trusted partnership with the Nez Perce Tribe and the
Nez Perce Tribal Adult Protection Worker and provide ongoing
training and assistance. The Tribal worker completed LTC AIIAA
Volunteer Ombudsman certification. Local AP coordinates with
Nez Perce Tribe from a dynamic perspective.

Measure:
•

•

Regional ombudsman offers to Tribal members regional
Ombudsman Certification Training to provide extensive
information regarding resident’s rights in assisted living
and skilled nursing facilities.
AP continues to attend monthly Later in Life meetings
with Tribal members and to assist with grant
development.

AAA Strategy 2: Secure presence of regular Baseline: Volunteer Ombudsman are in every AIIAA LTC and

visitation to assisted living facilities by Assisted Living Facility.
stewarding well the qualified Ombudsman
volunteers at the AIIAA through resource and Measure:
partnership development.
• Indentify and pursue financial resources to maintain an
educated and adequately supervised Volunteer
Ombudsman Corps on a bi-annual basis.
• Support Volunteer contributions and service annually.

ICOA Objective 3: Increase public outreach to recognize and report signs of elder abuse, neglect and
exploitation.
AAA Strategy 1: Support other regional
organizations providing education and
outreach to the public concerning elder abuse,
neglect, and exploitation of adults including
individuals with Alzheimer’s and their
caregivers through the posting of pertinent
information on the ADRC website and specific
training with the 211 Careline operators.

Baseline: : 211 Idaho Careline is linked to AAAII CAP/ADRC
website.

Measure: Increase number of organizations by at least 1 per year
through MOU’s.

ICOA Goal 5: Maintain an effective and responsive management and administrative structure.
ICOA Objective 1: Update state and federal quality assurance review processes.
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AAA Strategy 1: Review AAA external
compliance requirements.
Update
contract desk and/or onsite monitoring
tool kits. Implement monitoring to include
regular desk and/or onsite monitoring.

Baseline: AAA Contract and Fiscal Specialist monitors
assigned Client Service Plan services with provider invoices
at least monthly.
AAA Contract and Fiscal Specialist provides onsite and
telephone Technical Assistance to all new contracted AAA
providers at onset of established Agreements and as
needed to assure provider compliance with formal
agreement guidelines, and, maintains up to date Provider of
Service Agreements.
The Contract and Fiscal Specialist conducts a Desk Monitor
per ICOA policy of all qualified service providers.
The AAA Director receives all Appeal Requests when Denial
of Service requests present.
.
Measure:
•

•

AAA will defer to ICOA Operations Manual and seek TA
from ICOA in creating monitoring tool kit/s to be used for
AAA service provider reviews by 08/31/2014.
AAA will conduct monitoring of State and Federal
resources and programs as required and set forth in
policy by the ICOA annually or as needed.

ICOA Objective 2: Implement systematic changes to establish administrative and service continuity.
AAA Strategy 1: AAA adheres to data Baseline: : The AAA Director, Fiscal Specialist and SAMS
quality needs for the State and Federal Administrator conduct monthly data analysis of invoices and
reporting requirements as established by client services.
the ICOA. Comply with ICOA data quality Measure:
assurance plan.
• Analyze data to determine omissions in statistics,
correctly omissions in a timely manner and implement
processes to increase data quality.
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Attachment 1 Area Plan Instructions
HOW TO CREATE YOUR AAA AREA PLAN
General Instructions
The AAA Plan should mirror the State Plan both in content and in format to the greatest degree
possible. This assures that ACL’s current priorities, which form the basis for the state unit’s statewide
goals, will be addressed on the regional level in each PSA. By presenting the same informational
categories within a single shared format, users of these plans will find it easy to discern how needs
and priorities identified by ACL or by ICOA will be addressed locally. Readers will be able to easily
locate and simply compare items between the Area Plans for each PSA and the State Plan because the
document information will be ordered the same way.
The Plan must follow requirements in Chapter 5: AAA Planning Service Areas (PSA) Requirements in
ICOA’s Program Manual.
Four Year AAA Area Plan Shell: Instructions by Section:
1. Cover Page: Insert the AAA title, street address, city, state, and zip code where indicated at the
top center of the cover sheet.
2. Verification of Intent: The AAA Director, the Area Advisory Council Chairperson and the Governing
Board Chairperson must each sign and date the this page in order for the Area Plan to be
accepted by the State Unit.
3. Table of Contents: This section should be created last in order to assure that pages of all sections
are correctly listed.
4. Executive Summary: Explain the data and methods used by the AAA to determine the strategies and
priorities. (Start this section on a new page regardless of where the previous section ended).
5. The Area Agency: (start this section on a new page regardless of where the previous section ended).
•

Overview— An AAA Introductory section. The purpose is to give basic information about how
the AAA functions and its relationship to the state unit, etc.

•

AAA Vision— The AAA’s current official vision statement should be quoted here in bold type.

•

AAA Mission— The AAA’s current official mission statement should be quoted here in bold
type.

•

AAA Funding This section has been provided by ICOA and should not be modified.
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6. Older Americans Act (OAA) Core Programs:
o Title III B: Supportive Services- This section contains information provided by ICOA
regarding:
o Title III B: Supportive Services
o Title III-C1: Congregate Meals
o Title III-C2: Home Delivered Meals
o Nutritional Services Incentive Program (NSIP)
o Title III-D: Disease Prevention and Health Promotion Services
o Title III-E: Family Caregiver Support Program
o Title III and Title VII: Ombudsman
o Title VII: Vulnerable Elder Rights Protection
o Title V: Senior Community Service Employment Program
The information provided by ICOA should not be modified.
Where space has been provided, after section explain how the AAA supports the service/program
in the PSA. Specifically address activities and funds that are being used to support activities.
Specifically address activities and the funds that are being used to support these activities.
7. Older Americans Act Discretionary Programs: This section contains information provided by ICOA
regarding:
•
•
•
•
•

Senior Medicare Patrol
Aging and Disability Resource Center
Money Follows the Person / ADRC
Veterans Directed Home and Community Based Services
Title VI Coordination

Where space has been provided, explain how the AAA supports the service/program in the PSA.
Specifically address activities and funds that are being used to support these activities.
8. Evidence Based Programs: The purpose of this section is for the AAA to identify projects that are not

included in the discretionary funds. (i.e. Fit and Fall Proof). For each evidence based program, explain
how the AAA supports the program(s) in the PSA. Specifically address activities and funds that are
being used to support these activities.
9. State Program: This section contains information provided by ICOA regarding the Adult Protective
Services. The information provided by ICOA should not be modified.
Where space has been provided, explain how the AAA supports the program in the PSA. Specifically
address activities and funds that are being used to support these activities.
10. Planning and Service Areas: The information in this section is provided by ICOA.
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•
•

Overview- This section should not be modified.
PSA- ICOA has prepared geographic and demographic information for each PSA. Keep the
information that applies to your AAA and delete the other PSA information.

11. Cost Sharing: The information for this section is provided by ICOA and should not be modified.
12. AAA Collaborative Partners: Each AAA will have “partners” within its PSA. These partners may be
agencies that serve other segments (or a broad segment) of the area’s population; they may be
county or city agencies, private foundations based in the PSA, or local charitable organizations.
Where space has been provided name the AAA’s partners and describe any recent or ongoing
collaborative projects with particular attention to how such coordination effort is benefiting
seniors in the region.
13. AAA Strategic Plan: Goals, Objectives, Strategies, Measures and Baselines:
• Where space is provided write an introduction paragraph to explain the development of the
AAA Strategic Plan: Strategies, Measures and Baselines.
• ICOA has prepared a table which indicates the five (5) ICOA goals and corresponding
objectives as approved by ACL in the ICOA Senior Services State Plan. Where space has been
provided, indicate AAA Strategies, Baselines, and Measures that will support the ICOA Goals
and Objectives.
The table and prepopulated information should not be altered.
14. Attachments: The following attachments must accompany the AAA Plan when it is submitted.
Attachment 1: Instruction for completing the PSA Shell.
Documents to be filled out:
Attachment 2A: The Area Agency on Aging Organization Chart. Insert a copy of the AAA
Organizational chart onto this page.
Attachment 2B: Steering Committee Members. Identify the Steering Committee Members that assist
in the development of the AAA Area Plan. Utilize this template without modification to the format.
Attachment 2C: PSA Development Schedule. Identify the AAA Area Plan development review
schedule. Include the dates and purpose of meetings for the AAA Area Plan Steering Committee and
Public Comment. Utilize this template without modification to the format or prepopulated
information.
Attachment 2D: Public Comment Process and Comments. The format for this document has been
provided by ICOA and should not be modified. Provide AAA specific information as indicated where
space has been provided.
Attachment 2E: Advisory Council Profile. The template for this attachment had been provided by
ICOA and should not be modified. Provide information as indicated where space has been provided.
• Indicate Term End (Dates)
• Indicate Yes or No as appropriate
o Age 60+
o Minority
o Elected Official
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Financial Documents:
Attachment 3A: Intra-State Funding Formula. A reference document provided by ICOA. This
attachment should not be modified.
Attachment 3B: Allocation of Resources. A reference document provided to the AAA by ICOA. This
attachment should not be modified.
Attachment 3C: Budget
• 3C1 ICOA Title III AAA FFY Funding Allocation Comparison. A reference document that will be
updated and provided to the AAA by ICOA.
• 3C2 ICOA Title III, Title VII and State Funding Allocation Summary. A reference document that
will be updated and provided to the AAA by ICOA.
Attachment 3D: Sliding Fee Scale. A reference document provided to the AAA by ICOA. This
attachment should not be modified.
Attachment 3E: Poverty Guidelines. A reference document provided to the AAA by ICOA. This
attachment should not be modified.
Documents to be signed:
Attachment 4A: Required Area Plan Assurances and Required Activities. A reference document
provided to the AAA by ICOA. This attachment should not be modified.
Attachment 4B: Civil Rights. Insert the AAA’s address and phone number on page 2 where space has
been provided.
Attachment 4C: Emergency Preparedness Plan. The template for this document has been provided
by ICOA. Provide AAA specific information as indicated where space has been provided.
Information Only:
Exhibit 1A: Idaho Growth Change and Demographics. A reference document provided by ICOA. This
attachment should not be modified.
Exhibit 1B: Definitions. A reference document provided to the AAA by ICOA. This attachment should
not be modified.
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Attachment 2A Organization Chart
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Attachment 2B Steering Committee
AAA Area Plan Steering Committee
Members

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
1
0
1
1
1
2
1
3
1
4
1
5
1
6
1
7

Name

Affiliation

Telephone
Number

Jenny Zorens
David Knittel
Rachelle Haag

AAA
AAA
AAA

208-798-4202
208-798-4201
208-798-4192

Julie Christianson

AAA

Nellie Chase

Clearwater County

208-798-4200
208-476-5129

Rodger Colgan

Clearwater County

Don Davis
Eileen Hazelbaker

Lewis County
Idaho County
Nez Perce County/
Minority

Jose Murillo

208-476-5108
208-937-2661
208-983-2525

E-mail Address
j.zorens@cap4action.org
d.knittel@cap4action.org
r.haag@cap4action.org
j.christianson@cap4action.or
g
okrose@mailbug.com
Colgan2131@cpcinternet.
com
dldavis@hughs.net
No email

208-743-1194

No email

208-877-1123

alicenau@yahoo.com

Alice Nau

Latah County

Doug Zenner

Nez Perce County

208-799-3090

DougZ@co.nezperce.id.us

Mark Leeper

Disability
Center

208-883-0523

mark@dacNW.org

Deb Merica

Public Health

208-799-3100

DMerica@phd2.idaho.gov

Debbie Lemon

Lewis-Clark
College

208-792-2539

dllemon@lcsc.edu

Kevin Beeson

River City Church

208-743-7101

office@rivercitychurch.us

Gustavo Ramierez

River City Church

208-743-7101

office@rivercitychurch.us

Sandi Jackson

AmeriCorp VISTA

208-798-4190

s.jackson@cap4action.org

Action

State
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Attachment 2C Development Schedule

AAA Area Plan Steering Committee and Public Comment Review
Schedule
Date:
December
12,
2012
February
13,
2013
March 19, 2013
June 11, 2013
July 3, 2013
July 11, 2013
July 18, 2013
July 11-24, 2013
July 24, 2013
August 2013
Sept 2013
Oct 1-Oct 5, 2013
Oct 15, 2013
October 16, 2013
October 18, 2013

Purpose of Meeting:
Staff meeting regarding Area Plan
Meeting with DAC for Area Plan service Development thorough a MOU
Work with Community Action Staff to develop a new organizational chart
All Staff supervisor e-mail regarding Area Plan development
Area Plan syllabus developed for plan completion
Publication of the Legal notice for public comments
Collaborate with Area I regarding Area Plan questions.
Hard copy of the Area Plan available for public comments
Meeting of the Advisory Council for Area Plan input and comment
Staff Development of the Area Plan

Distribution of Area Plan for Public Comment thru 9/30/2013
Steering Committee Review and Integration of Comments &
Consideration of Recommendations and /or Concerns.
Approval by CAP Board
Final Meeting of Steering Committee
Submission of Electronic Area Plan to ICOA
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Attachment 2D Public Comment Process and
Comments
Public Comment Process

PHASE ONE: COMPLETED.
I.

Realizing a given desire to proactively pursue the most efficient and cost effective method to distribute the
DRAFT Area II Area Plan, the AIIAA published a Legal Notice in the regionally distributed Lewiston Tribune in
JULY 2013, notifying the public that the Area Plan was available for review at CAP. The AIIAA requested
Public Comment 07/10/2013 – 07/24/2013. Members of the public were asked to respond to identified
Needs, Services and any other aspect of the planning document. CAP/AIIAA encouraged the general public,
persons with disabilities, elderly individuals, organizations of interest and/or providers of service to provide
comment.
A copy of the Area Plan draft was made available for inspection at the AIIAA. The Legal Notice indicated that
for documentation purposes, all requests and comments were to be made in writing and sent by certified
mail to CAP. Informal questions related to access to the DRAFT and other general inquiries were directed to
the AIIAA.
The Public Notice further advised that an AIIAA Advisory Council Meeting on July 24, 2013 would be held to
provide an opportunity for comment at which time a Public Hearing would be held if requested . An
Advisory Council Meeting was held. A review of the Area Plan Draft was provided. A Public Hearing was not
requested.
A copy of the AIIAA Area Plan was place on the Community Action Partnership website September 2013.
Opportunity was available for Public Comment via the website.

II.

Public Comment Process: No comments were received.
Area Council Comment:
Comments: Why is the AAA funding transportation when the Advisory Council, after

careful discernment, elected to no longer fund transportation with limited OAA and
SSSA dollars?
AAA Response: ICOA is requiring the AAA to fund 2% of total budget of our total budget to
Transportation Services.
PHASE TWO of Public Comment Process: MARCH 2014.
I.
LEGAL NOTICE PUBLISHED IN REGIONAL LEWISTON REGIONAL TRIBUNE, 03/05/2014.
AIIAA opened PUBLIC COMMENT for the Area Plan 03/05/2014-03/14/2014.
• AIIAA made available a hard copy of the AIIAA Area Plan available at CAP Office and
electronically on the CAP website.
• No comments were received.
II.
Following presentation of the revised AIIAA Area Plan, the Community Action Partnership
Board and AAA Advisory Council approved the AIIAA Area Plan on March 19, 2014.
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Attachment 2E PSA Advisory Council Profile
ADVISORY COUNCIL PROFILE: 2013

In Accordance with Section 306 (a)(6)(D) of the Older Americans Act and IDAPA 15.01.20.051.01. The AAA shall
establish an advisory council consisting of older individuals (including minority individuals and older
individuals residing in rural areas) who are participants or who are eligible to participate in programs assisted
under this Act, family caregivers of such individuals, representatives of older individuals, service providers,
representatives of the business community, local elected officials, providers of veterans’ health care (if
appropriate), and the general public, to advise continuously the area agency on aging on all matters relating to
the development of the area plan, the administration of the plan and operations conducted under the plan;
NAME & ADDRESS
Nellie Chase
1002 Wells Bench Road
Orofino, ID 83544
AREA, DISTRICT OR INTEREST GROUP MEMBER REPRESENTS:
Advisory Council Committee Member
NAME & ADDRESS
Rodger F. Colgan
2410 Harmony Heights Rd
Orofino, ID 83544
AREA, DISTRICT OR INTEREST GROUP MEMBER REPRESENTS:
Advisory Council Chair, Residents of Clearwater County
NAME & ADDRESS
Don Davis
1781 Jarnagin Rd
Craigmont, ID 83523
AREA, DISTRICT OR INTEREST GROUP MEMBER REPRESENTS:
Lewis County Commissioner
NAME & ADDRESS
Eileen Hazelbaker
P.O. Box 225
Grangeville, ID 83530
AREA, DISTRICT OR INTEREST GROUP MEMBER REPRESENTS:
Idaho County Representative
NAME & ADDRESS
Jose Murillo
617 3rd St
Lewiston, ID 83501
AREA, DISTRICT OR INTEREST GROUP MEMBER REPRESENTS:
Minority Representative
NAME & ADDRESS
Alice Nau
3528 State Hwy #3
Deary, ID 83823

TERM ENDS (DATE):

Dec 14
AGED
60+
YES NO
X

ELECTED
MINORITY
YES NO
X

OFFICIAL
YES NO
X

TERM ENDS (DATE):

Dec 14
AGED
60+
YES NO
X

ELECTED
MINORITY
YES NO
X

OFFICIAL
YES NO
X

TERM ENDS (DATE):

Dec 14
AGED
60+
YES NO
X

ELECTED
MINORITY
YES NO
X

OFFICIAL
YES NO
X

TERM ENDS (DATE):

Dec 14
AGED
60+
YES NO
X

ELECTED
MINORITY
YES NO
X

OFFICIAL
YES NO
X

TERM ENDS (DATE):

Dec 14
AGED
60+
YES NO
X

ELECTED
MINORITY
YES NO
X

OFFICIAL
YES NO
X

TERM ENDS (DATE):

Dec 14
AGED
60+
YES NO

ELECTED
MINORITY
YES NO

OFFICIAL
YES NO
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AREA, DISTRICT OR INTEREST GROUP MEMBER REPRESENTS:
Legislative Chair, Latah County

X

NAME & ADDRESS
Cindy Schmiege

TERM ENDS (DATE):

School of Family and Consumer Science , Univerity of Idaho
Moscow, ID 83844
AREA, DISTRICT OR INTEREST GROUP MEMBER REPRESENTS:
University of Idaho Family and Consumer Science
NAME & ADDRESS
Doug Zenner
P.O. Box 896
Lewiston, ID 83501
AREA, DISTRICT OR INTEREST GROUP MEMBER REPRESENTS:
Nez Perce County Commissioner

NAME & ADDRESS
Deb Merica
North Central Distric Health Department
Lewiston, ID 83501
AREA, DISTRICT OR INTEREST GROUP MEMBER REPRESENTS:
Health Department
NAME & ADDRESS
John Allen
150 Michigan Ave / P.O. Box 586
Orofino, ID 83544
AREA, DISTRICT OR INTEREST GROUP MEMBER REPRESENTS:
Clearwater County

X

Dec 14
AGED
60+
YES NO
X

X

ELECTED
MINORITY
YES NO
X

OFFICIAL
YES NO
X

TERM ENDS (DATE):

Dec 14
AGED
60+
YES NO
X

ELECTED
MINORITY
YES NO
X

OFFICIAL
YES NO
X

TERM ENDS (DATE):

Dec 14
AGED
60+
YES NO
X

ELECTED
MINORITY
YES NO
X

OFFICIAL
YES NO
X

TERM ENDS (DATE):

Dec 14
AGED
60+
YES NO
X

ELECTED
MINORITY
YES NO
X

OFFICIAL
YES NO
X

Other Volunteers and Part-time or Occasional Participants, Consultants and Advisors
(NOT “Official” Council Members)
NAME & ADDRESS
Barb Mahoney
225 E Palouse River Dr.
Moscow, ID 83843
AREA, DISTRICT OR INTEREST GROUP MEMBER REPRESENTS:
Adult Day Health, Latah County
NAME & ADDRESS
Kay Toombs, PhD
7631 Gholson Road
Waco, TX 76705-5340

ELECTED
AGED
60+
YES NO
X

OFFICIAL
YES NO
X

ELECTED
AGED
60+

AREA, DISTRICT OR INTEREST GROUP MEMBER REPRESENTS:
Disability; Chronic Illness
NAME & ADDRESS

MINORITY
YES NO
X

YES
x

NO

MINORITY

OFFICIAL

YES

YES

NO
s

NO
x
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Ray Rosch
817 A 6th Street
Clarkston, WA 99403
AREA, DISTRICT OR INTEREST GROUP MEMBER REPRESENTS:
Volunteer Chore Services, Nez Perce & Asotin Counties
NAME & ADDRESS
John Allen , County Commissioner
150 Michigan Ave
Orofino, ID 83544
AREA, DISTRICT OR INTEREST GROUP MEMBER REPRESENTS:
Clearwater County
NAME & ADDRESS
Lisa Stoddard, Executive Director of Community Action Partnership
124 New 6th st
Lewiston, ID 83501
AREA, DISTRICT OR INTEREST GROUP MEMBER REPRESENTS:
Community Action Partnership
NAME & ADDRESS
Mark Leeper
505 N Main st
Moscow, ID 83843
AREA, DISTRICT OR INTEREST GROUP MEMBER REPRESENTS:
Disability Action Center, CIL
NAME & ADDRESS
Kristia Kramer
505 N Main St.
Moscow, ID 83843
AREA, DISTRICT OR INTEREST GROUP MEMBER REPRESENTS:
Disabilty Action Center, CIL
NAME & ADDRESS
Dave Pankey, Area II ICOA Commissioner

AREA, DISTRICT OR INTEREST GROUP MEMBER REPRESENTS:

ELECTED
AGED
60+
YES NO
X

MINORITY
YES NO
X

OFFICIAL
YES NO
X

ELECTED
AGED
60+
YES NO
X

MINORITY
YES NO
X

OFFICIAL
YES NO
X

ELECTED
AGED
60+
YES NO
X

MINORITY
YES NO
X

OFFICIAL
YES NO
X

ELECTED
AGED
60+
YES NO
X

MINORITY
YES NO
X

OFFICIAL
YES NO
X

ELECTED
AGED
60+
YES NO
X

MINORITY
YES NO
X

OFFICIAL
YES NO
X

ELECTED
AGED
60+
YES NO
x

MINORITY
YES NO
x

OFFICIAL
YES NO
x

Attachment 2F Advisory Council Profile (04/30/2013)
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Attachment 3A Intrastate Funding Formula
OAA Title III Funds (not including Title VII) and State of Idaho General Funds

Adopted April 30, 2013
Effective July 1, 2013

Total OAA Federal Funds

$ 5,220,146

Total State Funds

$ 3,977,100

Total Funds

$ 9,197,246

Less 10% Base Amount of Federal and State Funds

$

Balance to be Distributed by Formula:

$ 8,277,521

60+ HISPANIC (ETHNIC MINORITY)

60+ LIVING IN RURAL COUNTY

AGED 75+

AGED 85+

WEIGHTED ELDERLY POPULATION (AT RISK)

1,194
816
3,862
792
1,208
610
8,482
5

690
215
4,806
2,150
1,100
872
9,833
6

18,454
8,463
22,312
18,978
14,596
11,412
94,215
7

13,543
7,822
33,544
11,040
8,847
9,513
84,309
8

3,361
2,486
10,171
3,276
2,307
2,571
24,170
9

47,923
25,490
99,555
44,844
34,072
31,264
283,149
10

16.93%
9.00%
35.16%
15.84%
12.03%
11.04%
11

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

87,002
87,002
87,002
87,002
87,002
87,002
522,015
12

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

66,285
66,285
66,285
66,285
66,285
66,285
397,710
13

$ 795,166 $ 605,817
$ 422,945 $ 322,231
$ 1,651,860 $ 1,258,511
$ 744,079 $ 566,896
$ 565,329 $ 430,710
$ 518,752 $ 395,224
$ 4,698,131 $ 3,579,390
14
15

TOTAL FUND ALLOCATION

60+ RACIAL MINORITY (Not Hispanic)

8,036
4,634
19,434
6,320
4,734
4,973
48,131
4

State Funds Distributed by Formula

65+ LIVING ALONE

2,646
1,054
5,427
2,289
1,280
1,313
14,009
3

State Fund Base

NUMBER OF 65+ LIVING IN POVERTY

47,124
22,896
109,695
33,671
27,019
30,033
270,437
2

Federal Fund Base

TOTAL PERSONS AGED 60+ IN PSA

PSA

2010 TOTAL PSA POPULATION

211,014
104,666
683,470
183,134
164,184
203,519
1,549,987
1

Federal Funds Distributed by Formula

919,725

Factors used in Weighted Elderly Population (At Risk)

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
TOTAL
Column Ref. #

Dated 4/18/2013

$ 522,015 $ 397,710 $ 4,698,131 $ 3,579,390 $ 9,197,246

WEIGHTED "At Risk" PERCENTAGE

Idaho Intrastate Funding Formula

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,554,271
898,463
3,063,659
1,464,262
1,149,327
1,067,263
9,197,246
16

Notes RE Calculations and Sources

The source documentation is from the ID Dept. of Labor.
Column 1
Column 2
Column 3
Column 4
Column 5
Column 6
Column 7
Column 8
Column 9

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census,, 2007-2011 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates, December 2012, Table S0101

Column 10
Column 11
Column 12
Column 13
Column 14
Column 15
Column 16

Sum of columns 3 - 9, adds up units of risk for each PSA
Weighted At Risk percentage from the Intrastate Funding Formula
Federal fund base divided by 6
State fund base divided by 6
Federal Funds multiplied by the Weighted Percentage
State Funds multiplied by the Weighted Percentage
Federal and State fund base Plus Federal and State funds distributed by formula

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census,, 2007-2011 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates, December 2012, Table S0101
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, American Community Survey,2007-2011, 5-year estimates, December 2012, Table B17001
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, American Community Survey,2007-2011, 5-year estimates, December 2012, Table B11010
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Population Estimates - County Characteristics: Vintage 2011, May 2012
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Population Estimates - County Characteristics: Vintage 2011, May 2012
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census,, 2007-2011 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates, December 2012, Table S0101
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census,, 2007-2011 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates, December 2012, Table S0101
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census,, 2007-2011 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates, December 2012, Table S0101
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Attachment 3B Allocation of Resources
1. MINIMUM PERCENTAGE FOR TITLE IIIB SERVICES

Older Americans Act Section 307(a)(2)(C): The Plan shall specify a minimum proportion of the funds
received by each area agency on aging in the State to carry out part B that will be expended (in the
absence of a waiver under section 306(c) or 316) by such area agency on aging to provide each of the
categories of services specified in section 306(a)(2).
OAA Title III Part B (Supportive Services)
Transportation:
Respite:
Homemaker:
Outreach:
Information and assistance:
Case management services:
Legal Assistance:

Ombudsman:
Coordination/Planning and Development

Minimum
15%*

0% **
0% **
0% *
3% **

AAA must expend a minimum of 2% for
each service. Total of the three services
must be 15% or higher.

Minimum of 3% of Title IIIB funding

Maximum
5%*
2%*

*Total federal and state funding.
**Total federal funding only.

2. MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM PERCENTAGES FOR OTHER FEDERAL SERVICES

OAA Title III Part C, Nutrition:
Home Delivered & Congregate Meals

Minimum
37% *

*Total federal and state funding.

OAA Title III, Administration:
Administration:

Maximum
10% *

*Total federal and state funding.

3. TITLE VII, OMBUDSMAN

The Title VII Ombudsman funding is based on the total Assisted Living and Skilled Nursing facility beds
in each region.
4. MINIMUM PERCENTAGE FOR TITLE IIID (DISEASE PREVENTION AND HEALTH PROMOTION
SERVICES)

The Plan shall specify a minimum percentage of funds received by each area agency for Title III Part D
program to support healthy lifestyles and promote healthy behaviors. Evidence-based health
promotion programs reduce the need for more costly medical interventions. Priority is given to serving
elders living in medically underserved areas of the State or who are of greatest economic need.
5. MAXIMUM PERCENTAGE FOR IDAHO SENIOR SERVICES ACT (SSA)

Adult Protection
Adult Protection Services:

Maximum
15% ***

***Total state funding only.
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Attachment 3C1 ICOA Title III AAA FFY Funding
Allocation Comparison
Idaho Commission on Aging

Allocation Percent Change

Dollar Change

FFY 2013 Allocation Percent

FFY 2013 Award

I
II

$ 924,467
$ 552,805

$ 882,169
$ 509,947

$ (42,299)
$ (42,858)

16.81%
8.75%

16.93%
9.00%

0.11%
0.25%

III

$1,763,825

$1,738,863

$ (24,963)

35.02%

35.16%

0.14%

IV
V
VI

$ 887,967
$ 710,483
$ 666,251

$ 831,082
$ 652,332
$ 605,754

$ (56,886)
$ (58,151)
$ (60,497)

16.02%
12.17%
11.21%

15.84%
12.03%
11.04%

0.19%
0.14%
0.17%

TOTAL

$5,505,799

$5,220,146

$ (285,653)

100.00% 100.00% 0.00%

PSA

FFY 2012 Award

FFY 2012 Allocation Percent

Title III AAA Funding Allocation Year to Year Comparison
Federal Fiscal Year 2012 to 2013
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Attachment 3C2 ICOA Title III, Title VII and State
Funding Allocation Summary
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Attachment 3D Sliding Fee Scale
SLIDING FEE SCALE

State Law, Title 67, Chapter 50, Idaho Code, requires that fees to consumers for services provided under the Senior Services Act will be
calculated by use of a sliding fee schedule, based upon household income. For Federal Funds utilize the individuals Income only. The
Reauthorized OAA permits cost sharing for all services funded by this Act, with certain restrictions [OAA, Title III, Section 315 (a)]. The fee
will be redetermined annually. Income, for this purpose, means gross income from the previous year, including, but not limited to, Social
Security, SSI, Old Age Assistance, interest, dividends, wages, salaries, pensions, and property income, less non-covered medical and
prescription drug costs. This form should be used after completion of the Standard Income Declaration Form.

Circle the client's income rang e, then circle the Percentag e of the hourly fee the client will be required to
pay.
Client's Name:
MONTHLY INCOME
Individual Income
$1,459.00
$1,460.00
$1,751.00
$1,752.00
$2,042.00
$2,043.00
$2,334.00
$2,335.00
$2,626.00
$2,627.00
& Over
TWO Persons in Household
$1,966.00
$2,360.00
$1,967.00
$2,753.00
$2,361.00
$3,146.00
$2,754.00
$3,539.00
$3,147.00
$3,540.00
& Over
THREE Persons in Household
$2,474.00
$2,969.00
$2,475.00
$3,463.00
$2,970.00
$3,464.00
$3,958.00
$3,959.00
$4,453.00
& Over
$4,454.00
FOUR Persons in Household
$2,981.00
$2,982.00
$3,578.00
$3,579.00
$4,174.00
$4,175.00
$4,770.00
$5,366.00
$4,771.00
& Over
$5,367.00
-

Date:
ANNUAL INCOME

$17,506.00
$21,007.00
$24,508.00
$28,009.00
$31,510.00

-

$23,596.00
$28,315.00
$33,034.00
$37,753.00
$42,472.00

-

$23,595.00
$28,314.00
$33,033.00
$37,752.00
$42,471.00
& Over

$29,686.00
$35,623.00
$41,560.00
$47,497.00

-

$29,685.00
$35,622.00
$41,559.00
$47,496.00
$53,433.00

$53,434.00

-

& Over

-

$35,775.00
$42,930.00
$50,085.00
$57,240.00
$64,395.00
& Over

-

$35,776.00
$42,931.00
$50,086.00
$57,241.00
$64,396.00

-

-

The full cost for one hour of Homemaker Service is:
The full cost for one hour of Respite Service is:
The full cost for one hour of Adult Day Care is:
Percentage Above Poverty Line

$17,505.00
$21,006.00
$24,507.00
$28,008.00
$31,509.00
& Over

$
$
$

FEE
_______%
0%
20%
40%
60%
80%
100%
_______%
0%
20%
40%
60%
80%
100%
_______%
0%
20%
40%
60%
80%

HMK FEE

_______%
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_______%
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_______%
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
100% _________
_______% _______%
0% _________
20% _________
40% _________
60% _________
80% _________
100% _________

RESPITE
FEE
_______%
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_______%
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_______%
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________

ADULT DAY
CARE FEE
_______%
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
_________
_______%
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
_________
_______%
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
_________

_______%
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________

_______%
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
_________

Revised:

February 2014

150%

GU.AD.01. Sliding Fee Scale: 2/28/2014: Previous Editions are Obsolete
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Attachment 3E Poverty Guidelines

Department of Health And Human Services 2013 Poverty Guidelines
Person In Family or
Households
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
*families with more
than 8 persons

100% Poverty

125 % Poverty

150 % Poverty

11,670
15,730
19,790
23,850
27,910
31,970
36,030
40,090
(100% add $4,060)

$
14,587.50
$
19,662.50
$
24,737.50
$
29,812.50
$
34,887.50
$
39,962.50
$
45,037.50
$
50,112.50
(125% add $5,075)

$
17,505.00
$
23,595.00
$
29,685.00
$
35,775.00
$
41,865.00
$
47,955.00
$
53,045.00
$
60,135.00
(150% add $6,090)

Federal Register, January 22nd, 2014
HHS Website for obtaining program fiscal year poverty guidelines is located at http://aspe.hhs.gov/poverty/index.shtml.
Note: the poverty guideline figures listed on HHS website normally are calculated at 100%. Provided is the HHS chart that
has been calculated to meet the 100%, 125% and 150%.
When computing the percentage of poverty guidelines that are required for your program client eligibility, remember HHS
charts are always at 100% of poverty. Agencies need to multiply the % of the threshold by your set program eligibility of
poverty guidelines.
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Attachment 4A Required Area Plan Assurances
and Required Activities
Older Americans Act, as Amended in 2006

GENERAL ASSURANCES
Each area agency on aging “AAA” must maintain documentation to substantiate compliance with
the following assurance items paraphrased from the Older Americans Act of 1965, as amended and
published June 15, 1993 and re-authorized in 2006 (the “Act”), from Federal Register publications,
from the Idaho State Senior Services Act, or from other federal or state regulations. The Idaho
Commission on Aging “ICOA” will review all documentation for adequacy, accuracy and completeness.
By signing this document, the authorized official commits the Area Agency on Aging to performing all listed
assurances and required activities.

ASSURANCES
Sec. 306, AREA PLANS

(a) Each area agency on aging designated under section 305(a)(2)(A) shall, in order to be approved by
the State agency, prepare and develop an area plan for a planning and service area for a two-, three-,
or four-year period determined by the State agency, with such annual adjustments as may be
necessary. Each such plan shall be based upon a uniform format for area plans within the State
prepared in accordance with section 307(a)(1). Each such plan shall—
___ (1) provide, through a comprehensive and coordinated system, for supportive services,
nutrition services, and, where appropriate, for the establishment, maintenance, or construction
of multipurpose senior centers, within the planning and service area covered by the plan,
including determining the extent of need for supportive services, nutrition services, and
multipurpose senior centers in such area (taking into consideration, among other things, the
number of older individuals with low incomes residing in such area, the number of older
individuals who have greatest economic need (with particular attention to low-income older
individuals, including low-income minority older individuals, older individuals with limited
English proficiency, and older individuals residing in rural areas) residing in such area, the
number of older individuals who have greatest social need (with particular attention to lowincome older individuals, including low-income minority older individuals, older individuals
with limited English proficiency, and older individuals residing in rural areas) residing in such
area, the number of older individuals at risk for institutional placement residing in such area,
and the number of older individuals who are Indians residing in such area, and the efforts of
voluntary organizations in the community, evaluating the effectiveness of the use of resources in
meeting such need, and entering into agreements with providers of supportive services, nutrition
services, or multipurpose senior centers in such area, for the provision of such services or centers
to meet such need;
___ (2) provide assurances that an adequate proportion, as required under section 307(a)(2), of
the amount allotted for part B to the planning and service area will be expended for the delivery
of each of the following categories of services—
100

(A) services associated with access to services (transportation, health services (including
mental health services) outreach, information and assistance, (which may include
information and assistance to consumers on availability of services under part B and how to
receive benefits under and participate in publicly supported programs for which the
consumer may be eligible) and case management services);
(B) in-home services, including supportive services for families of older individuals who are
victims of Alzheimer’s disease and related disorders with neurological and organic brain
dysfunction; and
(C) legal assistance; and assurances that the area agency on aging will report annually to the
State agency in detail the amount of funds expended for each such category during the fiscal
year most recently concluded;
___ (3)(A) designate, where feasible, a focal point for comprehensive service delivery in each
community, giving special consideration to designating multipurpose senior centers (including
multipurpose senior centers operated by organizations referred to in paragraph (6)(C)) as
such focal point; and
(B) specify, in grants, contracts, and agreements implementing the plan, the identity of each
focal point so designated;
___ (4)(A)(i) (I) provide assurances that the area agency on aging will—
(aa) set specific objectives, consistent with State policy, for providing services to
older individuals with greatest economic need, older individuals with greatest
social need, and older individuals at risk for institutional placement;
(bb) include specific objectives for providing services to low-income minority
older individuals, older individuals with limited English proficiency, and older
individuals residing in rural areas; and
(II) include proposed methods to achieve the objectives described in items (aa) and
(bb) of subclause (I);
(ii) provide assurances that the area agency on aging will include in each agreement
made with a provider of any service under this title, a requirement that such provider
will—
(I) specify how the provider intends to satisfy the service needs of low-income
minority individuals, older individuals with limited English proficiency, and older
individuals residing in rural areas in the area served by the provider;
(II) to the maximum extent feasible, provide services to low-income minority
individuals, older individuals with limited English proficiency, and older individuals
residing in rural areas in accordance with their need for such services; and
(III) meet specific objectives established by the area agency on aging, for providing
services to low-income minority individuals, older individuals with limited English
proficiency, and older individuals residing in rural areas within the planning and
service area; and
(iii) with respect to the fiscal year preceding the fiscal year for which such plan is
prepared—
(I) identify the number of low-income minority older individuals in the planning and
service area;
(II) describe the methods used to satisfy the service needs of such minority older
individuals; and
101

(III) provide information on the extent to which the area agency on aging met the
objectives described in
clause (i);
(B) provide assurances that the area agency on aging will use outreach efforts that will—
(i) identify individuals eligible for assistance under this Act, with special emphasis on—
(I) older individuals residing in rural areas;
(II) older individuals with greatest economic need (with particular attention to lowincome minority individuals and older individuals residing in rural areas);
(III) older individuals with greatest social need (with particular attention to lowincome minority individuals and older individuals residing in rural areas);
(IV) older individuals with severe disabilities;
(V) older individuals with limited English proficiency;
(VI) older individuals with Alzheimer’s disease and related disorders with neurological
and organic brain dysfunction (and the caretakers of such individuals); and
(VII) older individuals at risk for institutional placement; and
(ii) inform the older individuals referred to in sub-clauses (I) through (VII) of clause (i), and
the caretakers of such individuals, of the availability of such assistance; and
(C) contain an assurance that the area agency on aging will ensure that each activity
undertaken by the agency, including planning, advocacy, and systems development, will
include a focus on the needs of low-income minority older individuals and older individuals
residing in rural areas;
___ (5) provide assurances that the area agency on aging will coordinate planning, identification,
assessment of needs, and provision of services for older individuals with disabilities, with
particular attention to individuals with severe disabilities, and individuals at risk for institutional
placement with agencies that develop or provide services for individuals with disabilities;
___ (6) provide that the area agency on aging will—
(A) take into account in connection with matters of general policy arising in the development
and administration of the area plan, the views of recipients of services under such plan;
(B) serve as the advocate and focal point for older individuals within the community by (in
cooperation with agencies, organizations, and individuals participating in activities under the
plan) monitoring, evaluating, and commenting upon all policies, programs, hearings, levies,
and community actions which will affect older individuals;
(C)(i) where possible, enter into arrangements with organizations providing day care services
for children, assistance to older individuals caring for relatives who are children, and
respite for families, so as to provide opportunities for older individuals to aid or assist on a
voluntary basis in the delivery of such services to children, adults, and families;
(ii) if possible regarding the provision of services under this title, enter into arrangements
and coordinate with organizations that have a proven record of providing services to
older individuals, that(I) were officially designated as community action agencies or community action
programs under section 210 of the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C. 2790)
for fiscal year 1981, and did not lose the designation as a result of failure to comply
with such Act; or
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(II) came into existence during fiscal year 1982 as direct successors in interest to such
community action agencies or community action programs; and that meet the
requirements under section 676B of the Community Services Block Grant Act; and
(iii) make use of trained volunteers in providing direct services delivered to older
individuals and individuals with disabilities needing such services and, if possible, work
in coordination with organizations that have experience in providing training,
placement, and stipends for volunteers or participants (such as organizations carrying
out Federal service programs administered by the Corporation for National and
Community Service), in community service settings;
(D) establish an advisory council consisting of older individuals (including minority individuals
and older individuals residing in rural areas) who are participants or who are eligible to
participate in programs assisted under this Act, family caregivers of such individuals,
representatives of older individuals, service providers, representatives of the business
community, local elected officials, providers of veterans’ health care (if appropriate), and the
general public, to advise continuously the area agency on aging on all matters relating to the
development of the area plan, the administration of the plan and operations conducted
under the plan;
(E) establish effective and efficient procedures for coordination of—
(i) entities conducting programs that receive assistance under this Act within the planning
and service area served by the agency; and
(ii) entities conducting other Federal programs for older individuals at the local level, with
particular emphasis on entities conducting programs described in section 203(b), within
the area;
(F) in coordination with the State agency and with the State agency responsible for mental
health services, increase public awareness of mental health disorders, remove barriers to
diagnosis and treatment, and coordinate mental health services (including mental health
screenings) provided with funds expended by the area agency on aging with mental health
services provided by community health centers and by other public agencies and nonprofit
private organizations;
(G) if there is a significant population of older individuals who are Indians in the planning and
service area of the area agency on aging, the area agency on aging shall conduct outreach
activities to identify such individuals in such area and shall inform such individuals of the
availability of assistance under this Act;
___ (7) provide that the area agency on aging shall, consistent with this section, facilitate the
area-wide development and implementation of a comprehensive, coordinated system for
providing long-term care in home and community-based settings, in a manner responsive to
the needs and preferences of older individuals and their family caregivers, by—
(A) collaborating, coordinating activities, and consulting with other local public and private
agencies and organizations responsible for administering programs, benefits, and services
related to providing long-term care;
(B) conducting analyses and making recommendations with respect to strategies for
modifying the local system of long-term care to better—
(i) respond to the needs and preferences of older individuals and family caregivers;
(ii) facilitate the provision, by service providers, of long-term care in home and
community-based settings; and
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(iii) target services to older individuals at risk for institutional placement, to permit such
individuals to remain in home and community-based settings;
(C) implementing, through the agency or service providers, evidence-based programs to
assist older individuals and their family caregivers in learning about and making behavioral
changes intended to reduce the risk of injury, disease, and disability among older
individuals; and
(D) providing for the availability and distribution (through public education campaigns,
Aging and Disability Resource Centers, the area agency on aging itself, and other
appropriate means) of information relating to—
(i) the need to plan in advance for long-term care; and
(ii) the full range of available public and private long-term care (including integrated
long-term care) programs, options, service providers, and resources;
___ (8) provide that case management services provided under this title through the area agency
on aging will—
(A) not duplicate case management services provided through other Federal and State
programs;
(B) be coordinated with services described in subparagraph (A); and
(C) be provided by a public agency or a nonprofit private agency that—
(i) gives each older individual seeking services under this title a list of agencies that
provide similar services within the jurisdiction of the area agency on aging;
(ii) gives each individual described in clause (i) a statement specifying that the individual
has a right to make an independent choice of service providers and documents receipt by
such individual of such statement;
(iii) has case managers acting as agents for the individuals receiving the services and not
as promoters for the agency providing such services; or
(iv) is located in a rural area and obtains a waiver of the requirements described in clauses
(i) through (iii);
(9) provide assurances that the area agency on aging, in carrying out the State Long-Term Care
Ombudsman program under section 307(a)(9), will expend not less than the total amount of
funds appropriated under this Act and expended by the agency in fiscal year 2000 in carrying out
such a program under this title;
(10) provide a grievance procedure for older individuals who are dissatisfied with or denied
services under this title;
(11) provide information and assurances concerning services to older individuals who are Native
Americans (referred to in this paragraph as ‘‘older Native Americans’’), including—
(A) information concerning whether there is a significant population of older Native
Americans in the planning and service area and if so, an assurance that the area agency on
aging will pursue activities, including outreach, to increase access of those older Native
Americans to programs and benefits provided under this title;
(B) an assurance that the area agency on aging will, to the maximum extent practicable,
coordinate the services the agency provides under this title with services provided under title
VI; and
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(C) an assurance that the area agency on aging will make services under the area plan
available, to the same extent as such services are available to older individuals within the
planning and service area, to older Native Americans; and
(12) provide that the area agency on aging will establish procedures for coordination of services
with entities conducting other Federal or federally assisted programs for older individuals at the
local level, with particular emphasis on entities conducting programs described in section 203(b)
within the planning and service area.
(13) provide assurances that the area agency on aging will—
(A) maintain the integrity and public purpose of services provided, and service providers,
under this title in all contractual and commercial relationships;
(B) disclose to the Assistant Secretary and the State agency—
(i) the identity of each nongovernmental entity with which such agency has a contract or
commercial relationship relating to providing any service to older individuals; and
(ii) the nature of such contract or such relationship;
(C) demonstrate that a loss or diminution in the quantity or quality of the services provided,
or to be provided, under this title by such agency has not resulted and will not result from
such contract or such relationship;
(D) demonstrate that the quantity or quality of the services to be provided under this title by
such agency will be enhanced as a result of such contract or such relationship; and
(E) on the request of the Assistant Secretary or the State, for the purpose of monitoring
compliance with this Act (including conducting an audit), disclose all sources and
expenditures of funds such agency receives or expends to provide services to older
individuals;
(14) provide assurances that preference in receiving services under this title will not be given by
the area agency on aging to particular older individuals as a result of a contract or commercial
relationship that is not carried out to implement this title;
(15) provide assurances that funds received under this title will be used—
(A) to provide benefits and services to older individuals, giving priority to older individuals
identified in paragraph (4)(A)(i); and
(B) in compliance with the assurances specified in paragraph (13) and the limitations
specified in section 212;
(16) provide, to the extent feasible, for the furnishing of services under this Act, consistent with
self-directed care; and
(17) include information detailing how the area agency on aging will coordinate activities, and
develop long-range emergency preparedness plans, with local and State emergency response
agencies, relief organizations, local and State governments, and any other institutions that
have responsibility for disaster relief service delivery.
(b)(1) An area agency on aging may include in the area plan an assessment of how prepared the
area agency on aging and service providers in the planning and service area are for any
anticipated change in the number of older individuals during the 10-year period following the
fiscal year for which the plan is submitted.
(2) Such assessment may include—
(A) the projected change in the number of older individuals in the planning and service
area;
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(B) an analysis of how such change may affect such individuals, including individuals with
low incomes, individuals with greatest economic need, minority older individuals, older
individuals residing in rural areas, and older individuals with limited English proficiency;
(C) an analysis of how the programs, policies, and services provided by such area agency
can be improved, and how resource levels can be adjusted to meet the needs of the
changing population of older individuals in the planning and service area; and
(D) an analysis of how the change in the number of individuals age 85 and older in the
planning and service area is expected to affect the need for supportive services.
(3) An area agency on aging, in cooperation with government officials, State agencies, tribal
organizations, or local entities, may make recommendations to government officials in the
planning and service area and the State, on actions determined by the area agency to build the
capacity in the planning and service
area to meet the needs of older individuals for—
(A) health and human services;
(B) land use;
(C) housing;
(D) transportation;
(E) public safety;
(F) workforce and economic development;
(G) recreation;
(H) education;
(I) civic engagement;
(J) emergency preparedness; and
(K) any other service as determined by such agency.
(c) Each State, in approving area agency on aging plans under this section, shall waive the
requirement described in paragraph (2) of subsection (a) for any category of services described in
such paragraph if the area agency on aging demonstrates to the State agency that services being
furnished for such category in the area are sufficient to meet the need for such services in such area
and had conducted a timely public hearing upon request.
(d) (1) Subject to regulations prescribed by the Assistant Secretary, an area agency on aging
designated under section 305(a)(2)(A) or, in areas of a State where no such agency has been
designated, the State agency, may enter into agreement with agencies administering programs
under the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and titles XIX and XX of the Social Security Act for the
purpose of developing and implementing plans for meeting the common need for transportation
services of individuals receiving benefits under such Acts and older individuals participating in
programs authorized by this title.
(2) In accordance with an agreement entered into under paragraph (1), funds appropriated under
this title may be used to purchase transportation services for older individuals and may be pooled
with funds made available for the provision of transportation services under the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973, and titles XIX and XX of the Social Security Act.
(e) An area agency on aging may not require any provider of legal assistance under this title to reveal
any information that is protected by the attorney-client privilege.
(f) (1) If the head of a State agency finds that an area agency on aging has failed to comply with
Federal or State laws, including the area plan requirements of this section, regulations, or
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policies, the State may withhold a portion of the funds to the area agency on aging available
under this title.
(2)(A) The head of a State agency shall not make a final determination withholding funds under
paragraph (1) without first affording the area agency on aging due process in accordance with
procedures established by the State agency.
(B) At a minimum, such procedures shall include procedures for—
(i) providing notice of an action to withhold funds;
(ii) providing documentation of the need for such action; and
(iii) at the request of the area agency on aging, conducting a public hearing concerning the
action.
(3) (A) If a State agency withholds the funds, the State agency may use the funds withheld to
directly administer programs under this title in the planning and service area served by the
area agency on aging for a period not to exceed 180 days, except as provided in subparagraph
(B).
(B) If the State agency determines that the area agency on aging has not taken corrective
action, or if the State agency does not approve the corrective action, during the 180-day
period described in subparagraph (A), the State agency may extend the period for not more
than 90 days.
(42 U.S.C. 3026)

Jenny Zorens

Digitally signed by Jenny Zorens
DN: cn=Jenny Zorens, o=CAP, ou=Aging, email=j.zorens@cap4action.org,
c=US
Date: 2014.03.25 10:39:56 -07'00'
____________________________________________________________________________________

AAA Director
Signature and Title of Authorized Official

Jenny Zorens
124 New 6th Street
Lewiston, ID 83501
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Attachment 4B Civil Rights
Title VI, Civil Rights Act of 1964
Title VII, Equal Employment Opportunity Act of 1972
Sections 503 and 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973
Age Discrimination Act of 1975
Title II, Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990

AREA AGENCIES ON AGING IN IDAHO
SECTION I:
Statement of Policy
As a recipient of federal and state funds, the Area Agency on Aging (AAA) complies with all antidiscrimination statutes which address provision of programs/ services, contracting for provision of
programs/services, and/or hiring of employees.
The AAA does not discriminate against any person or class of persons on the basis of race, color, national
origin, sex, creed, age (subject to age eligibility requirements of the Older Americans Act of 1965, as
amended, and requirements for participation in Older Worker Programs), marital status, veteran's
status, or disability.
This statement is in accordance with the provisions of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 which
prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, color, or national origin, with Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990 which prohibit
discrimination against qualified individuals with disabilities, and with regulations of the Department of
Health and Human Services issued pursuant to the Acts (Title 45, Code of Federal Regulations [CFR], Parts
80 and 84). In addition to the provision of programs and services, Title VI, Section 504, and the ADA cover
employment under certain conditions.
Any questions, concerns, complaints, or requests for additional information regarding the rights of
individuals under any of the above-mentioned Acts may be addressed to:
Director, Area II Agency on Aging
Community Action Partnership/ Area II Agency on Aging
124 New 6th St
Lewiston, ID 83501
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(208)743-5580 (Weekdays, 8:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.)
or
Administrator, Idaho Commission on Aging
341 West Washington 3rd Floor
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 334-3833 (Weekdays, 8:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.)

A.

Nondiscrimination Policy

In accordance with Titles VI and VII of the Civil Rights Act, Executive Order 11246, as amended by
Executive Order 11375, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and the Americans With
Disabilities Act of 1990, ICOA policy states that no qualified individual may, on the basis of race, color,
national origin, sex, creed, age, marital status, veteran's status, or disability, be subjected to
discrimination, or be excluded from participation, in any ICOA program or activity receiving federal or
state funds.
This policy applies to all aspects of ICOA programs/services and other activities and to programs/services
and other activities administered by the six Area Agencies on Aging (AAAs) or by their contracting
organizations-- all entities which use federal or state funds.
This policy does not apply to agencies, associations, corporations, schools and institutions operated by
religious organizations such as churches and denominational societies, or other sectarian entities, with
respect to employment of individuals of a particular religious affiliation to provide programs/services
with funds not derived from federal or state sources.

B.

Specific Discriminatory Practices Prohibited, but Not Limited to:

1. The AAA, its contracting agencies and grantees may not, under any program, directly or through
contractual or other arrangements, on the grounds of race, color, national origin, sex, creed, age,
marital status, veteran's status, or disability:
a) discharge, bar, or refuse to hire or promote any qualified individual;
b) deny any qualified individual any service, financial aid, or other benefit;
c) afford a qualified individual an opportunity to participate or benefit from aid or service that is
not equal to that afforded others;
d) provide a qualified individual with aid, benefits, or services that are not as effective, or
otherwise are inferior to, those provided to others;
e) provide different or separate benefits or services to a qualified individual or class of
individuals unless such action is necessary to provide such individuals with benefits or services
that are as effective as those provided to others;
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f) aid or perpetrate discrimination against an individual or class of individuals by providing
assistance to an agency, organization, or person who discriminates against individuals or a
class of individuals on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, creed, age, marital status,
veteran's status, or disability;
g) deny a qualified individual the opportunity to participate as a volunteer, consultant, conferee,
or member of a planning or advisory board.
2. Neither the AAA nor its contracting agencies and grantees may, directly or through contractual or
other arrangements, use criteria or methods of administration which:
a) have the effect of subjecting any individual or class of individuals to discrimination; or
b) have the effect of defeating or of substantially impairing accomplishment of the program's
objectives.
3. In determining a program site or location, contracting agencies and grantees may not select facilities
that have the effect of excluding individuals or a class of individuals, thereby denying them the
benefits of participation in the program/receipt of services, or subjecting them to discrimination.
4. The AAA and all subcontractors shall establish measures to assure that recruitment and employment
practices do not discriminate against any qualified individual.
5. The AAA and all subcontractors shall actively solicit representative participation from local minority
communities, as well as voluntary participation by persons with disabilities, on advisory councils and
policy making boards which are integral elements of program planning and service provision;
6. The AAA and all subcontractors shall have procedures for monitoring all aspects of their operations
to assure that no policy or practice is, or has the effect of being, discriminatory against beneficiaries
or other participants. Monitoring shall include, but not be limited to:
a) location of offices and facilities;
b) manner of assigning applicants or clients to staff;
c) dissemination of information;
d) eligibility criteria for participation in programs/receipt of services;
e) referral of applicants/clients to other agencies and facilities;
f) contracts with minority, women's, and disability organizations;
g) use of volunteers and/or consultants;
h) provision of services;
i) program accessibility;
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j) reasonable efforts to make accommodations and provide auxiliary aids for applicants/clients
with disabilities;
k) use of available statistical data pertaining to demographics and needs of low-income minority
groups and other targeted classes residing in the region relative to their:
• potential participation in programs,
• actual (historic) participation in programs,
• employment patterns, especially, their use as employees or staff in programs
administered by the agency or contractor,
• membership on advisory councils,
• number and nature of complaints alleging discrimination which have been filed,
• number of bilingual staff and staff qualified as sign language interpreters; and
l) written assurances of compliance with Title VI, Sections 503 and 504, and the Americans With
Disabilities Act.
7. The AAA and all subcontractors shall assure that no qualified individual with a disability shall be
denied the benefits of, be excluded from participation in, or otherwise be subjected to discrimination
due to facilities being inaccessible to, or otherwise unusable by persons with disabilities.
8. The AAA shall take corrective action to overcome the effects of discrimination in instances where the
AAA or its subcontractors have discriminated against any persons on the basis of race, color, national
origin, sex, creed, age, marital status, veteran's status, or disability.
9. Any contractor or subcontractor who refuses to furnish assurances of nondiscrimination, or who fails
to comply with federal and/or state laws as outlined in this policy, must be refused federal or state
financial assistance. Such action will be taken only after there has been an opportunity for review
before the appropriate officials, and after a reasonable amount of time has
been allowed for compliance with the policy. All incidents of noncompliance will be referred to the
appropriate federal or state agencies in a timely manner.

SECTION II:
Affirmative Action and Nondiscrimination Language in Contracts
A.

Affirmative Action Language in Contracts
1. As a part of the contract document, each AAA shall comply with a Statement of Assurance
that the legal contractor entity will maintain an affirmative action plan for the duration of the
contract period. This assurance shall address sufficient information to meet, at a minimum,
requirements of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title VII of the Equal Employment
Opportunity Act of 1972, Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, and the Older
Americans Act of 1965, as amended.
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2. All subcontractors shall submit, as part of each contract, an "Affirmative Action Statement of
Compliance," dated and bearing the original signature(s) of the person(s) authorized to
commit such assurances on behalf of the contracting organizations.

B.

Contract Reference to "Nondiscrimination in Client Services"
1. The state unit, e.g., the Idaho Commission on Aging (ICOA) requires a policy of
nondiscrimination in services as an integral part of each contract between the AAAs and
contracting organizations.
2. Each contract with an AAA shall contain an inclusion, by reference or attachment, of the
following clause pertaining to nondiscrimination in client services:
Nondiscrimination in Client Services: The contractor and any sub-contracting party will not, on
grounds of race, color, national origin, sex, creed, age, marital status, veteran's status, or
disability:
a) deny a qualified individual any services or benefits provided under this agreement or
any contracts awarded pursuant to this agreement;
b) provide any services or other benefits to a qualified individual which are different, or
are provided in a manner differing from that provided to
c) others under this agreement, or any contract awards pursuant to this agreement;
d) subject an individual to segregation or separate treatment in any manner in receipt of
any service(s) or other benefit(s) provided to others under this agreement;
e) deny any qualified individual the opportunity to participate in any program(s) provided
by this agreement, or any contracts awarded pursuant to this agreement for the
provision of services, or otherwise afford an opportunity to do so which is different
from that afforded others.
f) Contractors will not use criteria or methods of administration which have the effect of
defeating or substantially impairing accomplishment of the objectives of this
agreement with respect to individuals of a particular race, color, national origin, sex,
creed, age, marital status, veteran's status, or disability.

C.

AAA Assurances of Compliance
1. Each AAA shall submit the following to the ICOA:
a) an appropriate Assurance of Compliance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
dated and bearing the original signature of the person authorized to commit the legal
contractor entity of the AAA; and
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b) an appropriate Assurance of Compliance with Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of
1973 and with Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, dated and bearing
the original signature of the person authorized to commit the legal contractor entity
of the AAA. Each assurance must indicate whether the recipient of the funds employs
fewer than 15 persons, or 15 or more persons. If the recipient employs 15 or more
persons, one or more persons must be designated and named on the Assurance of
Compliance as the coordinator of the effort to comply with the Health and Human
Services (HHS) regulation.
The 15 or more employees criterion applies to the larger agency rather than to
employees located at a specific program location.
2. Each AAA shall have on file appropriate Assurances of Compliance with Title VI documents
and with Section 504/Title II of ADA from each subcontractor.

D.

Nondiscrimination in Employment
1. The ICOA requires that a nondiscrimination in employment policy, in addition to the
affirmative action requirement, be an integral part of every agreement with each AAA and its
subcontractors.
2. Each AAA shall have on file appropriate Assurance of Compliance with Title VI documents and
the Americans with Disabilities Act from each of its subcontractors.

AAA Assurance of Compliance
with
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973,
Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972,
and the
Age Discrimination Act of 1975.
The Applicant provides this assurance in consideration of and for the purpose of obtaining Federal
grants, loans, contracts, property, discounts or other Federal financial assistance from the
Department of Health and Human Services.
The Applicant hereby agrees to comply with:
1. Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Pub. L. 88-352), as amended, and all requirements imposed
by or pursuant to the Regulation of the Department of Health and Human Services (45 CFR Part
80), to the end that, in accordance with Title VI of the Act and the Regulation, no person in the
United States shall, on the grounds of race, color, or national origin, be excluded from
participation in, be denied the
benefits of, or be otherwise subjected to discrimination under any program or activity for which
the Applicant receives Federal financial assistance from the Department.
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2. Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (Pub. L. 93-112), as amended, and all requirements
imposed by or pursuant to the Regulation of the Department of Health and Human Services
(45 CFR Part 84), to the end that, in accordance with Section 504 of the Act and the Regulation, no
otherwise qualified disabled individual in the United States shall, solely by reason of his disability,
be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination
under any program or activity for which the Applicant receives Federal financial assistance from
the Department.
3. Title IX of the Educational Amendment of 1972 (Pub. L. 92-318), as amended, and all
requirements imposed by or pursuant to the Regulation of the Department of Health and Human
Services (45 CFR Part 86), to the end that, in accordance with Title IX and the Regulation, no
person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied
the benefits of, or be otherwise subjected to discrimination under any education program or
activity for which the Applicant receives Federal financial assistance from the Department.
4. The Age Discrimination Act of 1975 (Pub. L. 94-135), as amended, and all requirements imposed
by or pursuant to the Regulation of the Department of Health and Human Services (45 CFR Part
91), to the end that, in accordance with the Act and the Regulation, no person in the United States
shall, on the basis of age, be denied the benefits of, be excluded from participation in, or be
subjected to discrimination under any program or activity for which the Applicant receives Federal
financial assistance from the Department.
The Applicant agrees that compliance with this assurance constitutes a condition of continued receipt
of Federal financial assistance, and that it is binding upon the Applicant, its successors, transferees
and assignees for the period during which such assistance is provided. If any real property or
structure thereon is provided or improved with the aid of Federal financial assistance extended to the
Applicant by the Department, this assurance shall obligate the Applicant, or in the case of any transfer
of such property, any transferee, for the period during which the Federal financial assistance is
extended or for another purpose involving the provision of similar services or benefits. If any
personal property is so provided, this assurance shall obligate the Applicant for the period during
which it retains ownership or possession of the property. The applicant further recognizes and agrees
that the United States shall have the right to seek judicial enforcement of this assurance.
The person or persons whose signature(s) appear(s) below is/are authorized to sign this assurance,
and commit the Applicant to the above provisions.

Jenny Zorens

Digitally signed by Jenny Zorens
DN: cn=Jenny Zorens, o=CAP, ou=Aging, email=j.zorens@cap4action.org,
c=US
Date: 2014.03.25 10:40:46 -07'00'

________________________________________________________________,
AAA Director

Date

Year

Signature and Title of Authorized Official
Name of Applicant or Recipient
Street Address
City, State, Zip Code
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Attachment 4C Emergency Preparedness Plan
Area Agency on Aging PSA Emergency Preparedness Plan

To meet the needs of are seniors in the event of natural or man-made disaster or other widespread
emergency.
The Administration on Aging and the Aging Network composed of State and Area Agencies on Aging,
Native American Tribal Organizations, service providers and educational institutions have the
legislative mandate to advocate on behalf of older persons and to work in cooperation with other
Federal and State programs to provide needed services. The authority and responsibility of the
Administration on Aging and the Aging Network to provide disaster services is found within the
charge from the Older Americans Act to serve older persons in greatest need and from Title III, Sec.
310, Disaster Relief Reimbursements, which provides for limited resources to fund disaster response
services.
Older people will not be served as well as the general population unless they can receive the special
assistance that only the Aging Network can provide in disasters. To elevate the capability of the Aging
Network to be able to respond quickly and effectively in serving older disaster victims, the
Administration on Aging developed the Emergency and Disaster Preparedness and Assistance guide,
which
is
available
online
at
http://www.aoa.gov/aoaroot/Preparedness/Resources_Network/pdf/Attachment_1357.pdf
This
guidance is a useful tool for State and Area Agencies on Aging to use as they develop disaster
preparedness plans and train staff to better serve the needs of older disaster victims.
Statement of Understanding Between the American National Red Cross and The Administration on
Aging further demonstrates the commitment and responsibility of the Aging Network to prepare for
and respond in disaster relief situations. This SOU emphasizes the Aging Network’s ability to perform
two basic types of disaster assistance service, which are:
• Advocacy and Outreach – assuring that older persons have access to and the assistance
necessary to obtain needed services, including locating older persons; getting medical
attention if needed, including medications and assistive devices; assisting in the completion
and filing of applications for financial and other assistance; and follow-up monitoring to assure
needs are met.
• Gap-filling – to assure that needed services and follow-up are provided beyond the
timeframes and restrictions of other relief efforts if necessary. OAA funds can be used for
chore, homemaker, transportation, nutrition, legal, and other temporary or one-time only
expenses which help older persons retain maximum independent living.
Methods of Cooperation agreed upon and encouraged in the Statement of Understanding include;
disaster planning and preparedness, sharing statistical and other data on elderly populations,
establishment of disaster advocacy and outreach programs, and making congregate and home
delivered meals programs available to the general public during a disaster.
State of Idaho Executive Order No. 2010-09 and the Idaho Emergency Operations Plan assign specific
emergency support activities to the Idaho Commission on Aging and the Area Agencies on Aging in
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assisting and in support of local and state government prior to and during emergencies and disasters.
Among these are:
1. Develop area-wide plans for the following:
a. Assessing the needs of the elderly and homebound elderly.
b. Coordination of senior services through the Area Agencies on Aging during natural or
man-made disasters.
c. Providing information/assistance to their clientele and the public.
d. Utilization of senior citizen centers for shelter, mass feeding and rest centers.
e. Identification of homebound isolated elderly clients.
To help meet these obligations, to insure business continuity and to meet the needs of older citizens
in an emergency, the Idaho Commission on Aging requires that each Area Agency on Aging develop an
All-Hazard Disaster Preparedness Plan in cooperation with state and local emergency management
officials, voluntary organizations, and service providers.
Basic Components of an Area-Wide Disaster Plan:
1. Name, title, and contact information of AAA person responsible for implementation of area’s
Disaster Plan:
NAME
Jenny Zorens

TITLE/POSITION
Director, MA

TELEPHONE / CELLULAR / EMAIL
208-798-4202, 208-790-0691,
j.zorens@cap4action.org

2. Names, titles and duties of other AAA staff with Emergency Assignments:
NAME (AAA staff)
David Knittel
Ruth McQuinn

TITLE/POSITION
ADRC Manager, MA

TELEPHONE
208-798-4201

Ombudsman, LSW

208-798-4195

I &A, MLSW

208-798-4192

Adult Protection, LSW

208-798-4197

EMERGENCY ASSIGNMENT
Coordinate incoming calls and
Messages
Documents all events involving older
persons.
Links clients to resources.

Rachelle Haag
Richard Kremer

Assistant
to
implementation

Director

of
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3. Alternate AAA business location if primary office is inaccessible or uninhabitable:
LOCATION NAME AND ADDRESS

TELEPHONE / OTHER CONTACT NUMBERS
208-882-3535

Community Action Partnership Office
428West Third, Suite 4
Moscow, ID 83843

4. Does the AAA have personal and community disaster preparedness information available for clients,
services providers and the general public?
YES

X

NO

5. Local Emergency coordinators and Red Cross coordinators in EACH county or city with whom the
AAA coordinates emergency planning for the needs of older citizens, and will collaborate during
an emergency or disaster situation:
NAME

AGENCY
NAME
AND
ADDRESS
Idaho bureau of Homeland
Security
Nez
Perce
County
Emergency Coordinator
American Red Cross LewisClark Branch
Nez Perce Tribe Fire
Department
Nez Perce Tribe Fire
Department
Clearwater
County
Emergency Management
Idaho County Disaster
Management
Latah County Disaster
Services Coordinator

Deborah Ruppe
Melvin Johnson

Debbie Snyder
Sandy Holt
Jack Bell

Don Gardner
Jerry Zumalt
Sandy Rollins

TELEPHONE
CELLULAR #S
208-799-5127

– COUNTY/
OTHER
JURISDICTION
North Central Idaho

208-799-3084

Nez Perce County

1-800-253-3570

North Central Idaho

208-843-7397

Nez Perce Tribe

208-843-7392

Nez Perce Tribe

208-476-4064

Clearwater County

208-983-3074

Idaho County

208-883-2265
208-289-4533

or Latah County

6. Are there clauses included in contracts, grants and agreements with service providers describing and
assuring their response during a disaster or emergency?
YES

X

NO
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7. List service providers of major programs (transportation, nutrition, homemaker, etc.) with whom
the AAA will coordinate emergency services.
NAME / ADDRESS OF SERVICE
PROVIDER
Alternative Nursing Service
1827 8th St Lewiston, ID 83501
Compassionate Care
150 126th St
Orofino, ID 83544
Seubert’s Quality Home Care
609 Bryden Ave Suite B
Lewiston, ID 83501
Addus
1034 Main Street
Lewiston, ID 83501
Above and Beyond Care LLC
Lewiston, ID 83501
Devin’s Homecare LLP
221 W Main #5
Grangeville, ID 83530
Circles of Caring Adult Day
225 East Palouse River Dr.
Moscow, ID 83843
Disability Action Center
505 S. Main
Moscow, ID 83843
Senior Citizens Dollar a Month
Club,
Inc.
operating
in
Cottonwood, Grangeville and
Winchester
510 Gilmore
Cottonwood, ID 83522
Kamiah Senior Center
1215 N Maple St
Kamiah, ID 83536
Kendrick Senior Center
Rail Road St
Kendrick, ID 83501
City of Lewiston, Operating in
Lewiston Community Center and
Orchards
United
Methodist
Church
1424 Main St
Lewiston, ID 83501

TELEPHONE AND CELLULAR PROGRAM OR SERVICE / DISASTER
RESPONSE
NUMBER
208-746-3050
Homemaker, Respite
1-866-919-2273

Homemaker, Respite

208-743-1818

Homemaker, Respite

208-746-8881

Homemaker, Respite

Homemaker, Respite
208-983-1237

Homemaker, Respite

208-883-6483
Respite
746-9033

Homemaker, Respite

208-962-7762

Senior Nutrition

208-935-0244

Senior Nutrition

208-289-5031

Senior Nutrition

208-746-2313

Senior Nutrition
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Orchards United Methodist
1213 Burrell Ave
Lewiston, ID 83501

208-743-9201

Senior Nutrition

Friendly
Neighbors
Senior
Citizens, Inc.
412 3rd St
Moscow, ID 83843
Nez Perce Senior Center
501 Cedar St
Nez Perce, ID 83543
Clearwater
County
Senior
Citizens, Inc.
930 Michigan Ave
Orofino, ID 83544
Potlatch Senior Citizens
Rebecca Hall
Potlatch, ID 83855
Salmon River Senior Citizens inc.
P.O. Box 1285
Riggins, ID 83549
Weippe Hilltop Senior Citizens
115 1st St West
Weippe, ID 83553
Idaho Bureau of Homeland
Security
Attn Debra Ruppe

208-822-1562

Senior Nutrition

208-822-1562

Senior Nutrition

208-476-4238

Senior Nutrition

208-875-1071

Senior Nutrition

208-328-4147

Senior Nutrition

208-435-4553

Senior Nutrition

208-799-5127

Disaster Services

8. Does the AAA have a process to identify homebound, frail, disabled, isolated and/or vulnerable
clients who may need assistance in the event of a man-made or natural disaster?
YES

X

NO

Describe the process:

9. Does the AAA disaster plan include a process for “call downs” to service providers, nursing homes
and residential care facilities, individual case management clients, etc., to check on their
preparedness status and welfare in the event of an emergency?
If YES, be sure to list staff member and emergency assignment in # 2.
YES

NO

X
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10. Does the AAA disaster plan include a process for intake and recording of information about the
disaster related needs of older people, providing access to needed services, and follow-up during and
beyond the recovery period?
YES

X

NO

11. Does the AAA disaster plan include a process for staff and service providers to record employee’s
time and expenses associated with disaster related activities (necessary to apply for reimbursement
in the event of a presidential disaster declaration)?
YES

NO

X

12. Describe activities the AAA will undertake during the contract period to expand emergency
preparedness of the Aging Network within the PSA (i.e. attend LEPC meetings, work with local
emergency management officials to advocate for inclusion of older citizens’ needs in emergency
planning, establish CERT Training in senior centers, make 72-hour kits available for homebound
clients, establish “call-down’ lists and procedures to be used during emergencies, include emergency
preparedness activities in contracts with providers, etc.)

A. The appropriate County Disaster Services Office will be the first agency notified in most cases. In
those cases where the Area Agency on Aging is notified, and when it is uncertain whether or not
local law enforcement and disaster services are aware of an emergency, a telephone call will be
made immediately to report the emergency. The local incident commander will be contacted for
an update of the situation.
This Disaster Plan intends to assure that in the event of fire, flood, chemical spill, severe storm or
terrorist attack, or other human made or natural disaster, that the emergency needs of senior
residents of the PSA are met in a manner that takes into consideration such needs, problems or
issues specifically relevant to this population.
Area II Agency on Aging Director is the designated contact to all outlying disaster services
personnel.
Incoming calls are taken by the Area Agency on Aging clerical staff who will follow through
protocol by placing a telephone call to authorities and notifying appropriate Area Agency on Aging
staff. After regular business hours, the on-call program staff person will be contacted by the afterhour response system.
All Area Agency on Aging staff are aware of designated persons to implement the Disaster Plan
and will make appropriate community contacts. Disaster Services have been instructed on the
after-hours protocol.
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Depending on the disaster and identified need, the Area Agency on Aging staff available at the
time of notification, will discuss the situation and determine the best course of action. Area
Agency on Aging staff will work as a “team-member” with the local disaster services coordinator
in the capacity deemed appropriate.
Course of action include, for instance, Area Agency on Aging staff contacting service providers for
a list of vulnerable and older homebound individuals who might be in need of evacuation or
shelter, and assist in coordination efforts to best facilitate appropriate assistance, inclusive of
making information available regarding federal funds designated for this purpose. In addition to
concerns for food and shelter, Area Agency on Aging social work staff will be available to provide
assistance to older persons to reassure, relieve anxiety and assure that any special needs are met
and link individuals with appropriate resources. Area Agency on Aging staff will be available for
assisting with the completion of forms and necessary documentation of the event.
An Area Agency on Aging staff worker might assist a disaster victim in the following areas:
• Receive Incoming Calls and Messages;
• Contact Emergency Response Units;
• Keep Detailed Information/Documents All Events Involving Elders;
• Follow-up with disaster victim to assure minimally basic needs are being met;
• Link Clients to Supportive Resources;
B. Describe Strategies for Identifying (WHO) and Locating (Where) People With Special Needs
(Especially Severely Disabled And Homebound) And Any Individuals Having Responsibility For
Them.
The Area Agency on Aging will retain a current listing’s of institutional care facilities, inclusive of
nursing homes and residential care facilities.
Area Agency on Aging will participate in Nez Perce County Disaster Services venture to complete a
Resource Database for Nez Perce County.
Area Agency on Aging will utilize Resource Database software and participate as an active
member of the Disaster Team in the event of an emergency.

CLEARWATER LEPC:
Local Emergency Planning Commission Membership List:
• Don Gardner, Clearwater Co- Emergency Management Coordinator
• Chris Getz , Sheriff
• Rick Miller, Chief Deputy- Search and Rescue
• Les Ease, Ambulance
• Mike Lee, Chair, Fire Chief Association
• Ryan Smathers, Mayor of Orofino
• John Allen, Commissioner
• Jeff Wilson, Chief of Police
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•

Nancy Butler, Citizen at Large

IDAHO LEPC:
Local Emergency Planning Commission Membership List:
• Jerry Zumalt, Idaho Co- Emergency Management Coordinator
• Doug Giddings , Sheriff
• Jim Gorges, Chief Deputy• Danny Tackett, Fire Chief
• Kirk MacGregor , Idaho County Prosecuting Attorney
• Morgan Drew, Chief of Police
• Skip Brandt, Commissioner
• James Rockwell, Commissioner
• Jim Chmelik, Commissioner
• Curt Brimacomb, Riggins EMS
• Iris Hawley, St. Mary’s Hospital
LATAH LEPC:
Local Emergency Planning Commission Membership List:












•
•
•
•

Sandy Johnson-Rollins, Latah Co-Disaster Services Coordinator/ LEPC
Col. Bill Shawer, Director, Idaho Bureau of Homeland Security
Capt. Lonnie Richardson, District Commander, Idaho State Police
Ken Holmes, Warning Coordination Meteorologist, National Weather Service
Debi Ruppe, North Central Idaho Field Officer, Idaho Bureau of Homeland Security
Charles Craig, Life Safety Officer, Gritman Medical Center
Capt. David Duke, Assistant Police Chief, Moscow Police Department
Wayne Rausch, Sheriff, Latah County Sheriff’s Office
Jason Svancara, Fire Warden, Idaho Department of Lands
Ed Button, Assistant Fire Chief, Moscow Volunteer Fire Department
Dick Hodge, Vice-Chairperson LEPC
Fred Hutchison, Safety Officer, U of I - EH & S
Kirby Barnhill, Job Services Consultant, ID Department of Labor – Job Service
Alan Martinson, Latah Co-Disaster Services Emergency Operations Center
Nancy Spink, Risk Management Officer, University of Idaho
Brady Woodbury, Public Health Preparedness Program Manager, North Central District Health
Department
• Charles Zillinger, Facilities, Maintenance & Operations, University of Idaho
 Latah Board of County Commissioners
• Latah County Concerned Citizens
• Representatives From Latah County Communities

NEZ PERCE LEPC:
Local Emergency Planning Commission Membership List:
•

James Bennett, City Manager
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Lonnie, Richardson, Idaho State Police
Bob Tippett , Commissoner
Doug Zenner, Commissioner
Doug Havens, Commissioner
Dan Anderson, Damage Assessment
Melvin Johnson, Emergency Management Coordinator
Carol Moehrle, Health/Med/Mort
Garry DeJong, Lewiston Fire/Hazardous Material
Steve Orr, Lewiston Police Chief
Daniel Spickler , Prosecuting Attorney
Patty Weeks, Resource Management
Joe Rodriguez, Sheriff
Jenny Zorens, Director, Area II Agency on Aging

The AAA will provide the Nez Perce County Emergency Services Coordinator with a current list of
licensed care facilities in Nez Perce County to be inputted into the CAMEO computer program in Nez
Perce County which will allow for the Coordinator to identify large groups of special need individuals
on a computer devised map used in the event of chemical accidents.
The AAA Director has been included on the mailing list of LEPC (The Local Emergency Planning
Commission), which meets on a quarterly basis. The Director will represent needs of the vulnerable
and older adult population and report progress of the Nez Perce County AAA Disaster Plan Task Force.
______________________________________________________________
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Exhibit 1A Idaho Growth Change and
Demographics

Prior to the latter half of the Twentieth
Century, the percentage of Americans who
lived long enough to attain “old age” was
relatively small. There were several
reasons for this, including a high infant
mortality rate and the fact that many
women died in childbirth. Limited
understanding of proper hygiene, good
nutrition, and the mechanisms by which
contagious diseases are spread also
contributed to the premature deaths of
many children and young adults.
Additionally, most people in the past
worked on farms, in mines and lumber
mills, in manufacturing, or in other
industrial occupations. At that time,
attention to worker safety had not yet
become a requirement of corporate or
public policy. Thus, disabling or even
immediately fatal job-related accidents
were frequent occurrences.

U.S. Elderly Population by Age: 1900 to 2050 - Percent
65+ and 85+
Year and Census date
% 85+
% 65+
1900
0.2
4.1
1910
0.2
4.3
1920
0.2
4.7
1930
0.2
5.4
1940
0.3
6.8
1950
0.4
8.1
1960
0.5
9.2
1970
0.7
9.8
1980
1
11.3
1990
1.2
12.5
2000
1.5
12.4
2010
2.0
13.0
2020
2.2
16.3
2030
2.6
19.7
2040
3.9
20.4
2050
5.0
20.7
Numbers in this chart are from Census data and Census
Bureau projections based on historic data.

According to the Idaho State Historical Society, the entire population of Idaho numbered only 17,804
in 1870. By 1880 it had reached 32,610. When Idaho officially became the 43rd state on July 3, 1890,
the population had reached 88,548— an increase of nearly 400 percent in just two decades. The
state’s two major industries were mining and logging. Frontier conditions, often involving a hardscrabble lifestyle, persisted throughout much of the state well into the 20th Century. When Idaho
celebrated its Statehood Centennial in 1990, the Census count evidenced a population increase
to 1,006,749— over 1,000 percent.
Ten years later, the Millennial Census count showed 1,293,953 Idahoans. Nearly 15% of them were
aged 60 or older. The most recent post-Census estimates (for 2010, published by the Census
Bureau in July 2011), show that Idaho’s overall population had increased another 21.1% to
1,567,582.
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The raw number of older citizens has also continued to grow in every region as well as in the state
as a whole. However, the proportionate percentage or ratio of seniors to younger Idahoans has
declined somewhat as a consequence of overall population growth (all ages). The percentage of
older people is highest in areas that have become attractive as retirement destinations. Most
recently, this has been the situation in the northernmost region of the state, although the actual
numbers for all age groups are highest in the most urbanized area of the state which includes several
counties and rapidly growing cities.
Of Idaho’s 2010 total population of 1,567,582 people, 277,984 (17.7%) were aged 60 or older.
Of that older subpopulation, 25,242 (9%) were at least 85 years old. This oldest group comprised
1.6% of the state’s total population.
For those individuals who in the past did survive to the traditional age of retirement (65), their
likelihood of living many more years was diminished by a level of medical knowledge and technology
far below that which exists today. It has only been within the last few decades of the 20th century
that medical advances have resulted in a high rate of long-term survival for victims of many chronic
illnesses and conditions.

60+
Population

Census
COUNT

Census
COUNT

TOTAL
TOTAL
POPULATION 60+
in 2010
in 2010

STATEWIDE

1,567,582

277,984

YOUNGER
SENIORS

OLDER
SENIORS

OLDEST
SENIORS

% of TOTAL % of TOTAL % of TOTAL
Population
Population
Population

PERSONS
AGED
60 - 69
(2010)

PERSONS
AGED
70 - 84
(2010)

PERSONS
AGED
85+ (2010)

% of 2010
POPULATION

% of 2010
POPULATION

% of 2010
POPULATION

AGED 60 - 69

AGED 70 - 84

AGED 85+

146,744

105,998

25,242

9.3%

6.7%

1.6%

Numbers in these charts are derived from Census data.
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STATEWIDE

Growth of the 60+ Population, Statewide and by Area
Prepared by the Idaho Commission on Aging from Idaho Vital Statistics 2010, March 2012

300,000

250,000

200,000
2000
150,000

2006
2010

100,000

50,000

0
Idaho

PSA I

PSA II

PSA III

PSA IV

PSA V

PSA VI

Idaho’s highest growth counties: April 1, 2000 to April 1, 2010 1
County
Teton
Canyon
Madison
Jefferson

PSA
VI
III
VI
VI

Percent Growth
69.5%
43.7%
36.7%
36.5%

…and greatest loss counties:
County
Shoshone
Elmore
Bear Lake
Caribou

PSA
I
III
V
V

The state (overall):
Idaho
1

Percent Decline
-7.3%
- 7.2%
- 6.6%
- 4.7%
Percent Growth
21.1%

Number Added (all ages)
273,629

From 2010 Idaho Vital Statistics, published by the Idaho Department of Health and Welfare Bureau of Vital
Records and Health Statistics.

All these factors, combined with the dramatic growth of the nation’s population overall and the
aging of the population bulge known as the Baby Boom, has resulted in substantially increased
numbers of older persons, many of whom continue to live well into their 80s and beyond. U.S. life
expectancy in 2005 was 77.8 years overall (75.2 years for men and 80.4 years for women). The
nation’s elderly are projected to constitute 20% --a full fifth-- of the total U.S. population by 2030.
U.S. Life expectancy as of 2010:

male/female 2

If you have reached age 50, you can expect another 30.3/33.8 years of life
55
26.2/29.2
60
22.2/24.9
65
18.2/20.7
70
14.6/16.8
75
11.3/13.2
80
8.5/9.8
85
6.3/ 7.3

Idaho’s population also reflects another national trend in that it is becoming more racially and
ethnically diverse. This diversification is occurring across all age groups although it is most
pronounced among younger people, leaving the oldest cohort the most homogeneous.
Between 2006 and 2010, the state’s white population (all age groups) increased by 6.1%, its black
population by 19.1%, its American Indian/Alaska Native population by 30.1%, its Asian/Pacific
Islander population by 30%, and its Hispanic population by 26.7%. The greatest increases have
occurred in the most urbanized areas of the state.
But because Idaho is and remains one of the most racially and ethnically homogeneous states in
the nation, large percentage increases in minority groups reflect only small increases in numerical
population counts. Of Idaho’s 2010 total population of 1,567,582 people, 1,496,784 (95.5%) are
estimated to be white, non-minority while only 15,104 (1%) are black, 29,801 (1.9%) are American
Indian or native Alaskan, 25,893 (1.7%) are Asian or Pacific Islander, and 175,901 (11.2%) are ethnic
Hispanic of any race. 3
Diversity in the older (aged 60+) segment of Idaho’s population is less, but growth, in terms of
percentages, has been dramatic. The 2000 Census found only 6,260 persons aged 60+ (3.2% of the
state’s total 60+) who identified themselves as belonging to an ethnic or racial minority; the 2010
Census count was 14,960 (5.2% of all persons aged 60+ in Idaho). This is 138% growth in the number
of minority seniors over just a ten-year period. The entire 60+ segment of the population grew by
53.4% in the same time period.

2

From 2010 Idaho Vital Statistics, published by the Idaho Department of Health and Welfare Bureau of Vital
Records and Health Statistics.
3
Source: bridged-race April 1, 2010 Population Estimates, National Center for Health Statistics, Internet release date November
17, 2011.

Older population by Age: 1900-2050 - 64+ and 85+
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The growth of Idaho’s older population reflects predicted growth in this population nationwide as a
consequence of the aging of the Baby Boomer generation. The chart above depicts this anticipated growth in
Idaho and in the US overall.

Idaho’s Six Planning and Service Areas (PSAs)
60+
Population

PSA I
PSA I TOTALS

Census UpdateCensus
ESTIMATE
COUNT

Census UpdateCensus
COUNT
ESTIMATE

TOTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL

POPULATION POPULATION 60+
in 2006
in 2010
in 2006

60+
in 2010

206,140

47,798

212,393

39,767

YOUNGER

OLDER

OLDEST

% of TOTAL % of TOTAL % of TOTAL
Population
Population
Population

SENIORS

SENIORS

SENIORS

PERSONS
AGED
60 - 69
(2010)

PERSONS
AGED
70 - 84
(2010)

PERSONS
AGED

% of 2010
POPULATION

% of 2010
POPULATION

% of 2010
POPULATION

85+ (2010)

AGED 60 - 69

AGED 70 - 84

AGED 85+

25,860

18,105

3,833

12.2%

8.5%

1.8%

PSA I TOTALS

Population Distribution of Area I, by County Prepared by the Idaho Commission on Aging from Idaho Vital
Statistics 2010, March 2012

Shoshone

3,523
12,765

28,799

Kootenai

Boundary

138,494

2,652
10,972

Aged 60+ Pop. of County
Total County Pop.

Bonner

Benewah

10419
40,877

2,405
9,285

The chart shows the PSA’s older population as a proportion of each county’s total population.

60+
Population

PSA II
PSA II TOTALS

Census UpdateCensus
ESTIMATE
COUNT

Census Update Census
ESTIMATE
COUNT

TOTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL

POPULATION POPULATION 60+
in 2006
in 2010
in 2006

60+
in 2010

101,195

23,712

105,310

20,618

YOUNGER

OLDER

OLDEST

% of TOTAL % of TOTAL % of TOTAL
Population
Population
Population

SENIORS

SENIORS

SENIORS

PERSONS
AGED
60 - 69
(2010)

PERSONS
AGED
70 - 84
(2010)

PERSONS
AGED

% of 2010
POPULATION

% of 2010
POPULATION

% of 2010
POPULATION

85+ (2010)

AGED 60 - 69

AGED 70 - 84

AGED 85+

11,879

9,435

2,398

11.3%

9.0%

2.3%

Population Distribution in Area II, by County

PSA II TOTALS

Prepared by the Idaho Commission on Aging from Idaho

Vital Statistics 2010, March 2012

9,480

Nez Perce

39,265

998

Lewis

3,821

5,602

Latah

Idaho

37,244

4,789
16,267

Aged 60+ Pop. Of County
Total County Pop.

Clearwater

2,719
8,713

The chart shows the PSA’s older population as a proportion of each county’s total population.

60+
Population

PSA III
PSA
TOTALS

III

Census UpdateCensus
ESTIMATE
COUNT

Census Update Census
ESTIMATE
COUNT

TOTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL

POPULATION POPULATION 60+
in 2006
in 2010
in 2006

60+
in 2010

640,872

113,014

690,258

92,701

YOUNGER

OLDER

OLDEST

% of TOTAL % of TOTAL % of TOTAL
Population
Population
Population

SENIORS

SENIORS

SENIORS

PERSONS
AGED
60 - 69
(2010)

PERSONS
AGED
70 - 84
(2010)

PERSONS
AGED

% of 2010
POPULATION

% of 2010
POPULATION

% of 2010
POPULATION

85+ (2010)

AGED 60 - 69

AGED 70 - 84

AGED 85+

61,003

41,590

10,421

8.8%

6.0%

1.5%

Population Distribution in Area III, by County

PSA
TOTALS

III

Prepared by the Idaho Commission on Aging from Idaho

Vital Statistics 2010, March 2012

Washington

2,813
10,198

Valley

2,511
9,862

Payette

4,726
22,623

Owyhee

2,262
11,526

Gem

4,223
16,719

Elmore

3,777
27,038

Total County Pop.

28,981

Canyon
Boise

1,773
7,028

Adams

1,200
3,976

Ada

Aged 60+ pop. Of County

188,923

60,748

392,365

The chart shows the PSA’s older population as a proportion of each county’s total population.

60+
Population

PSA IV
PSA
TOTALS

IV

Census UpdateCensus
ESTIMATE
COUNT

Census Update Census
ESTIMATE
COUNT

TOTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL

POPULATION POPULATION 60+
in 2006
in 2010
in 2006

60+
in 2010

173,626

34,419

185,790

30,876

% of TOTAL % of TOTAL % of TOTAL
Population
Population
Population

YOUNGER

OLDER

OLDEST

SENIORS

SENIORS

SENIORS

PERSONS
AGED
60 - 69
(2010)

PERSONS
AGED
70 - 84
(2010)

PERSONS
AGED

% of 2010
POPULATION

% of 2010
POPULATION

% of 2010
POPULATION

85+ (2010)

AGED 60 - 69

AGED 70 - 84

AGED 85+

17,459

13,670

3,290

9.4%

7.4%

1.8%

PSA
TOTALS

IV

Population Distribution in Area IV, by County Prepared
by the Idaho Commission on Idaho Vital Statistics 2010, March 2012
14,725

Twin Falls
Minidoka
Lincoln

Jerome

77,230

4,018
20,069
821
5,208
3,511
22,374

Aged 60+ Pop. Of County
Gooding
Cassia
Camas

Blaine

Total County Pop.

3,092
15,464
4,014
22,952
270
1,117
3,968
21,376

The chart shows the PSA’s older population as a proportion of each county’s total population.

60+
Population

PSA V
PSA V TOTALS
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24,427
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Population
Population
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AGED 60 - 69

AGED 70 - 84

AGED 85+

14,359

11,248

2,587

8.6%

6.8%

1.6%

PSA V TOTALS

Population Distribution of Area V, by County Prepared
by the Idaho Commission on Aging Idaho Vital Statistics 2010, March
2012

Power

Oneida

Franklin

Caribou

1,346
7,817
992
4,286
2,171
12,786
1,482

Bannock

Total County Pop.

7,314

Bingham

Bear Lake

Aged 60+ Pop. of County

6,963

45,607
1,492
5,986
13,397

The chart shows the PSA’s older population as a proportion of each county’s total population.
.
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85+ (2010)

AGED 60 - 69

AGED 70 - 84

AGED 85+

16,181

11,970

2,703

7.8%

5.8%

1.3%

PSA
TOTALS

VI

Population Distribution of Area VI
Prepared by the Idaho Commission on Aging from Idaho Vital Statistics
2010, March 2012

Teton
Madison

986

2,894

Lemhi

2,519

Jefferson

3,632

Fremont

2,512

Custer

37,536

7,936

26,140

Aged 60+ Pop. Of County
13,242

County Total Pop.

1,191
4,368

Clark

177
982

Butte

704
2,891

Bonneville

10,170

16,133

104,234

Exhibit 1B Definitions

SOURCE OF DEFINITIONS.
1. Older Americans Act (OAA)
2. IC, Title 67, Chapter 50 and Title 39, Chapter 53
3. Idaho Administrative Procedures Act (IDAPA) (15)
DEFINITIONS.
1. Abuse. (OAA Section 102(a)(1))
A. Infliction of injury, unreasonable confinement, intimidation, or cruel punishment with resulting
physical harm, pain, or mental anguish;
B. Deprivation by a person, including a caregiver, of goods or services that are necessary to avoid
physical harm, mental anguish, or mental illness.
2.

Abuse. (IC 39-5302(1)) means the intentional or negligent infliction of physical pain, injury or mental
injury.

3.

Access. (IDAPA Ombudsman 15.01.03.010.01) Right to enter long-term care facility upon notification
of person in charge. (7-1-98)

4.

Access Services. (IDAPA 15.01.21.010.01) Transportation, Outreach, Information and Assistance and
Case Management. (7-1-98)

5.

Act. (IDAPA 15.01.01.010.01 & 15.01.20.010.01) The Idaho Senior Services Act (SS Act). Programs and
services established in Sections 67-5001 et seq., Idaho Code. (3-20-04)
Activities of Daily Living (ADL). (IDAPA 15.01.01.010.02) Bathing, dressing, toileting, transferring,
eating, walking. (7-1-98)
Adult child with a disability. (OAA Section 102(a)(3)) means a child who—
A. Is 18 years of age or older;

6.
7.

B. Is financially dependent on an older individual who is a parent of the child; and
C. Has a disability.
8.

9.

Adult Day Care. (IC 67-5006(5)) a structured day program which provides individually planned care,
supervision, social interaction and supportive services for frail older persons in a protective setting,
and provides relief and support for caregivers.
Adult Day Care. (IDAPA 15.01.01.010.03) A structured day program which provides individually
planned care, supervision, social interaction, and supportive services for frail older persons in a
protective group setting, and provides relief and support for caregivers. (7-1-98)

10. Adult Protection (AP). (IDAPA 15.01.02.010.01 ) Statutory protections safeguarding vulnerable adults
through investigations of reports alleging abuse, neglect, self-neglect or exploitation, and
arrangements for the provision of emergency or supportive services necessary to reduce or eliminate
risk of harm. (7-1-98)
11. AP Supervisor. (IDAPA 15.01.02.010.02) AAA employee responsible for overseeing the provision of AP
services. The Supervisor’s duties include:
A. the direct supervision of AP staff,
B. case assignments,
C. the monitoring of case loads and documentation,
D. and the maintenance of cooperative relationships with other agencies, organizations or groups
serving vulnerable “at risk” populations.
E. The employee shall be a social worker licensed to practice in Idaho.(5-3-03)
12. AP Worker. (IDAPA 15.01.02.010.03 ) AAA employee providing AP services. The worker’s duties
include:
A. the investigation of AP reports,
B. client risk assessment ,
C. and the development of plans for protective actions, supportive services and/or law enforcement
referral.
D. The employee shall be any one (1) of the following: (4-2-08)
1. A social worker licensed to practice in Idaho; or (4-2-08)
2. An individual with a Bachelor of Arts (BA) or Bachelor of Science (BS) in a human services field
or equivalent and at least two (2) years’ experience in direct service delivery to vulnerable
adults; or (4-2-08)
3. An individual with an Associate of Arts (AA) or Associate of Science (AS) degree and at least
two (2) years’ experience in law enforcement. (4-2-08)
13. Advance Directive. (IDAPA 15.01.01.010.05) A Living Will or Durable Power of Attorney for Healthcare
executed under the Natural Death Act, Section 39-4501, Idaho Code. (5-3-03)
14. Affected Parties. (IDAPA Ombudsman 15.01.03.010.02) Long-term care facilities, state or county
departments or agencies, or others against whom a complaint has been lodged.
15. Aging and Disability Resource Center. (IC 67-5006(8)) (OAA Section 102(a)(4)) means an entity
established by a state as part of the state system of long-term care, to provide a coordinated system
for providing:
A. Comprehensive information on the full range of available public and private long-term care
programs, options, service providers and resources within a community, including information on
the availability of integrated long-term care;

B. Personal counseling to assist individuals in assessing their existing or anticipated long-term care
needs, and developing and implementing a plan for long-term care designed to meet their specific
needs and circumstances; and
C. Consumers' access to the range of publicly supported long-term care programs for which
consumers may be eligible, by serving as a convenient point of entry for such programs.
16. Aging Network. (OAA Section 102(a)(5)) the network of—
A. State agencies, area agencies on aging, title VI grantees, and the Administration; and
B. organizations that—
1. are providers of direct services to older individuals; or
2. are institutions of higher education; and
3. receive funding under this Act.
17. Aging Network. (IDAPA 15.01.01.010.04) The ICOA, the AAAs, and other providers. (5-3-03)
18. Area I. Planning and service area made up of: Benewah, Boundary, Bonner, Kootenai, and Shoshone
counties.
19. Area II. Planning and service area made up of: Clearwater, Idaho, Latah, Lewis, and Nez Perce
counties.
20. Area III. (IDAPA Ombudsman 15.01.03.010.03) Planning and service area made up of: Canyon, Valley,
Boise, Gem, Elmore, Washington, Ada, Adams, Payette, and Owyhee counties. (7-1-98)
21. Area IV. Planning and service area made up of: Blaine, Camas, Cassis, Gooding, Jerome, Lincoln,
Minidoka, and Twin Falls counties.
22. Area V. Planning and service area made up of: Bannock, Bear Lake, Bingham, Caribou, Franklin, Oneida,
and Power counties.
23. Area VI. Planning and service area made up of: Bonneville, Butte, Clark, Custer, Fremont, Jefferson,
Lemhi, Madison, and Teton counties.
24. Area Agency on Aging. (OAA Section 102(a)(6)) an area agency on aging designated under section
305(a)(2)(A) or a State agency performing the functions of an area agency on aging under section
305(b)(5).
25. Area Agency on Aging (AAA). (IDAPA 15.01.01.010.06 & 15.01.20.010.02) Separate organizational unit
within a multipurpose agency which functions only for purposes of serving as the area agency on aging
that plans, develops, and implements services for older persons within a planning and service area. (320-04)
26. Area Plan. (IDAPA 15.01.01.010.07 & 15.01.20.010.03) Plan describing aging programs and services
which an AAA is required to submit to the Idaho Commission on Aging, in accordance with the OAA, in
order to receive OAA funding. (3-20-04)
27. Assessment Instrument. (IDAPA 15.01.01.010.08) A comprehensive instrument utilizing uniform
criteria to assess a client’s needs. (5-3-03)

28. Assistive (technology) device. (OAA Section 102(a)(8)(B)) assistive technology, assistive technology
device, and assistive technology service’ have the meanings given such terms in section 3 of the
Assistive Technology Act of 1998 (29 U.S.C. 3002).
29. At Risk for Institutional Placement. (OAA Section 102(a)(9)) with respect to an older individual, that
such individual is unable to perform at least 2 activities of daily living without substantial assistance
(including verbal reminding, physical cuing, or supervision) and is determined by the State involved to
be in need of placement in a long-term care facility.
30. Board and Care Facility. (OAA Section 102(a)(10)) an institution regulated by a State pursuant to section
1616(e) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1382e(e)).
31. Caregiver. (OAA Section 102(a)(18)(B)) means an individual who has the responsibility for the care of an
older individual, either voluntarily, by contract, by receipt of payment for care, or as a result of the
operation of law and means a family member or other individual who provides (on behalf of such
individual or of a public or private agency, organization, or institution) compensated or
uncompensated care to an older individual.
32. Caretaker. (IC 39-5302(2)) means any individual or institution that is responsible by relationship,
contract, or court order to provide food, shelter or clothing, medical or other life-sustaining
necessities to a vulnerable adult.
33. Case Manager. (IDAPA 15.01.01.010.09) A licensed social worker, licensed professional nurse (RN), or
Certified Case Manager, or an individual with a BA or BS in a human services field or equivalent and at
least one (1) year’s experience in service delivery to the service population. (3-30-01)
34. Case Management. (IDAPA 15.01.01.010.10) Case management is a service provided to older
individuals and disabled adults, at the direction of the individual or a family member of the individual,
to assess the needs of the person and to arrange, coordinate, and monitor an optimum package of
services to meet those needs.
A. Activities of case management include:
1. comprehensive assessment of the individual;
2. development and implementation of a service plan with the individual to mobilize formal and
informal resources and services;
3. coordination and monitoring of formal and informal service delivery;
4. and periodic reassessment. (3-30-01)
35. Case Management Services. (OAA Section 102(a)(11))
A. A service provided to an older individual, at the direction of the older individual or a family
member of the individual—
1. By an individual who is trained or experienced in the case management skills that are required
to deliver the services and coordination described in subparagraph (2); and
2. To assess the needs, and to arrange, coordinate, and monitor an optimum package of services
to meet the needs, of the older individual; and
B. Includes services and coordination such as—

1. Comprehensive assessment of the older individual (including the physical, psychological, and
social needs of the individual);
2. Development and implementation of a service plan with the older individual to mobilize the
formal and informal resources and services identified in the assessment to meet the needs of
the older individual, including coordination of the resources and services—
a. With any other plans that exist for various formal services, such as hospital discharge
plans; and
b. With the information and assistance services provided under this Act;
3. Coordination and monitoring of formal and informal service delivery, including coordination
and monitoring to ensure that services specified in the plan are being provided;
4. Periodic reassessment and revision of the status of the older individual with—
a. The older individual; or
b. If necessary, a primary caregiver or family member of the older individual
5. In accordance with the wishes of the older individual, advocacy on behalf of the older
individual for needed services or resources.
36. Case Management Services. (IC 67-5006(9))
A. Means a service provided to an older individual at the direction of the older individual or a family
member of the individual:
1. By an individual who is trained or experienced in the case management skills that are required
to deliver the services and coordination described in section (2) of this subsection; and
2. To assess the needs and to arrange, coordinate and monitor an optimum package of services
to meet the needs of the older individual; and
B. Includes services and coordination such as:
1. Comprehensive assessment of the older individual, including the physical, psychological and
social needs of the individual;
2. Development and implementation of a service plan with the older individual to mobilize the
formal and informal resources and services identified in the assessment to meet the needs of
the older individual, including coordination of the resources and services:
a. With any other plans that exist for various formal services such as hospital discharge plans;
and
b. With the information and assistance services provided herein;
3. Coordination and monitoring of formal and informal service delivery, including coordination
and monitoring to ensure that services specified in the plan are being provided;
4. Periodic reassessment and revision of the status of the older individual with:

a. The older individual; or
b. If necessary, a primary caregiver or family member of the older individual; and
5. In accordance with the wishes of the older individual, advocacy on behalf of the older
individual for needed services or resources.
37. Case Management Supervisor. (IDAPA 15.01.01.010.11) An individual who has at least a BA or BS
degree and is a licensed social worker, psychologist or licensed professional nurse (registered
nurse/RN) with at least two (2) years’ experience in service delivery to the service population. (4-5-00)
38. Certified Case Manager. (IDAPA 15.01.01.010.12) A Case Manager who has met the requirements for
certification as established by the National Academy of Care/Case Managers or other professional
association recognized by the Idaho Commission on Aging. (5-3-03)
39. Child. (OAA Section 372(a)(1)) means an individual who is not more than 18 years of age or who is an
individual with a disability.
40. Chore Services. (IDAPA 15.01.01.010.13) Providing assistance with routine yard work, sidewalk
maintenance, heavy cleaning, or minor household maintenance to persons who have functional
limitations that prohibit them from performing these tasks. (5-3-03)
41. Civic Engagement. (OAA Section 102(a)(12)) an individual or collective action designed to address a
public concern or an unmet human, educational, health care, environmental, or public safety need.
42. Client. (IDAPA 15.01.01.010.14) Person who has met program eligibility requirements for services
addressed in this chapter. (7-1-98)
43. Cognitive Impairment. (IDAPA 15.01.01.010.15) A disability or condition due to mental impairment.
(7-1-98)
44. Commission. (IC 39-5302(3)) means the Idaho Commission on Aging (ICOA), established pursuant to
chapter 50, title 67, Idaho Code.
45. Complainant. (IDAPA Ombudsman 15.01.03.010.04) The substate ombudsman or any individual or
organization who registers a complaint with the substate ombudsman. (7-1-98)
46. Complaints. (IDAPA Ombudsman 15.01.03.010.06) Allegations made by or on behalf of eligible clients,
whether living in long-term care facilities or in the community. (7-1-98)
47. Comprehensive and coordinated system. (OAA Section 302(1)) means a system for providing all
necessary supportive services, including nutrition services, in a manner designed to
A. Facilitate accessibility to, and utilization of, all supportive services and nutrition services provided
within the geographic area served by such system by any public or private agency or organization;
B. Develop and make the most efficient use of supportive services and nutrition services in meeting
the needs of older individuals;
C. Use available resources efficiently and with a minimum of duplication; and
D. Encourage and assist public and private entities that have unrealized potential for meeting the
service needs of older individuals to assist the older individuals on a voluntary basis.
48. Congregate Meals. (IC 67-5006(3)) meals prepared and served in a congregate setting which provide
older persons with assistance in maintaining a well-balanced diet, including diet counseling and
nutrition education.

49. Congregate Meals. (IDAPA 15.01.01.010.16) Meals that meet the requirements of the OAA, as
amended, served in a group setting. (7-1-98)
50. Contract. (IDAPA 15.01.20.010.04) A legally binding, written agreement between two (2) or more
parties which outlines the terms and provisions to which both parties agree.
51. Contractor. (IC 39-5302(4)) means an Area Agency on Aging (AAA) and its duly authorized agents and
employees providing adult protection services pursuant to a contract with the commission in
accordance with section 67-5011, Idaho Code. The commission designates area agencies on aging
pursuant to OAA.Section. 305(a)(2)(A) and may establish by rule when duties or obligations under this
chapter may be fulfilled by an area agency on aging.
52. Cost Sharing Payment. (IDAPA 15.01.01.010.17) An established payment required from individuals
receiving services under the Act. The cost sharing payment varies according to client’s current annual
household income. (4-6-05)
53. Department. (IDAPA 15.01.01.010.18) (IC 39-5302) Department of Health and Welfare. (7-1-98)
54. Designation. (IDAPA Ombudsman 15.01.03.010.07) Process by which the Office approves the location
of substate ombudsman programs within AAAs and delegates to such programs the authority to carry
out the purposes of the program. (7-1-98)
55. Direct Costs. (IDAPA 15.01.01.010.19) Costs incurred from the provision of direct services. These costs
include, but are not limited to, salaries, fringe benefits, travel, equipment, and supplies directly
involved in the provision of services. Salaries of program coordinators and first line supervisors are
considered direct costs. (7-1-98)
56. Disability. (OAA Section 102(a)(13)) (except when such term is used in the phrase ‘‘severe disability’’,
‘‘developmental disability- ‘‘physical or mental disability’’, ‘‘physical and mental disabilities’’, or
‘‘physical disabilities’’) a disability attributable to mental or physical impairment, or a combination of
mental and physical impairments, that results in substantial functional limitations in 1 or more of the
following areas of major life activity:
A. Self-care,
B. Receptive and expressive language,
C. Learning,
D. Mobility,
E. Self-direction,
F. Capacity for independent living,
G. Economic self-sufficiency,
H. Cognitive functioning, and
I. Emotional adjustment.
57. Disease Prevention and Health Promotion Services. (OAA Section 102(a)(14))
A. Health risk assessments;

B. Routine health screening, which may include hypertension, glaucoma, cholesterol, cancer, vision,
hearing, diabetes, bone density, and nutrition screening;
C. Nutritional counseling and educational services for individuals and their primary caregivers;
D. Evidence-based health promotion programs, including programs related to the prevention and
mitigation of the effects of chronic disease (including osteoporosis, hypertension, obesity,
diabetes, and cardiovascular disease), alcohol and substance abuse reduction, smoking cessation,
weight loss and control, stress management, falls prevention, physical activity and improved
nutrition;
E. Programs regarding physical fitness, group exercise, and music therapy, art therapy, and dancemovement therapy, including programs for multigenerational participation that are provided by—
1. an institution of higher education;
2. a local educational agency, as defined in section 14101 of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of 1965 (20 U.S.C. 8801); or
3. a community-based organization;
F. Home injury control services, including screening of high-risk home environments and provision of
educational programs on injury prevention (including fall and fracture prevention) in the home
environment;
G. Screening for the prevention of depression, coordination of community mental health services,
provision of educational activities, and referral to psychiatric and psychological services;
H. Educational programs on the availability, benefits, and appropriate use of preventive health
services covered under title XVIII of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1395 et seq.);
I. Medication management screening and education to prevent incorrect medication and adverse
drug reactions;
J. Information concerning diagnosis, prevention, treatment, and rehabilitation concerning agerelated diseases and chronic disabling conditions, including osteoporosis, cardiovascular diseases,
diabetes, and Alzheimer’s disease and related disorders with neurological and organic brain
dysfunction;
K. Gerontological counseling; and
L. Counseling regarding social services and follow up health services based on any of the services
described in subparagraphs (A) through (K). The term shall not include services for which payment
may be made under titles XVIII and XIX of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1395 et seq., 1396 et
seq.).
58. Education and Training Service. (OAA Section 302(2)) means a supportive service designed to assist
older individuals to better cope with their economic, health, and personal needs through services such

as consumer education, continuing education, health education, pre-retirement education, financial
planning, and other education and training services which will advance the objectives of this Act.
59. Elder Abuse. (OAA Section 102(a)(15)) abuse of an older individual.
60. Elder Abuse, Neglect and Exploitation. (OAA Section 102(a)(16)) abuse, neglect, and exploitation, of an
older individual.
61. Elder Justice. (OAA Section 102(a)(17))
A. Used with respect to older individuals, collectively, means efforts to prevent, detect, treat,
intervene in, and respond to elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation and to protect older individuals
with diminished capacity while maximizing their autonomy; and
B. Used with respect to an individual who is an older individual, means the recognition of the
individual’s rights, including the right to be free of abuse, neglect, and exploitation.
62. Elder Rights. (OAA Section 761(1)) means a right of an older individual.
63. Eligible Clients. (IDAPA 15.01.01.010.20) Residents of the state of Idaho who are sixty (60) years or
older. (5-3-03)
64. Eligibility Entity. (OAA Section 422(a)(1))
A. Means a nonprofit health or social service organization, a community-based nonprofit
organization, an area agency on aging or other local government agency, a tribal organization, or
another entity that—
1. The Assistant Secretary determines to be appropriate to carry out a project under this part;
and
2. Demonstrates a record of, and experience in, providing or administering group and individual
health and social services for older individuals; and
B. Does not include an entity providing housing under the congregate housing services program
carried out under section 802 of the Cranston-Gonzalez National Affordable Housing Act (42 U.S.C.
8011) or the multifamily service coordinator program carried out under section 202(g) of the
Housing Act of 1959 (12 U.S.C. 1701q(g)).
65. Emergency. (IC 39-5302(6)) means an exigent circumstance in which a vulnerable adult's health and
safety is placed in imminent danger. Imminent danger is when death or severe bodily injury could
reasonably be expected to occur without intervention.
66. Exploitation. (OAA Section 102(a)(18)(a))
A. The fraudulent or otherwise illegal, unauthorized, or improper act or process of an individual,
including a caregiver or fiduciary, that uses the resources of an older individual for monetary or
personal benefit, profit, or gain, or that results in depriving an older individual of rightful access to,
or use of, benefits, resources, belongings, or assets.

B. In subparagraph (1), the term ‘caregiver’ means an individual who has the responsibility for the
care of an older individual, either voluntarily, by contract, by receipt of payment for care, or as a
result of the operation of law and means a family member or other individual who provides (on
behalf of such individual or of a public or private agency, organization, or institution) compensated
or uncompensated care to an older individual.
67. Exploitation. (IC 39-5302(7)) means an action which may include, but is not limited to, the unjust or
improper use of a vulnerable adult's financial power of attorney, funds, property, or resources by
another person for profit or advantage.
68. Family Caregiver. (OAA Section 302(3)) means an adult family member, or another individual, who is an
informal provider of in-home and community care to an older individual or to an individual with
Alzheimer’s disease or a related disorder with neurological and organic brain dysfunction.
69. Family Violence. (OAA Section 102(a)(19)) same meaning given the term in the Family Violence
Prevention and Services Act (42 U.S.C. 10408).
70. Fiscal Effectiveness. (IDAPA 15.01.01.010.21) A financial record of the cost of all formal services
provided to insure that maintenance of an individual at home is more cost effective than placement of
that individual in an institutional long-term care setting. (7-1-98)
71. Fiduciary. (OAA Section 102(a)(20))
A. Person or entity with the legal responsibility –
1. to make decisions on behalf of and for the benefit of another person; and
2. to act in good faith and with fairness; and
B. Includes a trustee, a guardian, a conservator, an executor, an agent under a financial power of
attorney or health care power of attorney, or a representative payee.
72. Focal Point. (OAA Section 102(a)(21)) a facility established to encourage the maximum collocation and
coordination of services for older individuals.
73. Formal Services. (IDAPA 15.01.01.010.22) Services provided to clients by a formally organized entity,
including, but not limited to, Medicaid HCBS. (5-3-03)
74. Frail. (OAA Section 102(a)(22))
A. With respect to an older individual in a State, that the older individual is determined to be
functionally impaired because the individual—
1. is unable to perform at least two activities of daily living without substantial human assistance,
including verbal reminding, physical cueing, or supervision; or
2. at the option of the State, is unable to perform at least three such activities without such
assistance; or

B. Due to a cognitive or other mental impairment, requires substantial supervision because the
individual behaves in a manner that poses a serious health or safety hazard to the individual or to
another individual.
75. Functional Impairment. (IDAPA 15.01.01.010.23) A condition that limits an individual’s ability to
perform ADLs and IADLs. (7-1-98)
76. Grandparent or Older Individual Who is a Relative Caregiver. (OAA Section 372(2)) The term
‘‘grandparent or older individual who is a relative caregiver’’ means a grandparent or stepgrandparent of a child, or a relative of a child by blood, marriage, or adoption who is 55 years of age
or older and—
A. Lives with the child;
B. Is the primary caregiver of the child because the biological or adoptive parents are unable or
unwilling to serve as the primary caregiver of the child; and
C. Has a legal relationship to the child, as such legal custody or guardianship, or is raising the child
informally.
77. Greatest Economic Need. (OAA Section 102(a)(23)) the need resulting from an income level at or
below the poverty line.
78. Greatest Social Need. (OAA Section 102(a)(24)) the need caused by non-economic factors, which
include—
A. Physical and mental disabilities;
B. Language barriers; and
C. Cultural, social, or geographical isolation, including isolation caused by racial or ethnic
status, that—

1. restricts the ability of an individual to perform normal daily tasks; or
2. threatens the capacity of the individual to live independently.
79. Hispanic-serving institutions. Section 502 of the Higher Education Act of 1965 (20 U.S.C. 1101a)
defines the term as an institution of higher education that –
A. Is an eligible institution;
B. At the time of application, has an enrollment of undergraduate full-time equivalent students that is at
least 25 percent Hispanic students; and
C. Provides assurances that not less than 50 percent of the instution’s Hispanic students are low-income
individuals, which assurances –
1. May employ statistical extrapolation using appropriate data from the Bureau of the Census or
other appropriate Federal or State sources; and

2. The Secretary shall consider as meeting the requirements of this subparagraph, unless the
Secretary determines, based on a preponderance of the evidence, that the assurances do not
meet the requirements.
80. Home-Delivered Meals. (IDAPA 15.01.01.010.24) Meals delivered to eligible clients in private homes.
These meals shall meet the requirements of the OAA. (7-1-98)
81. Homemaker. (IDAPA 15.01.01.010.25) A person who has successfully completed a basic prescribed
training, who, under the supervision of a provider, supplies homemaker services. (4-6-05)
82. Homemaker Service. (IDAPA 15.01.01.010.26) Assistance with housekeeping, meal planning and
preparation, essential shopping and personal errands, banking and bill paying, medication
management, and, with restrictions, bathing and washing hair. (7-1-98)
83. Household. (IDAPA 15.01.01.010.27) For sliding fee purposes, a “household” includes a client and any
other person permanently resident in the same dwelling who shares accommodations and expenses
with the client. (7-1-98)
84. Idaho Commission on Aging (ICOA). (IDAPA 15.01.01.010.28 & 15.01.20.010.05) State agency that
plans, sets priorities, coordinates, develops policy, and evaluates state activities relative to the
objectives of the OAA. (3-20-04)
85. In-home Services. (OAA Section 102(a)(30)) Includes—
A. Services of homemakers and home health aides;
B. Visiting and telephone reassurance;
C. Chore maintenance;
D. In-home respite care for families, and adult day care as a respite service for families;
E. Minor modification of homes that is necessary to facilitate the ability of older individuals to remain
at home and that is not available under another program (other than a program carried out under
this Act);
F. Personal care services; and
G. Other in-home services as defined—
1. by the State agency in the State plan submitted in accordance with section 307; and
2. by the area agency on aging in the area plan submitted in accordance with section 306.
86. In-home Services. (IC 67-5006(2)) Provide care for older persons in their own homes and help them
maintain, strengthen, and safeguard their personal functioning in their own homes. These services
shall include, but not be limited to case management, homemakers, chores, telephone reassurance,
home delivered meals, friendly visiting and shopping assistance, and in-home respite care.
87. Indian. (OAA Section 102(a)(26)) Means a person who is a member of an Indian tribe.
88. Indian Tribe. (OAA Section 102(a)(27)) Means any tribe, band, nation, or other organized group or
community of Indians (including any Alaska Native village or regional or village corporation as defined
in or established pursuant to the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (Public Law 92–203; 85 Stat.

688) which (A) is recognized as eligible for the special programs and services provided by the United
States to Indians because of their status as Indians; or (B) is located on, or in proximity to, a Federal or
State reservation or rancheria.
89. Information and Assistance Service. (OAA Section 102(a)(28)) (IC 67-5006(6))Means a service for
older individuals that—
A. Provides the individuals with current information on opportunities and services available to the
individuals within their communities, including information relating to assistive technology;
B. Assesses the problems and capacities of the individuals;
C. Links the individuals to the opportunities and services that are available;
D. To the maximum extent practicable, ensures that the individuals receive the services needed by
the individuals, and are aware of the opportunities available to the individuals, by establishing
adequate follow-up procedures; and
E. Serves the entire community of older individuals, particularly—
1. Older individuals with greatest social need;
2. Older individuals with greatest economic need; and
3. Older individuals at risk for institutional placement.
90. I & A. (IDAPA 15.01.21.010.02) Information and Assistance Services initiated by an older person or their
representative that: (7-1-98)
A. Provides current information about services available within the community, including information
about assistive technology; (7-1-98)
B. Assesses the problem, determines the appropriate available service, and makes the referral; (7-198)
C. To the maximum extent practicable, by establishing adequate follow-up procedures, ensures that
the client receives the needed service and is made aware of other available services. (7-1-98)
91. Information and Referral. (OAA Section 102(a)(29)) includes information relating to assistive
technology.
92. Information and Referral. (IC 67-5006(7)) means and includes information relating to assistive
technology.
93. Informal Supports. (IDAPA 15.01.01.010.29) Those supports provided by church, family, friends, and
neighbors, usually at no cost to the client. (7-1-98)
94. Institution of Higher Education. (OAA Section 102(a)(31)) has the meaning given the term in section
101 of the Higher Education Act of 1965.
95. Instrumental Activities of Daily Living (IADL). (IDAPA 15.01.01.010.30) Meal preparation, money
management, transportation, shopping, using the telephone, medication management, heavy
housework, light housework. (7-1-98)

96. Integrated Long-term Care. (OAA Section 102(a)(32))
A. Means items and services that consist of –
1. With respect to long-term care –
a. Long-term care items or services provided under a State plan for medical assistance under
the Medicaid program established under Title XIX of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1396
et seq.), including nursing facility services, home and community-based services, personal
care services, and case management services provided under the plan; and
b. Any other supports, items, or services that are available under any federally funded longterm care program; and
2. with respect to other health care, items and services covered under –
a. The Medicare program established under title XVIII of the Social
Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1395 et seq.);
b. The State plan for medical assistance under the Medicaid program;
or
c. Any other federally funded health care program; and
B. Includes items or services described in subparagraph (A) that are provided under a public or
private managed care plan or through any other service provider.
97. Legal Assistance. (OAA Section 102(a)(33))
A. Means legal advice and representation provided by an attorney to older individuals with economic
or social needs; and
B. Includes—
1. To the extent feasible, counseling or other appropriate assistance by a paralegal or law student
under the direct supervision of an attorney; and
2. Counseling or representation by a nonlawyer where permitted by law.
98. Legal Assistance. (IDAPA 15.01.21.010.03) Advice, counseling, or representation by an attorney or by
a paralegal under the supervision of an attorney.
99. Legal Representative. (IDAPA 15.01.01.010.31) A person who carries a Power of Attorney or who is
appointed Guardian or Conservator with legal authority to speak for a client. (5-3-03)
100. Long-Term Care. (OAA Section 102(a)(34)) means any service, care, or item (including an assistive
device), including a disease prevention and health promotion service, an in-home service, and a case
management service –
A. Intended to assist individuals in coping with, and to the extent practicable compensate for, a
functional impairment in carrying out activities of daily living;
B. Furnished at home, in a community care setting (including a small community care setting as
defined in subsection (g)(1), and a large community care setting as defined in subsection (h)(1), of
section 1929 of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1396t)), or in a long-term care facility; and
C. Not furnished to prevent, diagnose, treat, or cure a medical disease or condition.
101. Long-Term Care Facility. (OAA Section 102(a)(35)) means—

A. Any skilled nursing facility, as defined in section 1819(a) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1395i–
3(a));
B. Any nursing facility, as defined in section 1919(a) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1396r(a));
C. For purposes of sections OAA 307(a)(12)[1] and 712, a board and care facility; and
D. Any other adult care home, including an assisted living facility, similar to a facility or institution
described in subparagraphs (1) through (3).
102. Long-Term Care Facility. (IDAPA Ombudsman 15.01.03.010.10) Skilled nursing facilities as defined in
IDAPA 16.03.02, Subsection 002.33, “Rules and Minimum Standards for Skilled Nursing and
Intermediate Care Facilities,” and residential care facilities as defined in IDAPA 16.03.22, “Rules for
Licensed Residential and Assisted Living Facilities in Idaho.” (7-1-98)
103. Meal Site. (IDAPA 15.01.21.010.04) A facility or location where eligible persons (and spouses)
assemble for a meal, either site prepared or catered. (7-1-98)
104. Medicaid HCBS. (IDAPA 15.01.01.010.32) Services approved under the Medicaid Waiver for the aged
and disabled. (3-30-01)
105. Multipurpose Senior Center. (OAA Section 102(a)(36)) Means a community facility for the organization
and provision of a broad spectrum of services, which shall include provision of health (including
mental health), social, nutritional, and educational services and the provision of facilities for
recreational activities for older individuals.
106. National Aging Program Information System (NAPIS). (IDAPA 15.01.01.010.33) Standardized
nationwide reporting system that tracks: (7-1-98)
A. Service levels by individual service, identifies client characteristics, State and AAA staffing profiles,
and identifies major program accomplishments; and (4-5-00)
B. Complaints received against long term care facilities and family members or complaints related to
rights, benefits and entitlements. (7-1-98)
107. Native American. (OAA Section 102(a)(37)) Means—
A. An Indian as defined in paragraph (5); and
B. A Native Hawaiian, as defined in section 625.
108. Naturally Occurring Retirement Community. (OAA Section 422(a)(2)) Means a community with a
concentrated population of older individuals, which may include a residential building, a housing
complex, an area (including a rural area) of single family residences, or a neighborhood composed of
age-integrated housing—
C. Where—
1. 40 percent of the heads of households are older individuals; or
2. A critical mass of older individuals exists, based on local factors that,
taken in total, allow an organization to achieve efficiencies in the provision of health and social
services to older individuals living in the community; and

D. That is not an institutional care or assisted living setting.
109. Neglect. (OAA Section 102(a)(38)) MeansA. The failure of a caregiver (as defined in paragraph (27) or fiduciary to provide the goods or services
that are necessary to maintain the health or safety of an older individual; or
B. self-neglect.
110. Neglect. (IC 39-5302(8)) Means failure of a caretaker to provide food, clothing, shelter or medical care
reasonably necessary to sustain the life and health of a vulnerable adult, or the failure of a vulnerable
adult to provide those services for himself.
111. Non-Institutional. (IDAPA 15.01.01.010.34) Living arrangements which do not provide medical
oversight or organized supervision of residents’ activities of daily living. Non-institutional residences
include:
A. Congregate housing units,
B. Board and room facilities,
C. Private residential houses,
D. Apartments,
E. Condominiums,
F. Duplexes and multiplexes,
G. Hotel/ motel rooms, and
H. Group homes in which residents are typically unrelated to individuals.
Non-institutional does not include:

A. skilled nursing homes,
B. residential care facilities,
C. homes providing adult foster care,
D. hospitals,
E. or residential schools/hospitals for the severely developmentally disabled or the chronically
mentally ill. (7-1-98)
112. Non-Jurisdictional Complaints. (IDAPA Ombudsman 15.01.03.010.08) Complaints made by or on behalf
of residents of long-term care facilities who are under the age of sixty (60) or complaints concerning
persons outside the statutory jurisdiction of an ombudsman. (7-1-98)
113. Nonprofit. (OAA Section 102(a)(39)) As applied to any agency, institution, or organization means an
agency, institution, or organization which is, or is owned and operated by, one or more corporations
or associations no part of the net earnings of which injuries, or may lawfully inure, to the benefit of
any private shareholder or individual.

114. Office. (OAA 712(a)(2)) For purposes of Long Term Care Ombudsman only, “Office” is defined as: the
individual described in section 712(a)(2) Ombudsman – the Office shall be headed by an individual,
to be known as the State Long Term Care Ombudsman, who shall be selected from among individuals
with expertise and experience in the fields of long term care and advocacy.
115. Office. (IDAPA Ombudsman 15.01.03.010.09) Office of the State Ombudsman for the Elderly pursuant
to Title 67, Chapter 50, Idaho Code, Section 67-5009. (7-1-98)
116. Older Americans Act. (IDAPA 15.01.01.010.35 & 15.01.20.010.06) Federal law authorizing funding to
states for supportive and nutrition services for the elderly. (3-20-04)
117. Older Individual. (OAA Section 102(a)(40)) means an individual who is 60 years of age or older.
118. Older Persons. (IC 67-5006(4)) individuals sixty (60) years of age or older.
119. Ombudsman. (IDAPA 15.01.01.010.36) An individual or program providing a mechanism to receive,
investigate, and resolve complaints made by, or on behalf of, residents of long-term care facilities. (53-03)
120. Outreach Service. (IDAPA 15.01.21.010.05) A service which actively seeks out older persons, identifies
their service needs, and provides them with information and assistance to link them with appropriate
services. (7-1-98)
121. Pension and Other Retirement Benefits. (OAA Section 215(a)(1)) means private, civil service, and other
public pensions and retirement benefits, including benefits provided under—
A. The Social Security program under title II of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 401 et seq.);
B. The railroad retirement program under the Railroad Retirement Act of 1974 (45 U.S.C. 231 et
seq.);
C. The government retirement benefits programs under the Civil Service Retirement System set forth
in chapter 83 of title 5, United States Code, the Federal Employees Retirement System set forth in
chapter 84 of title 5, United States Code, or other Federal retirement systems; or
D. Employee pension benefit plans as defined in section 3(2) of the Employee Retirement Income
Security Act of 1974 (29 U.S.C. 1002(2)).
122. Physical Harm. (OAA Section 102(a)(41)) means bodily injury, impairment, or disease.
123. Planning and Service Area (PSA). (IDAPA 15.01.01.010.38 & 15.01.20.010.07) ICOA designated
geographical area within Idaho for which an AAA is responsible. (3-20-04)
124. Planning and Service Area. (OAA Section 102(a)(42)) means an area designated by a State agency
under section 305(a)(1)(E), including a single planning and service area described in section
305(b)(5)(A).
125. Poverty Line. (OAA Section 102(a)(43)) means the official poverty line (as defined by the Office of
Management and Budget, and adjusted by the Secretary in accordance with section 673(2) of the
Community Services Block Grant Act (42 U.S.C. 9902(2)).
126. Program. (IDAPA 15.01.01.010.37) The Idaho Senior Services Program. (7-1-98)
127. Protective Action Plan (PAP). (IDAPA 15.01.02.010.05 ) An individual plan addressing the remedial,
social, legal, medical, educational, mental health or other services available to reduce or eliminate the
risk of harm to a vulnerable adult. A PAP may include a Supportive Services Plan as defined in IDAPA
15.01.01, “Rules Governing Idaho Senior Services.

128. Provider. (IDAPA 15.01.01.010.39) An AAA or another entity under contract with the AAA to provide a
specific service. (5-3-03)
129. Representative Payee. (OAA Section 102(a)(44)) means a person who is appointed by a governmental
entity to receive, on behalf of an older individual who is unable to manage funds by reason of a
physical or mental incapacity, any funds owed to such individual by such entity.
130. Resident. (OAA Section 711(6)) The term ‘‘resident’’ means an older individual who resides in a longterm care facility.
131. Resident. (IDAPA Ombudsman 15.01.03.010.11) Resident as defined in IDAPA 16.03.22, “Rules for
Licensed Residential and Assisted Living Facilities in Idaho.” (7-1-98)
132. Respite. (IDAPA 15.01.01.010.40) Short-term, intermittent relief provided to caregivers (individuals or
families) of a functionally-impaired relative or custodial charge. (4-5-00)
133. Rural. (IDAPA 15.01.21.010.06) Communities having a population of fewer than twenty thousand
(20,000) persons.(7-1-98)
134. Secretary. (OAA Section 102(a)(45)) means the Secretary of Health and Human Services, expect that for
purposes of title V such term means the Secretary of Labor.
135. Self-directed Care. (OAA Section 102(a)(46)) means an approach to providing services (including
programs, benefits, supports, and technology) under this Act intended to assist an individual with
activities of daily living, in which –
A. Such services (including the amount, duration, scope, provider, and location of such services ) are
planned, budgeted, and purchased under the direction and control of such individual;
B. Such individual is provided with such information and assistance as are necessary and appropriate
to enable such individual to make informed decisions about the individual’s care options;
C. The needs, capabilities, and preferences of such individual with respect to such services, and such
individual’s ability to direct and control the individual’s receipt of such services, are assessed by
the area agency on aging (or other agency designated by the area agency on aging) involved;
D. Based on the assessment made under subparagraph (3), the area agency on aging (or other agency
designated by the area agency on aging) develops together with such individual and the
individual’s family, caregiver (as defined in paragraph (27)), or legal representative –
1. A plan of services for such individual that specifies which services such individual will be
responsible for directing;
2. A determination of the role of family members (and others whose participation is sought by
such individual) in providing services under such plan; and
3. A budget for such services; and
4. The area agency on aging or State agency provides for oversight of such individual’s selfdirected receipt of services, including steps to ensure the quality of services provided and the
appropriate use of funds under this Act.

136. Self-neglect. (OAA Section 102(a)(47)) means an adult’s inability, due to physical or mental impairment
or diminished capacity, to perform essential self-care tasks including –
A. Obtaining essential food, clothing, shelter, and medical care;
B. Obtaining goods and services necessary to maintain physical health, mental health, or general
safety; or
C. Managing one’s own financial affairs.
137. Serious Injury or Serious Imposition of Rights. (IDAPA 15.01.02.010.04 ) A situation of substantiated
abuse or neglect involving serious mental or physical injury, or exploitation. (5-3-03)
138. Serious Physical Injury. (IDAPA 15.01.02.010.06 ) Includes, but is not limited to: (3-30-01)
A. Severe skin bruising; (5-3-03)
B. Burns; (3-30-01)
C. Bone fractures; (3-30-01)
D. Decubitis ulcers; (5-3-03)
E. Internal injuries; (5-3-03)
F. Lacerations; (3-30-01)
G. Malnutrition resulting in serious medical consequences; (5-3-03)
H. Subdural hematoma; or (5-3-03) i. Soft tissue swelling. (5-3-03)
139. Severe Disability. (OAA Section 102(a)(48)) means a severe, chronic disability attributable to mental or
physical impairment, or a combination of mental and physical impairments, that—
A. Is likely to continue indefinitely; and
B. Results in substantial functional limitation in 3 or more of the major life activities specified in
subparagraphs.
140. Sexual Assault. (OAA Section 102(a)(49)) has the meaning given the term in section 2003 of the
Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 (42 U.S.C. 3796gg–2).
141. Shopping Assistance. (IDAPA 15.01.01.010.41) Accompaniment and provision of assistance to an
elderly individual for the purpose of purchasing food, medicine and other necessities for an elderly
individual who is disabled or homebound. (7-1-98)
142. Sliding Fee Scale. (IDAPA 15.01.01.010.42) A fee scale ranging from zero percent (0%) to one hundred
percent (100%) of the cost of services. Cost of services shall be based on the contractor’s or provider’s
actual unit costs. A client’s percentage (payment) shall be determined by ranking the client’s annual
household income against the federally determined poverty guidelines for that year. (3-19-99)
143. State System of Long-term Care. (OAA Section 102(a)(52)) Means the Federal, State, and local
programs and activities administered by a State that provide, support, or facilitate access to long-term
care for individuals in such State.

144. Substate Ombudsman. (IDAPA Ombudsman 15.01.03.010.12) An individual associated with a
designated local Ombudsman for the Elderly Program, who performs the duties of ombudsman. (7-198)
145. Supportive Service. (OAA Section 102(a)(53)) means a service described in section 321(a).
146. Supportive Service. (IC 39-5302(9)) means noninvestigatory remedial, social, legal, health, educational,
mental health and referral services provided to a vulnerable adult.
147. Supportive Service Plan (SSP). (IDAPA 15.01.01.010.43) An individual support plan outlining an array
of services or the components of an individual service required to maintain a client at home or to
reduce risks and meet the care needs of a vulnerable adult. (4-6-05)
148. Supportive Services Technician. (IDAPA 15.01.01.010.44) AAA employee working under the
supervision of a licensed social worker or case manager assisting with investigation of Adult Protection
reports, completion of the ICOA approved assessment instrument for services of clients of ICOA
funded in-home services, or development and initiation of SSPs. The employee shall have a High
School diploma and at least two (2) years’ experience delivering services to the elderly or at-risk
populations. (5-3-03)
149. Transportation. (IC 67-5006(1)) services designed to transport older persons to and from community
facilities and resources for the purpose of applying for and receiving services, reducing isolation, or
otherwise promoting independent living, but not including a direct subsidy for an overall transit
system or a general reduced fare program for a public or private transit system.
150. Transportation Services. (IDAPA 15.01.01.010.45) Services designed to transport eligible clients to and
from community facilities/resources for the purposes of applying for and receiving services, reducing
isolation, or otherwise promoting independence.
151. Unit of General Purpose Local Government. (OAA Section 302(4)) means—
1. A political subdivision of the State whose authority is general and not limited to only one function
or combination of related functions; or
2. An Indian tribal organization.
152. USDA Eighty/Twenty (80/20) Commodity Program. (IDAPA 15.01.21.010.07) Federal program in which
the participating AAA agrees to accept a minimum of twenty percent (20%) of its total entitlement in
commodities with the balance of eighty percent (80%) being paid in cash at the current USDA
reimbursement rate. (7-1-98)
153. USDA One Hundred Percent (100%) Cash-in-Lieu Community Program. (IDAPA 15.01.21.010.08)
Federal program in which the participating AAA receives one hundred percent (100%) cash
reimbursement in lieu of commodities. (7-1-99)
154. Vulnerable adult. (IC 39-5302(10)) means a person eighteen (18) years of age or older who is unable
to protect himself from abuse, neglect or exploitation due to physical or mental impairment which
affects the person's judgment or behavior to the extent that he lacks sufficient understanding or
capacity to make or communicate or implement decisions regarding his person.
155. Vulnerable Elder Rights Protection Activity. (OAA Section 761(2)) means an activity funded under
subtitle A. (42 U.S.C. 3058bb)

